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Abstr act
In her books Ana Historic, Double Negative , written with 8etsy War/and, and
Salvage , Daphne Marlatt penetrates the silence surrounding women's experiences
in history, poetry, and fiction. This thesis analyzes how, in her recent writing,
Marlall negates depictions of women as passive objects of desire. At the same
time it explores how Marlatt creates a new relationship between women and words
whi le she opens up her writing to others, beckoning them to join her in naming
themselves, their realities, and their desires fromtheir infinitely varied perspectives.
Drawing the reader's attention to the power of language to include or exclude,
Marlatt poses questions and Invites responses from her reader whom she envisions
as an active co-creator of meaning. Based on her own experience of desire, the
rhythmic flow of Marlatt's writing abandons subject - verb - object sentence structure
for a fluid form. The dialogue between her characters in Ana Historic and the
reciprocal writing exchanges between Marlatt and other writers in Doubfo Negative
and Salvage provide examples of ways in which women, marked by their absence
or misrepresented in writing, can represent themselves.
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Introduction
.. , i am going , beyond the mountains. past the Great Divide where
the rivers run in opposi te direction i am carrying you with me .
Daphne Marlatt. Toucn to My Tongue
In her most recent books . Ana Historic , Double Negative . wr itten wi lh Betsy
Warland, and Salvage , Daphne Marlatt initiates a process of writing with her reader
in orde r to change "woman 's life scrip t las] a nonstory, a silent space . a g<lPin
patria rchal culture" (Smith Poetics 50). As I examine these three books, I hope 10
show how Marlatt creates a dialogic reader/co-writer partnership . a bond strong
enoug h, perh aps, 10 break the cultural silence on women that denies them the
authority to name themselves and their desi res (48-49). Inan mtervew with George
Boweri ng, Marlatt decla res tha t "the business of poetry is to r r.ake peo ple see"
("Given This Body" 80). tn this thesis, I propose that she finds a way for wo men to
presen t recognizable images of themse lves in writing, thus revising false depictions
of them as reflections of men.
I will examine how Marla tt establishes a new relationship between women
and words as she dev ises an ac tive form of fluid writing to dispe l their invisibility
As in all of Marlatt's books, many facets of her own person, as a mother, an
immigr ant, a writer, a wife, and later, as a lover of another woman emerge into Ana
Histor ic, Double Negative . and Salvage as her life writing, a blended genre which
allows for a partnership of fiction and non-f iction (Kadar iX). As she searches for a
way to inscribe women's diverse views of themse lves she assumes what Adrienne
Rich claims is an ambitious undertaking (''When We Dead Awaken" 35). Indeed,
as Mar latl l ransforms women' s invisibility in a book (Brossard 125) , she engages
her reader in a dialogue where they voice the unspeakable : desire in and between
women . Marlatt acknow ledges the magnitude of her projecl in an interview with
Janice Williamson : "To speak of what oes been excluded from the wor ld of
literature, which is woman's desire , and io make that present in a language of
presence is <1big challenge" ("Soundi ng a Difference" 52).
Marlatt collaborates with a variety of people throughout her career, including
photographe rs Cheryl Sourkes in Touch to My Tongue and Double Negative , and
Robert Minden in Steveston. She translates Nicole Brossard's poem "Mauve" who,
in turn, translates her "Character " as "Jeu de tenres." However, it is after Longspoon
Press solicits and publishes the love poems that she and Betsy Warland write to
each other in 1984 that Marlatt and War land are inspired to write collaboratively on
the subject of desiring wome n in Double Negative (Warland Proper Deafinilions
126,131). In this book, they invite their reader to enter into reciprocal writing with
Ihem: "you my co-writer and co-reade r, the one up close i address as you and you
others i cannot foresee but imagine 'you' reading in for. and then the re's the you in
me , wri ting 100. nol the same so much as reciprocal, moving back and forth
between our sameness and differences" ("Reading and Writing" 133).
As in Dou ble Ne gative , Marlatt draws the reader into a particip atory role in
An a Hi storic and Sa lvage , lurn ing her examining Ileye on tanquaq e itsel f. She
becomes awa re of "difference" and the power of language for inclusio n or exclusion
and isolation as a yOllng child ~ iving in Penang, Matavsta. where five lauquaqes are
spoken in her home (Marlatt "Enter ing In" 220). This is fur ther apparent 10 Marlatt
when , in a subsequent move from England 10 North Vancouve r, she experien ces
conte mpt from her Canadian cla ssmates for wearing a "woolly" instead 01 a
"swe ater" (220-221), Indeed, Menatt tete r becomes know n for he r "diueren t" kind
of wr iting because her poetry is unlike the trend of nationalist writing commonptaco
in the 1960$ (Ricou "Poetry" 29) .
She is a prolific writer with twenty published books of poetry ;lI1dlor prose 10
her cre dit. I Numerous articles , reviews, and six dissertati ons wh ich examine her
books in varying degrees, provide an in-depth analysis of her wriling up to the mid-
nineteen eighties, before the three books that are the focus of this thesis." To my
gllost works is a collection of Marlatt's previously published books enntted
localo, Ill/he Monlh of Hungry Ghosts, and How Hug a Stooo. Two Wmnfm iI/II Bi/III is
Marlatt and Betsy Warland's most recent book which reprints Marlatt's Tom:/I 10 My
Tongue, Warland's Open Is Broken, and their collaborativetywriUen long poem sequence,
Double Negative, It also includes Marlatt and Warland's "Reading and Writing Between
the lines," their exchanges on their collaborative writing experiences, and "Subject to
Change," their journal entries on experimental reciprocal writing, Marlatt is arso the co-
editor of the publications from two seminal feminist conferences, 11/ /110 Fomill ino and
Telling it: Women end Language Across Culfuros
Brenda Carr's doctoral dissertation, "Daphne Marlatt's Salmon Texts •
Swimming ( Jumping Ihe Margins I Barriers" focuses on Marlatt's writing before IIWI
Historic, Double Negative, and Salvage, although Carr does mention these books
knowledge there are no comprehensive studies of Ana Historic, Double Negative,
and Salvage and the collaboration which these books invite the reader to engage
While Alla His/oric has received attention in a number of mixed reviews and
predom inantly favourable essays, there has been hUle response to Double
Negative . Warland voices her thoughts on the reception of the poetic collaboration:
Perhaps one of the most remarkable thing!>about Double Negative
thus far is that it has received pract ically no reviews. Collabora tive
writing seems to be a radical and unnerving approach for the North
America n critical mind which champions individualism (Proper
Deafin itions 132)
Julia Creet reviews it favourably, however, as does Brenda Carr who, in her essay,
responds positively to Marlatt and Warland's writing "[a]cross tile difference of
sexua l orientation, honouring that difference, enspirited by that difference
("Collaboration" 111).
While response to Marlatt's Salvage is somewhat slow in coming, it is
favourable, nonetheless. Melinda McCracken gives it a positive review, describing
it as "bold and original, [ . .. ) a unique and beautifully wrought creation from one
of Canada's most accomplished poets" (45-46). In her essay on the titular section
of the collection, Susan Holbrook claims that Marlatt makes "powerful trans-
gressions" that are "striking" and suggest "beauty and revolt [as she] pushes the
limits of how we can speak andimagine our striking selves" (17). Discussing the fifth
sect ion, "Booking Passage," Pauline Bull ing dec lares tha t S<I/V.1go, like ,111 of
Mar latt's texts, "loose nls] the boundaries of meaning and thus allowls] for
interventions - by both the writer and the reader - in the symbol ic order l. so that
Marlatt] changes how we see and value wome n" (167)
Yet , women's experie nces are not a focus of the writing circle to which
Marlatt belongs in Vancouver in the 1970s, althoug h from the start of her ca reer, her
writing is rooted in her personalute." Up to 198 1, her exposure to women writers
occurs prima rily in her involvement with the Blew Ointrne nt-rntennedta qroup in
Vancouve r (Ma rlatt "Correspondences" 23), She acknowledges no female mentors
(Williamso n "It gives" 171). Her writing mentors and models are men, arr.anq them
Duncan, Creeley, Snyde r, Ginsberg , Will iams . and Pound (Mar latt "Between
Continuity," by Carr 99) . In the early 1960s she learns "crea tive writing" from Earle
Birney and etymological techniques from Char les Olson, the founder of the "Black
Mount ain Schoo l" (Barbour "Daphne Mar latt" ECWs BiograpIJicfl / 267-268 ; Wah
Intro. Net Work 9), She later discovers the "semantic thickness" of words as she
translates Francis Ponge's Le Pari; PrisDes C/Joses for her master's thesis (9). Her
experimentation in poetry is initiated by the male writers of "Black Mountain Schoo l"
See Marlalt"Difference (em)bracing" 188 · 192; Willi;Jmson, 'It givl3s"17 1 -
173; Wah lntrc. Net Work 8 -14.
and tnc original mem bers of the TlSH group , such as Frank Davey, George
Bowering . and l ionel Kearns.'
Marlatt begins to discover her ownvoice as she writes her first book , Frames
(Marlatt "Given This Body: by 80wering 37), which marks the beginn ing of her
struggle to exp ress who she is (40) .~ Over the years . her attem pts to establis h her
identity and presence in the world become p direct focus of her writing Marlatt
notes that he r writing becomes influenced by the work of a number of fem inist
theorisls , notab ly Nicole Brossard , at the "Dia logue" conference at York University
in 1981 ("Correspondences" 23 ; "Sounding a Differe nce," by Williamson 47 ):
I became very interested in the kind of theory that Nicole Brossard
was writing . I bega n to get very inte rested in the possibil ity of
writing carrying the feminine, so that led me to French feminist theory,
and I started read ing Cixous and lrigaray and Kristeva - Duras before
that. but not so much fo r theory . The thing that drew me to what
Nicole was doing was her writing always as a woman writing..
Marlatt credits Olson, Creeley, and Duncan with being important writing
influences (Amason, Cooley, and Enri9ht2 9). Up to 1980, lhe three Canadian writers most
important to her are Robert Krcetsch, Michael Ondaatje, and George Bowering (9).
AlthoughMarlall is among the "second-wave" of writers who contribute to Tishafter 1963
(8), she daims that she never lelt part of this group ("Given This Body," by Bowering 34)
Fred Wah writes that 01the !welve peoplemost involvedwith Tish al this lime, only Martall
and Gladys Hindmarch were women rlntro." Net Work 8). aUhough M3rlall pcnts oul that
other women were involved ("Belween ccnnnuit y." by Carr 102). Of the women writers
whose work interested her she notes: 'Wel l, there was H.D., there was Denise tevert cv.
Dianedi Prima. Joanne Kyger. somehow their writing was regarded as secondary because
it was too personal" (99)
For a discussion of the developmenl of Marlall 's early wriling up 10
s tovoston.see "Given This Body: an interviewwith Daphne Marlatt," by George Bowering
in Open Leiter4 .3, Spring. 1979, pp. 32-88. Also, see "Between ContinUity and Difference
An Interview with Daphne Marlatl,Mby Brenda Carr in Beyond Tish, edited by Douglas
Barbour.
INicole] was talking about an approach to writing [IS a woman
("Sounding a Difference ," by Williamson 47 - 48).
This conference enab les her to connect her search for her identity find voice with
her body and the active quality of her desire A decad e after the 'Dialoquo"
conference, she reflects
It has been a long journey for me to come into my body, to be centred
in, the subject of, my desire and not the object of someone else's . To
deve lop my own sense of the line or even of how i might move thru
syntax to speak my own being, i had to give li p trying to imitate men
So the quest ion was , how did my being a woman make a
difference to my writing? A difference not peripheral but central And
if we we re going to start with the body, well, my body was cenrnnly
different from Charles Olson's ("Between Continuity," by Car r 99)
In an epigraph to her What Mailers: Wn"lil1g 1968-70, Marlatt quotes Gc orqc
Bowering: "If you don't understa nd the story you'd better tell it" (N. p<lg,). In 11m/
Historic, she does just that. Marlalltells the story of a woman barely remembered
in the historical documents of British Columbia that preserve almost exclusively tho
exploits of men. ln Chapter One of this thesis, I will examine how she establishe s
the presence of women by coming to terms with how they are missino from written
records, Seeking 10undo the collective absence of "those anonymous ladies" (Ana
Histone83) past and present, she sets out to revise culturally instilled perceptions
of women's desi re as monstrous. In the birth of the loving relationships between her
characters , An nie and Zoe , and Ana and Birdie, Marlatt estabnshes the prese nce
of women who des ire women and sets up a dialogue with her reader for further
express ions of women 's realities .
In Chapte r Two, I will explore the intent behind Marlatt and Warland's expose
of wo.rds that are "freighted with patriarchal value" in Double Negati ve (Marlatt
"Between Continuity," by Carr W4 ). Protesting against language that denies them
presence, they engage in "sub-versive" wordplay as they investigate how they are
sentenced to the marg ins outside the "real" in langua ge, placed "behind, after ,
without a version" (Double Negative 20). Throug h careful allention to words, Marlatt
and Warland create a vivid representat ion of themselves that is d ifficullto den y".
In the third section of Doub le Negativ e, they revise their independently written
poetry of the titular firs t section by alternate ly taking "a phrase from one another's
poetic entries [. .. .J runr.ing away with lt - going off track into our own idiosyncratic
asso ciative prose reflections" (Warland Prop er Deafinitions 131·132). I will
examine how, instead of forcing their words to filthe standard SUbject- verb - objec t
sentence order of the English language, they write poetry attuned to the rhythms of
the ir bodies. With their reciprocal writing based on the flow of their desire and
lovemaking, Marlatt and Watland create re-visions of themselves as "Real 2" rather
than "Doub le Nega tive." As they do so, they offe r the ir readers opportun ities to
present themse lves through their approach to writing as collaboration: "we quest ion
See Betsy Warland's Proper Deafinitions: Collected Theorograms.
Vancouver: PressGang Publishers, 1990.
the de lineation between the collectivity of conversa tion and the individual's
ownership of the written here we affirm our spiralling do minoing wandering she-
speech in the talking we do between the sheets between the lines between the
writing that intertwines . ." (Mar latt and Warland "Reading and Writing" 141). I
hope to show how Marlatt and Warland do not speak for all wo men in Double
Negative , but create opportunities forwomen to speak in their own stead: " . what
is 'self writing here? when you leave space for your readers whn may not read you
in the same way, the autobiographical becomes the communal even
commu nographic in its contextual and narrative [Carol Gill igan] women's way of
thinking - and collaborating" ("Reading and Writing" 142). As they reach out to
include their readers in all their diversity, the poetry of Double Neg ative moves into
mfinite territory for the imagination. In the dialogue that the ir writing generates they,
along with their readers, gain different views of women in the world
In Chapter Three I will approach Salvage as another of Marlatt's acts of "re-
vision." She begi ns this collection of poetry. fiction, translation, and life writing with
a refer ence to Stevesto n, a place where "your women are invisib le" (Salvage 15 ).
The poems in the title section of Salvage are re-vision s of "fai led" poems that
Marfatt wrote almost twenty years ago when she worked on her documentary of the
Japanese-Canad ian community of Steveston (Marlalt. Foreword) . To begin my
analysis of Salvage, I will follow her lead and examine some of the poetry in
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Sfeves lon to view how she situates women. I claim that M arlatt employs a process
d re-vision in Salvage similar to that of Ana Hist oric, made possible by her ability
loopen language up: " to make it. take it. break it" (Salvag e 54). I will exa mine bow
she finds "a way to wri te her in" (25), her being anyone, possibly "yolf (106) whom
she invites to jo in her "in her e lement in other w ords" (23 ) in a pa rtnershi p of ''us ''
(113)
In the fourth sec tion of S alvage entitled "Acts o f Passag e," Marlatt takes
Ouebecoise fem inist theorist and writer, Nicole Brossard , as a pa rtner . all the white
inviting her readers to join them , as she and Warland did in D ouble Negative .
Together, Marlall and Brossard transform each other's words w ith one intent, to
present themselves "a nd from th ere make our pr esence known in the order of the
real and the symbol ic" (Ae rial Le tter 134) . I will d iscuss how Marlatt and Brossard
break words open . re leasing ety mologica l meanings as they translate each other's
writing in their excha nge. Here . as in Doub le Negat ive. Marlatt applies wha t she
learns in transla ting Po ng e's writing. "his insistence on the presence of things. thus
objects as subject" (~atMatters 44). She clarifies the pu rpose of her wo rdplay in
Alia His toric, Do uble Ne gatwe and Salvage :
People seem to misunde rstand my use of etymology and accuse it of
being a valida tio n of 'the true literal meaning' of the word . That 's very
far from wh at I'm doing wh ich is muc h mo re play fu l than t hat. It's a
way of ca lling up an absolutely depa rted from or an ig nored and
forgotten meaning and recycling it as a varian t slant o n, a new
fracture o f. the current mean ing, whic h afte r all still stands. though it's
11
now no longe r domina nt. U's a form of polysemy raetwe en
Continu ity,· by Carr 104).
Helene Cixous insists th a i wom e n willwr ite them selves in t o jhe w ork!whe n
they find a w ay to rep resent th e moveme nts of their pa ssionate bodies , l aug h-
875) . In Ana Histori c . Doub le Negative and Salvage . the ~comin9 a nd going"
(Salv age 115 .1 18, 119) rhyth m of Marlatl's b ody as she makes love w ith her lif e
partner becomes the b asis of th e recip rocal exc hange of words s he envis ions in h er
relationship wit h her re ader. N ot abiding by rules of sv ntax and punctuati on. th e
mean ing she construc ts jointl y with h e r reade r moves t owards recogni tion rather
than a climax and a re solution in these three books. While Alia H is/oric a nd D(wb/c
Negative offe r the read er a ro le as a co-writer, Marlatt is possibly at her mo st
expecta nt in w illing he r reader to move to the rh ythm of he r writi n g in Sa lvage: " i r s
us who move into awake, finding our ca lling· ( 113,emph asismi ne). A s I exam ine
the fina l section of Salvage, I w infocu s on how Marlatt e xplores ways o f passa ge
into writ ing spec ifcally oriented toward s achieving a ·com ing out" (118) in words for
wom e n who desire women. In this th esis, I w ill cons ider how Marlatt' s dialogic
writin g opens a door whe re women, in a li lheir d iversity, ca n take their places in th e
world by voic ing their reatities .
C h apte r One
Ana Historic: "E ntering In," W omen O n (the ) Edge
I seem to myse lf to be without power.
To have the power of waiting me rely.
Waiting to be told what to say.
But who wili le ll me?
My arm lies ac ross this oakdes k
in the fading su nlight o f four o'clock ,
the skin warming , alive still.
the hand unspoken.
Power of a doo r unopened.
Margaret Atwood, 'Doorw ay"
Nightbound in th is sleepi nghouse
somebody cries :
There is an etiq uette of dreams.
you don't just w alk into another person's head
without knocking .
Janice K ulyk Keefer, "l ate Show"
ln her novel, Ana Historic ,DaphneMarlatt raises question s. She begins with
an important one: "Wh o's There? she wasw hispering. knock kn ock. in the dar k"
(9). Voiced initially in a fea rful whis per by th e protag onist, Annie, th is question
reverberates throughout the novel. A s Annie construc t s her own answe r through
her life writing, she discover s that her identi ty is intertw ined w ith those of other
women who have shaped her personality but are obscure fig ures. As Marlatt
initiates her reader int o an exploration similar to Annie 's, I hope 10show how she
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attempts to make a place for a wide variety of women's experiences. those "tudoen"
sto ries (Ana Historic 79) thaI lurk in the shadows of literature , poe try, and h istory.
In this chapter on Ana Historic. my analysis centres on Marlalfs exploration o f ways
out of the silence that surrounds women's sexual ity . which indudes desire between
wo men. At the same lime , I consider how this novel reaches toward a broad vision
of wo men who speak for themselves . exch anging their differ ences as well as their
s imilari ties, writing in atl that has bee n left unsaid about th em, "like bleeding and
hysterectomies. like intuition and diz zy spell s - all the ways we don't fit into a man's
wo rld" (79). In an interview, Marlatt tells George Bowering :
What I was interested in do ing in Ana Historic was to do a w oman's
vers ion of history, that being a difficult area for wome n because they
don't inhabit history in the same way men do . Their history is usually
the unwritten history , it's the history that tends to ge t record ed more
in oral-histo ries . Women are not seen as word -make rs ("On Alia
HistoriC' 98).
Ana Historic convincingl y depicts the isolat ion betwe en wo m en, including
mothers and daughters. Indeed , Annie , Ana, and Ina are all proto types of tile
missing persons that Marlatt envis ions reach ing in this nove l, this sto ry in progress
that is "yours. ours" (Ana Historic 79). Annie's personality is shaped by gene rations
of people from past to present thro ugh stories han ded do wn like [eweuery from
"grandmother to mother to daugh te r, the female line of inh eritance" (57). Belsy
War land suggests that the absence of wom en in wri tten acco unts is passed down
from generation to gene ration: "l do not know my great·gra ndmothe r'slex t or her
,.
mothe r's or her s. . ." (Proper Deafinitions 100). Annie works to rectify th is loss so
that near the end of he r search fonhe a nswer to the 'Who's The re? " que stion, s he
states thai he r mothe r is not a bse nt but present: "you go on living in me . . ." (Ana
Hisfo ric 141).
A slrong autobiograph ical elemen t unde rl iesMarlatt's Ana Historic, as it does
inall of her earlierbook s, such as Rings, In the Monlh of Hungry Ghosts , andHow
Hug a Stone (Barbou r "Daph ne Marla tt" Canadian 207 ; Carr " Daphne Marlatt's
Salmon Texts" 3. 79~80 , 228-229, 23 7·242) . As Linda Hutcheon poi nts out,
becaus e Marlatt incorp orales a utobiographical material, readers of her b ooks fin d
them selves in familia r territory in Ana His/oric ("telling account s" 17) . In her
doctoral dissert ation o n me wo rks of Marlallthat precede AnaHistoric, Brenda Carr
notes howMarlatt reac hes toward a greater und erstanding of he r mother in l ocalo,
In th e Month of Hungry Ghosts , and her poetic travel journal , H owHug a Stone
{Dap hneMarlatt's Sa lmon Te xt s" 3, 229,237-238). In Ho w Hug a Slone , Daphne
Marlatt descr ibes how neithe r relatives, her m other's f riends, nor the historic al
enviro nment of England can assuage t he feeling s of alien ation fro m her m other th at
she t ravels to her ancestralho m e to d ispel. She finds th ere a p redom in antly ma le
record of ac co mplishments that disp lace her mother and other women to th e
sidelines. Fran k Devey dismisses this as an"overdetermlnafon of Ihe male-fema le
dicho tomy" in her book ('Wo rds and S tones" 4 6), yet, as Marla tt reflects on th e
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fragments of the stories and stones in HowHug a Slon e, she realizes th ai luetorv
ove rlooks women' s experie nces: "tha t it is th e limit of the old story, Iha t is not h ow
it e n ded o r w e have forgotte n parts . w e have lost se nse of the whole" (73). F ive
yea rs lale r , in Ana His/oric , Marla tt demonstrates how the world has been
traditionally depicted: "once hi story's o nsteqe. histrion ic as usua l (ejthose wars , all
thos e histo r icjudgemenls), th e a-historic hasn 't aspeaking part . what's imaginat ion
next la the weight o f the (f)ac t ual?" ( 139 ). Th is novel showshis tory to be a record
of t h e public achievements of men an d a"Never-Neve r Land" fu ll of ge nerations of
"Lo s t Girls" (1 1).
In Ana Historic . Marlatt sets o u t toalter Ihis m ass-scale erasure of wo men
"wi t hout h ist ory" (1g , 20). S tarting w ith a skeleton of facts t h a t she fi nds on the
wo men sett lers of B ritish Colu mbia, s he recla ims an a historic woman fr o m obliv ion
by inventing a past f or her. In doing s o, she c reates in Ana Historic "t h e slory that
wo men's h is torians have be en telling us aboullhe a bsen ting of wom e n from our
wr itten his tor ical accocnts" (Hutcheon "telling accou nts' 17) . In th is chap ter I
ex a mine Marlatt's re-vision of Mrs. Richards, a woman whose first n ame is not
rec o rded in history bu t whom she namesAna, Ana H istoric.
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v v
"Y o ur Women Are Invisible " !
Set in British Columbia . AnaHist oricis a blendoffction and facts thaIMa rlatt
draws from na rrative documentaries, hi storybooks,nineteenth-centurynewspap ers,
Through out the three cha p tersof this thesis I employ three combinations
of s y m bols: vv, VA.and M , Vv'hen Ihese s ymbols f irst appe ar in each chapte r they are
acco mpanied by asubheading, a s inw: "YourWo menAre Invisible," VII: (Ex)c hanging
[he V-U Point, andM: "Real 2" : Women' s Re-visi o nsof Th emselves in Ihe World
Myid e a forthe se symbo ls origina tes with Double N egelf./ewhich is itself divided
into thre e sec t ions. In this book , Daphne Marlatt and Betsy Warland drawattention to
how women's views on their desire are m issingfrom literatureand poet ry. In deed, in
her b ook, Salvage,Marlaltw rites : "your wo menare invisible" (15). I b egineac h chapter
of th is thesis on Ana His/orie , Double Negative, and Salvage by examin ing the
tnvis ibililyof women. In the image ryofth e first sect ionof Double Negative, Marlatt and
war tancccnnectme lelterVto t he vaqlna (18)while, at the same tim e , they d isturb its
stat ion aryexis tenceby presenti ng ~ di ffe renlly as v. Occu rringtwice, withone above
and to theleft of theoth er, lhese symbols suggest flightof wo men, particularly sincethe
words "aclou d, rose-breasted" (18) follow the sym bols. Thus, in th e first sectionof
each chapter ot this th esis I explorewomen's inv isibility in writing and indic ate how
Marlall.or Ma rlalland Warland, prepare for change
In the second sectionof eachchapter I em ploy one v alongsid e lts inverted
doub le to illus tratethat a turning point occurs with regard to howthe writer(s) present.
and how the reader perceives, w omen, thus, the SUbheading: (Ex)c hanging the V-U
Point. Marlatt andWarland play withthe letters V andU to maintain reader attention
to poi nt 01view or'V-U" (49) in the third se ction of Double Negative. entiUed "Real 2."
Thro ughout m y discussion of th is book in Chapter Two, I point ou t how Ma rlall and
War land's w r itingtake s onthe f luid quality of a c inematic reel of word s in interaction .
Marlall andWa rlandp roducea v iewof the worldf romdow n under in Australia as they
turn "thelens around" (11), inverting"point of view " (11, 54) sothat the irwrit ing forms
a "g iant carer ' (54). The double carets I employ serve to focus on the v isib ility of
desi r ing women that emerges in Ana Histork:, Double Negative, and Salvage . The
presence of doublerather than single carets re fl ecl the active, reci procal input tha t
Marlatt and Wa rland invite in their writing .
Wherevef there isa natu ra! break or shift in focus within eac h of the chapters,
Ihe symbols reappear without subheadings until a ditferen t section o ccurs.
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e nd other sourc es which she lis ts at the e nd of h er nove l. Her selected "factual"
excerpts indicate that "a sense o f fratemet community ru ns throu gh the re cords"
(Ana Historic 5 5) of British Columbia, p reservm q for post erity the pub lic world
dominat ed by m en, lea ving wo men's liv es virtu ally unwr itten. In Ana H is/oric.
Marlatt ind udes a descript ion of a man na m ed Ca rter from M. Allerdale Grainger 's
book of fi ction e ntit led Woodsmenof the West"':
'W atch Cart er when the "donk- (h is donkey!) has got up steem • its
fi rs t steam: and when the riggingm en (his rigging men!) drag alit ti le
w ire rope to make a great circle through th e woods. . . Think wha t
this mastery over huge, heavy logs means tOB man wno has bee n
u s ed /0 co ax them to tiny movements by p atience and a DUllYjack-
screw.. . ' (25).
In her n o vel, other passa ges like th is one f rom Wo odsmen of I/Ie West suggest tha t
Ca rter is a villa in : 1b ]e ing part n ers with him means obe ying him and be ing his
In hiS introduction to the 1964 e ditionof ~noflhe west , Rupert
Schiede r points out that lhis book , wrinen in 1908, is d assified as "fidio nR (vi i)
Set¥eder notes tha t "British CoIt.mbia recess h im jGrainger] as a publiCfigure who laid
the foun d ations of the fore stry policy of the province " (vi) and therefore, 1iJt is not
surprising that Wood smen of theWest should relied Grainger's detailed knowledge of
the west coast and his own logging experience (viiQ • •• AIIlhe facetsof the busin ess
o f small-s caleloggi ng are ac curately reprcduced the s truggle with the donkey-engine,
the riggin' slinging, bucking , swamping, thebo ats . the b ooms, the bunkhouses. . As
a result, Woodsmen has come to be accepted as one o f lhe standard source books for
information about the llogg lnglln dustry" (ix). Schiede r goes on to say that "Grainger
was som e thing m ore than an observe r and re corder of a region and the hislory o f an
in dustry . G ra inger w orked as a creativ e artist . . . land] produced a personal
narrative suiled to his own particula r need s" (ix) Accord ing to Schieder , s ince
G rainge r "was no more co nfined by the lim itations of formal autobiography than by
th ose of lo cal history, he was free to adjust or create m aterials to serve his particular
nterary purpcses" (xii).
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slave" (49). "[flcr to exert power over men is whiskey 10 Carters sou l: il is the
crav ing for crude power that drives hi m at his life's work" (58).
Relying on Grainger's descrip tion of Carter for his book, Glory Days of
Logging,Ralph Andrews transforms the pow er-hungry Carter into a he ro when he
removes the aforemen tioned excerpt from Woodsmen of the West and quotes it out
of context in his book. With photographs that comp lement this passage about
Carte r, And rews invents a verisimilit ude that Marlatt disputes as authentic and
com plete in Ana Historic. Shaking th e reader 's faith in the reliability o f narra tors
whose stories become accepted as h istorical "truths," Marlatt invites the reader to
dete rmine wha t is "rea l." She raises q uestion s about "Who's There?" in history and
who is left out of the picture of reality it presents . Marlatt suggests that: "there w ere
holes in the storyyou had inherited. ho les in the image" (An a Historic 26 ). In Ana
Historic, Annie questi ons how history accords value to the public world while it
dism isses the private :
what is a 'wo rld even!'? getti ng a piano was a world event in thai
'obsc ure settlement' because years later somebody sti ll rememb ered
it, even remembered where it came from and who bought it. Mrs.
Schwa ppe. Mrs. Richards. a s hip's piano suddenly landed in an out-
of-the-way spot, this little three -roomcottage. these are not facts but
skeletal bones of a suppressed body the story is. there is a story
here , Ina, i ke ep trying to get t o. it beg ins. . . (29).
Her storydiffers from "history the story, Carte r's and all the others', of dominance.
mastery. the bold line of it" (25).
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M arlatt d iscovers Mrs. Richards " in Ihe c ity records as the second school
teacher at Hasti ngs Mill School in 1873" (Marlatt "On Alia Historic ," by Bo wering
97). In comp aris on to th e comprehensive accou nts of nu merous men, she finds
only trac es of wo men such as Mrs. Richards in th e records "
S he marr ied Ben Springer from M oodyvill e, across the inlet, and
the n she disappeared from he tcry . But she's menti oned as having
pur chased a piano, and 1 co uld read two slightly different
in terpreta tions into Ihat purchase o f the pia no because Alan Morley
writes about her in his book about Vancouver, his tustoncattext, and
h e calls he r a young and prelly w idow, S o right aw ay you have an
imaginat ion of wh o Mrs. Richard s is. One of the so urces sai d that
s he gave music le ssons in her rooms in Gastown. Anothe r source
said she lived in th is small , three-room or tw o-room , collage behind
th e scl1oo lhouse. . . I deci ded th at I wa nte d to kn ow mo re about
he r, and the only way I could w as by inve nting her. ' invented a
diary for her, I invented a past for her, which is very sketchily
s uggested in the novel, as to why she would be th ere. I made her
a n imm igrant from Britain, and I wanted to give her a diffe rent
d es tiny from the one that history actually records (97) .
In AnaHistoric, as Annie assists h er write r-historian husband, Richa rd , wilh
his work, she disco vers that her story is part of a collective one of women pa st and
Similarly, Virginia Woolf, in her study of Elizabethan women, found on ly
fragmentary hints of theirexistence'
. . . one is held up by the scarcity of facts. Oneknows nothing deta iled,
nothi ng perfectly true and substantial about her, History scarcely
men tions her. . . Nor shall w e find her in any collection of anecdotes
Aubrey hardly mentions her. She never writesher own life andscarcely
keeps a diary ; there are only a handful of her leiters in exis tence. She
left no plays or poems by which we can judge her Perhaps she
scribbled some pages up in an apple loft on the sly, but was carefu l to
hide them or set fire to them. [I]t is fairly evident that even in the
nine teenth-centurya womanwas noten couraged to bean artist(44-53 )
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pre sent, m issing from th e history shelves . She reflects upon how wome n are
w rillen ou t ofl he world, thi s one-s id ed view of men 's actions presented as hi st ory
tha i Rich a rd teache sat a university :
i le arned tha i history is the real slory the city fathers te! of th e only
im portan t events in the wo rld. a ta le of their exploits hacked out
against a silent ba ckdrop of trees, of woode n mass es. so many
cl a ims 10 fame. so many o rd inary menturned into h eroes. (where
a re the city mothers?) the ci ty father s busy bu ilding a town ou t of so
many shacks labelled the Wes tern Term inus of the
Transcontinental, Gateway to theEast - all o f these c apilalletters 10
co nvince t hemselv es ofits , of their , signific ance. .
a ll the fig ures , facts 10 testify to thei r being present a t it:
'/ h ad 400 menworking in a lented c amp one t/lirdmile west of tile
notet. f built the two and one half m iles of the CPR from Hastings
10 Hastings S"wmill . . .' Jo h n ('Ch i n ese' )~ M cDouga ll (Ana Historic
28) .
Be cause "th ere is no imag e of Mrs. Richard s" (31), Marlatt in troduce s her
to the rea der of A na Histo ric throug h Annie 's imag ination:
i imagine her stand ing slim in whalebone at the ship's rait as it turns
w it h the w ind, givin g her he r first view of what would become home
as she ima gined it , imagining herse lf free of history. (black pop lin.
us e less b ag gage.) there is a slory h e re (15).
Because o fjhe lack ofhisto rical deta il about M rs. Ric hards, A nniefills in the missing
information with plau sible invention :
~ T hroughout An,;Histotic, Marla tt uses parenthesesto draw attentio n towhat
is left out of histo ry. While she focuses most often on wome n, in this case th e
parentheses that enclose John McDougall's Ch inese origins signify tha t Chinese-
Canadians , tikethe citymothers, are v irtuallya bsent fro m history.
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no, we don't know how she came. we know only that she was
appointed teacher for the second term of the mill school's first year.
a widow, they said (safe bel), she would have been educated, she
would have spokena properEnglish, the Queen's they said. after all
thiswas British Columb ia, 1873 (14).
Annie realizes shedoesnot want "history's voic e" to write herself and her mother
inlo oblivion the way it did wi th Mrs. Richards wilo "buys a pian o and afterwa rds
marries Ben Springer . . that washer slimmed up" (48)
Marlatt questions the difference betwee n "historic ." lil a! which is " famous or
important in history" remembered through "a continuous methodical record 01
important or public events" and "at nstorlc."people "unrelated 10 hislorv" (Oxford
Eogfish Dictionary), With these two definitions and the non-standard spelling of
"Ana," shesteers the reader towardsan investigative role. In Alln Histori c, Marlatt
points to the gaps in thehistoryof British Columbia and rejects women's "ahrstortc"
place in it. She frequentlyleavesher own gaps in betweenthe printon the pages
ofher novel, thereby encouraging her reader to respond10herquestions culd share
in the tetting of history's rnisainq women. Marlatt caut ions her reader thai white
history is a necessarily selective construction, it is, at limes, inaccurate. By
blending fact and fiction,sheworksagainsl her absence inhistory through invention
which may be a viable way to construct the presence of women (Weedon 140)
Indeed. Marlatt suggests Ihat it is possible to changewhat is recorded as history :
If history isa construction andlanguage is also a construction, as we
know M in fact , it actually constructsthe reality we live in and act in •
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the n wecan change it. We're not stuck in some authcntetv e version
of the real . and for women that's ext remely important, because we
always were - the patriarchal version was always the versio n, and
now we know that's not true. We can throw out that powerful little
art icle. VVhenwechange language we change the building blocks by
which we construc t our reality or even our past "reality," history"
r Sounding a Differe nce," by 'Nilliamson 52) .
In a review thai d raws on sarcasm rather than ex amples to suppo rt his
posi tion. Patrick Imbert seeks 10 discredit Ma rlatt's attempt to create an awa rene ss
of women's abse nce in history. He writes : "The narrative rests on a constant
counterpoint between the unwritten story of a 'cute' woman, Ana Richards, who (we
sometimes would almost be led 10wri te which, becau se she appears in arch ives as
a mere commodity) was me ntioned in the archives of the city of Vancouver" (199) .
I will consider how Marlatt changes "the bu ild ing blocks by which we construct our
rea lity" (Marian "Sounding a Difference," by W Uiamson 52) in order to create Ana 's
presence where there is absence.
vv
-the trouble with you , Annie, is that you want to tell a story, no matter
how much history you keep throwing at me .
-and i know what th at means , you wh o used to accu se me of 'tell ing
sto ries ' when you tho ught i'd lied (Ana Histori c 27).
French feminist theorist Cat herine Clemen t writes:
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If women begi n to wan t their turn at tell ing this history , if they take the
relay feom men by putting myths into words (since th at is how
historical and cultural evolutio n will take place), .. . it will necessar ily
be from other points of view. It will be a history read differently. at
once the same in the Real and an other in the Imaginary. These
narratives, thes e myths, these fan tasies . these fra gmenls ofevidence ,
these ta il ends of history do not compo se a true h istory. . . . Instead ,
it is a history, taken from what is lost within us of oral tradition, of
legends and myt hs ~ a history arranged the way tal e-telling women tell
it. And from the standpoint of conveying the mythic models thai
powerfully structure the Imaginary (masculine and feminine . complex
and varied), this history will be true (Newly Born 6) .
In Ana Histonc, Marlatt's re-vision of the untold story of Mrs. Richards is told
by Annie in her novel. The reader witnesses Annie's struggle to flesh out the
historical remains of Mrs. Richards, an absent foremother. Annie creates a
composite sketch of her, adding invention to fact: "what if they balance each other
. . and we live in history and imagination" (Ana Historic 139). In doing so, she
moves into a new realm of writing Ihat may nonetheless speak of reality for, as
Marlatt suggests, history and fiction are not clearly separated:
remembering is a fiction in any case, and we know that from hearing
eyewitness accounls of an accident, the same accident that
everybody viewed, and they all have different versions of what
actually happened. So, we have this funny th ing when we say
remembering is real, and inventing is not ~ inventing is purely
imaginary or fictional. What interests me is where those two cross.
I think one can still be autobiographical and in fact be quite
imaginative. In some cases I don't even know where the seam
between those two worlds is . . . ("On Ana Historic," by Bowering 96).
Marlatt openly acknowledges the liberties she takes with histo rical facts: '[ els a
novelist I'm allowed to do anything" (98). With the words, "A Novel," situated below
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"Historic" jn the tit le of Ana Historic, she calls attent ion to the difference from history
that this book embraces in its treatment of women . Word placement is a thought-
provoking feature of Ana Historic, as Dennis Cooley suggests: "[1]0 be so
preposilioned is a proposition Marlatt deconstructs" (75). In her re-vision of
wome n's lives in Ana Historic, she makes ahisto ric wome n accessible .' Indeed,
Linda Hutcheon insists that "[m]elaficlio n teaches its reader to see all refe rents as
fictive, as imag ined" ("History" 178) . In the manner of a postmodern novel , Ana
Historic'Shistoriographi c meta flctlon subve rts "the referential accu racy of historical
deta il" on which Mary McCarthy claims the genre of the novel is founded (172).
In Ana His toric , Annie writes not only for Ana but for herself, her mothe r, and
many others who are abse nt in history. Marlatt speaks directly to her reade r whom
she includes in this project:
you who cannot find the words to exp lain your self. your sense of the
real. you who literall y cannot speak. though they speak about you,
the men do, those others (Ana Historic 105 ).
While she writes against all their absence s. Marlatt encourages her readers to share
the ir real ities through the ir own voices . She poses a ques tion that encourages
active reader response: "what is her first name? she must have one - so far she
has only the name of a dead man, someone somewhere else" (37). With questions
S From the cover of Ana His/oric, Marlatt signals to her reader that she is a
presence . She surrounds her first name, Daphne, with small circles to indicate her
refusal to be an absence. In the title, dots also surround "ANA," a composite name
that MarlaUconstructs in place of Mrs. Richard's missing first name.
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like this one that foste r introspection, Marlatt invites her reader to engage in a
dialogue with her. I will explore the potential collaboration between Marlatt and her
readers in greater depth later in this chapter.
vv
He had the world 10 invent « in-, on +
ventre. to come»
Mother slayed home
in a house without door
Betsy Warland, Proper Deafinitions
As Ana Historic begins. Annie is in the house, beyond the action of the
outside world: "i learned to stay in the house as a good girl should" (16). Her desire
to explore the world is impeded by a culturally instilled fear of it and the monsters
thai supposedly lurk there . When she opens the door to "wardrobes. wardro bes"
(9) to search for what is hidden from her, she embarks upon a journey of discovery,
a journey which Marlatt invites the reader 10 actively engage in. Annie discovers
that wardrobes, like wardrobes, cover up women's sexuality. Her own voice, and
not that of her husband sleeping next to her, is the agent of her awakening:
it was the sound of her own voice had woken her, heard like an echo
asking,
who's there? (9).
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Annie employs Richard's words white sheassistshim with his history book but now,
upon hearing her question, she realizes that her well-beingdepends on herown "life
writing." Marlatt considers "life writing" as "autobiography in its largest sense of self
wr iting life , not the life of the self but Ihe life Ihe se lf writes its way to, Ihe whole
cloth, . to reach for what is almost unwriteab le, a hole in that other sense" ("5e ll-
Representation" 16). Responding to a des ire that she does not yet recognize,
Annie moves beyond her role of helpmate to Richa rd: "now she would have to
move, shift, legs aware of themselves and wanting out" (Ana Historic 9). While
initially she di-ecte the 'Who's There?" question at a hidden being, a man, a bear,
or a monster such as Frankenstein (10), her search leads towards her own self-
examinat ion. Marlatt follows this question with many others in order to probe
women's perceptions of reality ;
who did my Lost Girl think might be there in that house on the side of
a mountain on the edge of a suburb surrounded by private laurels?
what did she think would come stagger ing out of the woods? those
woo ds men worked in, building powerlines and clea ring land for
subdivision. those woods the boys on the rest of the block had
cla imed as theirs (12).
Virginia Woolf suggests that women's fea r of the unknown spans centuries and
continents and is perpetuated through stories : "It was certainly an odd monste r that
one made up by reading the historians first and the poets afterwards. . . But these
monsters , however amusing to the imagination, have no ex istence in fact" (43) .
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In Ana Historic, women who enter the world on their own terms meet with
cultural disapproval. Marlattsuggests that Ana may have invented the nameMrs.
Richards and posed as a widow in order 10travel from Britain to British Columbia
on her own. She demonstrates how cultural conditioning has a lingering hold on
even an adventurous woman in a new world. Marlatt focuses directly on how
language erects our realities, which for women often means const ructing walls
around them to keep them from entering the "real" world. In her discussion of Ana
Histo ric as an act of translation "between language and the body, between the
speakable and the unspeakable, between women's unrecorded speech and
unwritten writing," Pamela Banting asserts that "both speech and writing are coded
as mascu line" (''Translation A to Zoo 126,124). Indeed, in Ana Histor ;c, Marlall
demo nstrates how languDge instils both a fear of the unknown and passivity in girls
while it promotes an idea that men are created for action. Banting notes that in the
oral trad ition where the record of spoken words betwee n women is scant,
remembered conversations between mothers and daughters are fun of
proscriptions, warnings, taboos (124). As Marlatt's novel demonstrates, the oral and
written language of rhymes, songs, and stories contain powerful cultural messages
that condition people from childhood: "if you go down in the woods today you 'd
better go in disguise" (Ana Historic 19). In Ana's meeting with the Siwash men in
the woods, Marlatt illustrates how stories play an important role in constructing the
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school teacher 's concept of reality. She desc ribes Ana's encounte r with the Siwash
men in the woods: ". .. she froze on the path as they approached, sick with stories
she had he ard: Stackeye axing Perry in his sleep , Mrs. Sulliva n menaced with a
kn ife. It was the sickness of fear and they knew it as they crowded past her as if
she werea bush, a fern shaking in theirway" (41-42). Unharmed after this meeting,
her fears unfounded, Ana realizes the extent to which tanquaqe isolates people
from each other on the basis of difference. Mistaking Marlatt's purpose in this
incident, Maria n Quedna u writes : "II is inte rest ing 10note that Annie imagines her
scho olteacher persona in a rare moment of freedom in the forest and immed iately
undermines her powe r by be lieving that two Siwash men (even one fair ly weak and
consumptive -looking) will harm her" (34) .
Ann ie remembers her mother safely enclosed within four walls"
all the housewives absen t, .. . bathrobe sleeping beauties gone in a
trice, a trance, emb almed, wai t ing for a kiss to wake them when their
kids, their men wo uld finally come home. . . . a woman 's p lace. safe.
suspe nded out of the swift race of the wo rld .
In her book, Of WomanBom; Motherhoodas Experience and Institution,
Adrienne Rich discusses the isolation and lackof power that women experience in their
confinement to the home. She writes: "The home. . was a creation of the Industrial
Revolution, an ideal invested with the power of something God-given, and its power as
all idea remains unexpunged today" (49). In Ana Historic, the isolation that Ina
exper iences in the family home leads to her demise. For further discussion on the
effects on women from the privatization of the home, see Rich, pp. 49-53. The notion
that a woman's place is in the home is shaken at critical historical moments, as in the
suffrage movement of the nineteen-twenties and again in the nineteen-sixties when
groups of women, once more, begin to resist.
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the monst rous lie of it: the lure of absence. self-effacing (Ana Historic
24).
Find ing hersel f in 'the cult ural labyrinth of our inheri tance. mother to daughter to
mothe r" (24), Ann ie tries to piece together her mother's Slory in an atte mpt to avoid
a fate similar to Ina's. She imagines her mother ask ing, "i suppose yo u see me as
the monster hidden at the heart of it?- (24). Reflecting upon Ina's life. Annie
concludes: "there ;sa monsler, there is somethingmonstrous here, but it's not VOlt
(24).
Allhe beginning of Ana Historic , MarlaU's repeated re ferences 10 "my l ost
Girl" (11) reflect wome n's desire 10 enter ',he world:
do. do. she my Lost girl. my heroine, wanted something to do not
something thaI might be done to them. the refrain of a rainy
afternoon: there's nothing to do! do something useful, her mother
said, dean up you room. but she wanted out, in the fresh wei smell
of cedar and rain (12-13).
She suggests that a girl who desires to take part in the world is breaking a cultural
taboo:
tomboy, her mother said. tom, the male of the species plus boy.
double masculine,as if girl were completely erased. a girl. especially
a young girt, who behaves like a spirited boy - as ifonly boys could be
spirited.who read Robin Hood, wore scarlet, identified with lancelot
and the boy who wanted to join the knights of 51. John (all
trespassers, law-breakers in the guise of saviours. . . .) (13).
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In my ana lysis of Ana Historic, J now shift my attentio n from th e estrangement of
women from the public world to language and its power to estrange women from
themse lves.
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VA
(Ex)c hanging the V·U Point
she keeps insisting herself on the te lling
beca use she was telling me right from the
beg inning sto ries out of a hfe are sto ries ,
true, true stories and real at once ~ this is
not a roman I ce, il does n't deal with heroes (Ana Historic 67)
In her highly favourable review, Linda Hutcheon claims that Ana Historic is
importan t for its exploratio n of " those exciti ng limina l spa ces that exist between
genres, the spaces where fiction meets biography, autobiography, and history .
[and ) . also women's travel books and the personal journal" ("telling accoun ts"
17). She notes that from her early works to Ana Historic Marlat t crosses the borders
be tween "autob iography and fic tion . . . as elega ntly as . . . those between poetry
and prose, lyric and documenta ry" (17). Indeed, in Afla Historic, Ma rlatt's own
mother resembles Annie 's mothe r, Ina, bot h in her isolation in her new co untry and
in the impo rtance she accords "P roper English," her "mother's mo ther tongue:
English Eng lish with its many intensifiers, its emp hatic sentence pitches, its ringing
tones of boarding-school elocut ion lessons" (Marlatt 'Ditference (em)bracing " 190)
Marlatt rec alls how her mother w as "driven wi ld" when she "bro ugh t the colloq uial
home" (How Hug a Stone 19), that "whole new level of vocabu lary" she acqui red
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from her Canadian schoolfriends who laught her to say "sweaters" instead of
"woollies" ("Difference(em)bracing" 190, "EnteringIn" 220-221). Marlatt claimsthat
words were a source of division between her mother and herself:
And so i engaged in long battles with my mother, each of us trying
to correct the other, she correcting for purity of origin, while i
corrected for commonusage - each of us with different versions of
'the real thing.' The struggle over reality is a deadly one that cuts10
themot of being. Words were alwaystaken seriously in my house
because they werethe weapons of struggle. But a woman's sense
of herself in the language she speaks can only be denied so long
before it transforms into a darker (side of the moon), a more
insistent ir-reality, not unreal because ts effects are felt so
devastatingly in its sUbject and those around her ("Differe nce
(em)bracing" 190).
Marlatt's conflicts with her mother over language surface in Annie's exchanges with
Ina in Ana Historic: "woollies and sweeties . . . sweater's such a common word,
darling, can't you say woolly, say cardigan?" (23). lik.e Marlatt's own mother , Ina
withdraws from the world into a depression ("Difference (em)bracing" 190-191).
Annie concludes that electric shock therapy does not transform her mother's
memory , imagination, and the will to create (Ana Historic 149). II silences and then
effectively eradicates her until:
. . no one [ils there at all. Mum: mum. wandering around in some
lost place, incapable of saying what it was they'd done 10 you.
under the role or robe was no one (148).
Annie refuses to step into such "a role, a robe" (141), to be "mum," or to continue
''whispering'' (9). She does not accept an inheritance of absence from her mother.
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In Ana Historic, Mariatt writes against the sense of women's absence that she
ident ifies in How Hug a Stone;
i fee llosl layer on layer of place. person. dramalis personae. the
nameless creature i am at the heart of this many-charnbered shell
is getting overlaid . buried unde r (How Hug a Stolle 65).
Yet , as Marla tt suggests in her character. Ina. writing you rself into being is
not eas ily done on your own. Ina's stories emphasize her sense of isolation, as
Annie rea lizes when she reads them in the "grade -s chool scribbler you hid und er
your bed and which you showed me once, family stories for The Read er's Digest,
'Laughter is the Best Medicine,' stories Ihat losttheir humour in descript ion, faded
away in proper sentences" (Ana Hlstctic 20). Annie imaqines Mrs . Richards in her
cab in in the cedar w oods, ...., riting he r desire 10 be, in the c.ese nt tense, retrieved
from silence . .. w riting against her absence" (47). The absence s of both of these
wome n require Annie to take a different approach 10 writing: "if rrn telling a story rm
unte lling it. untelling the real. trying to get back the child who went too far, got lost
in th e woods, walked into the arms of Frankenstein" ( 141). In her review of Ana
Hist oric, Quednau misinterprets Ann ie's need 10 understand her mot her as an
attempt "to pay back what she owes 10her mother' s sacrifice" (34) ral her Ihan a
determi ned effort 10 escape from the dest ructive plot-l ine of her mol her's story .
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As Annie writes, she learns tha t "the truth is our storie s are hidd en from us
by fear . your tear j inherited , mother dear" (Ana Histone 79). Daughte rs learn to
repress thei r des ire from:
-the mothers, the inheri tance ot the mothers . you taugh t me a lot.
you laught me the uneas y hole in mysel f and how to cover it up -
cover girl, the great cover-story wome n inherit in fashion and mak e-
up. vcu taught me how i was supposed to look, the feminine act
(60-61)_
Ina taught her daughter that "a decent lady kepi herse lf well-co vered , her sexuality
hidd en" (3 3). Marlall sugg ests that t ile sub je ct of women's sex uality is a cultural
taboo, a huge cover-up . It turns w omen into "mummies" hidden by "w ardrobes"
and ''wardrobes'' (6 1), two words which function in much the sa me way : they hide .
Mar latt iden tifies how a heritage of silence covers up women's sexuality w hen Ina
gives Annie her fi rst bra, a hand-me-down meant to conceal emerging femininity:
(these things that sme lled of mo ther flesh, the used body , sagged
on my spare frame like empty hammocks with a nipple fold
embarrassing under sweate rs.) 'i'll take in the seam : you said.
ta ke in the seam, make it seem ly. ma ke up the seem ing okay. it
wasn't. they flatte ned me like bandages (51).
Marlatt sug gests that women have been "taken in" in the cove r-up of their bodies,
learning to regard them with "pride on the outs ide, and on the inside - shame" (51).
As a resu lt of the co nflicting notions that women fee l abou t themselves, they hide
their bodi ly functio ns, their scent foun d in the "sweaty socks in the laundry cupboard
(ladies do n't sweat)" (51), and "bloo d. the modess i was the fi rst to use, in its blue
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box they'd wrap in plain paper atthe drugstore" (61) . Conseque ntly, Marlatt claims,
women begin to believe that their bodies are unseemly, their desires monstrous
Language tells lnem so:
. . . the words for our bod ies betrayed us in the very language we
learned at schoo l: 'cunt,' 'slit,' 'boob ' ('you boob . you dumb broad').
words betraying whallhe boys thought of us. wounded or sick -
'you' ll cat ch girl germs !' - with a wou nd that bleeds over and over •
'on the rag again,' 'got the curse ,' 'falling off the rool .' catastrophic
phrases we used that equally betrayed us. handed down from
friend to friend, sister to sister, mother 10 daughter. hand-me-
downs, too small for what i really felt (62).
Thus, Marlatt argues, "centuries of hidden knowledge" (16) have created a silence
su rrounding wome n's expe riences that inhibits self-expression
In Ana Historic, Annie asks: ''what does a woman do with her unexpr essed
preferences , her own desi res? (damned up, a torrent to let loose.) and this is what
you were try ing to live up to . the neuter " (35). Marlat t suggests thai the words ,
"history" and "hystery," and their offsho ots , "historic, hyste ric, and hysterectomy ,"
all work to suppress women's sexual ity She presents the reader wilh a brie f
his tory or "hysteria" ;
'Mechan ical devices were invented for compressi,lg ovaries for
pack ing them in ice. In Germany, Heger (1830-1914) and Friedrich
(1825 -82) were using even more radical metnoas. incf!/ding
ovarectomy and cauterization of the ctnons. The soerce of hysteria
was still, as in Plato's lime, sought in the matrix of tile female body ,
upon which surgical attacks were unleashed' (89) .
As Annie seeks to unde rstand her mother 's condition that res ults in her death.
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Marlatt illustrates thai bot h hystery and history erase women :
hyslery. the excis ion of women (who do not act but are acted
upon). hysterectomy, the excision of wombs and ovaries by
repression . by mechanical compression. by ice . by the knife.
be cause we were 'wrong' from the start, our physiology faulty ,
preoccupied as we are with the things of the flesh. spiritless -
exc ept for our rag es - 'going off the deep end' where the divers
we nt. it w as nothi ng so con trolled as a dive. more like smashing
into black waters where there were no limits to what could be said,
no up no r down, no bounda ries to respe ct, no real. . knock ,
knock. w ho's mete (88)?
Ina undergoes both shock treatment and a hysterectomy as a result of her hys teria,
the "torre nt you dam med up all those later years - afte r they had fixed you, patched
you up. the torrent you use d to release in rushes of fury on our heads" (49). In Ana
Historic, Ma rlatt's aim and Annie's are identical , to "name the unspoken. the denied ,
the unwri tten, the unacknowledgedft (Cool ey 75). Through her wor dplay, Marlatt
sugg ests that women's ab sence is a collective story :
Ana/Ina
whose story is this?
(the diffe ren ce of a single letter)
(the sharin g of a not) (Ana Historic 67).
M arlatt weave s th e well-known case history of "Anna 0 ,," a patient whom
Josep h Breuer tre ats for hysteria , into th e stories of An nie, Ana, and Ina in her
novel. Ed ucated and well-read, Anna O. exh ibits bo th a des ire and a need to write
(4), as did her mo ther who kept a secret diary (Breuer v, 4 , 22). In their diagnosis
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of Anna O.'s hysteria, Breuer and Sigmund Freud conclude that her condi tion is
caused by her exceedingly underdeveloped consciousness of her sexuality (v. 14).'
In Ana Historic , Ana is startled by the sight of Jeannie Alexande r's pregnan t body
in labour: "Ana caught a glimpseof darkalmostpurple flesh and stood up.shocked.
How dark it looked, an angry powerful 0, stretched, stretched, hair springing black
above" (125) . She ponders how to put what she sees into words :
This secret space between our limbs we keep so hidden- is yel
so, what? What words are there? If it could speak! • As indeed it did:
it spoke the babe , and then the afterbirth, a bleeding mass of meal.
I was watching it begin 10close when Susan covered her up' (126).
A pros titute named Birdie connects Ana 's fear of the unknown to her body
and her des ire: " 'you've wanted to make your own way in the world. to come and
go as you please. but you're afraid, my dear, afraid of your own twat' "( 135) . The
notion that women should not desire is historically rooted in male ideas about
female sex ual ity (Gilbert and Gubar 6). French feminis t theorist Helene Cixous
expresses her wish that women would write of their desire so that other women
might ident ify wit h them :
Time and again I, too, have felt so full of luminous torrents that I could
burst. .. . And I, too, said nothing . . . I didn't repa int my half of the
world. I was ashamed. I was afraid, and I swallowed my shame and
my fear. I said to myself: You are madl What's the meaning of these
waves, these floods , these outbursts? Where is the ebullient. infinile
EllenMoers notesthatFreud. in his study ofGothic horror, refersto "the
perception of the female genitals as monstrous," an idea derived from male fantasy
rather than from a woman's knowledgeof her sexuality (109).
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woman who , immersed as she was in her narvete , kept in the dark
about herself, led into self-disdain by the great arm of parental-
conjugalpheuocentrfsm, hasn't been ashamed of her strength? Who,
surprised and horrified by the fantastic tumult of her drives ... hasn't
accused herself of be ing a monster ("Laugh" 876)?
In Ana Historic, Annie's awarenessof her physical desire developsalong wilt>her
voice. She deduces that while there is something monstrous in their lives, it is
neither her mother (Ana Histon'c 24) nor Frankenstein , but a fic tion that estrang es
wome n from themse lves. Cixo us suggests that women are alienated not only from
the ir bodies but from writing as well ("Laugh" 875). In AnaHistoric,Annie , Ana, and
Ina write in secret like so many other wome n who are conditio ned to believe th at
words are reserved exclusively for men (876). Cixous question s the gap between
wome n and writing :
Who , feeling a funny des ire stirring inside her (to sing, to wr ite, to dare
to sp eak, in short, to bring out something new) , hasn't thought she
was sick? . . . And why don't you write? .. . I know why you haven't
wri tten. (An d why I didn 't write before the age of twen ty-seven.)
Becau se writing is at o nce too hi9h, too great for you, it's reserved for
the great · tha t is for 'great men'; and it's 'silly.' Besides. you've written
a little, but in secrel. And it wasn't good. because it was in secret, and
becau se you punished yourse lf for wr iting .. . (876 -877) .
In confront ing her own fear, Annie becomes sympathet ic to the magnitud e of her
mothe r's :
no wonder you were afraid. sick with the fear of fate , you walked in
a wor ld of disasters. th e house would burn down while you were out
sho ppi ng. your child would be abducted, raped , . you wanted it to
end. the worl d i mea n, at least the world as it was then constituted.
because for you there was no way out (Ana Historic 142·3).
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Anni e arg ues with her mother's cl aim that ' you can 't re-write what' s been written-
(142). By expressing the desire of her body , she perceives a chance to rewrite "the
writing on the wall - (142), and find a way out of a "fate- (142) th at Ina could not
escape .
I have show n how Marlatt exposes women's estrangeme nt from the world
and from themselves in Ana Historic. tw ill now conclude th is chapter byexamining
Marlatt's re-vision of women in the world as she brin gs "fem ale exper ience, hidden
but emerging into full articulation" (Cooley75) through the way she writes, "always,
in a way thai attends upon language in all its recursions and inversions. The
ve rsions , perversions. inve rsions she tries . alerts us to, av-ersions she feels " (79).
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A A
"Real 2" : Women's Re-vis ions o f Themselves in the Wor ld
Trem bl ing she rose
and in her nakedness and terror
tried to open t hai closed door
but it wasrocked
and when she someh ow foun d the strength
10find the key where it had lain a lifetime
in he r secret pocket and the st rength to put
the ke y where it belon ged
the door swung wide
and han ging staring at he r
fromwithinthe closet
nothing
And JUBILAT E sang the sun through atl herwindows
And J UBILAT E sang the bird outside her door
And JU BILATE sang the wou nd betwe en her th ighs
Kay S m ith, "T he Skeleton in the Closet "
In Ana His tone, Mar latt "works to subvert many of the given ideals of
n ovelistic discourse" in order 10"c hal lenge our ways of see ing and being seen" e
(L owry 85) . She conside rs the re lationsh ip betwe en the abs ence of women's
a ccounts of their bodies and the standa rd sentence struc ture of the English
la nguage. Marlatt contends thatthe ordered subject, verb, ob ject form of the linear
For furt her discussion on theways in which Marlatt subverts novelistic
di scourse in AnaHistoric,see "On Ana His/oric: An Interv iew with Daphne M arlatl," by
George BovJering, page 96.
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sentence i'lhib its women's expre ssionof theirbodies. the waves of contractionstha i
build on one another during menstruation. orgasm, and chik:lbirth . Annie
experiences frustrations her mothermust havefell inconforming to a code ofwriting
which stifles a flow of thought. and she questions thepurposes of conventionssuch
as ca pitalization (Ana Historic 46). Mar latt explains tha t
The trouble with initial pu nctuati on (al the beginning of a sentenc e]
is that it forces you to a full stop where the per iod is. Without an
initial capita lized letter. v-u can see wha t comes after th e period -
especially il it's a fragment· as a second thought, an addition to
what precedes it. and I like that ambivalence ("On Ana Historic," by
Bower ing 100).
AsAnnie write s Ana's SIOI)' in h er stead , she im agines th e caution this n in eteenth -
century schoolteacher feels she must take with words. Annie a sks:
what is she edit ing oul a nd for whom ? besides herself? il is herse lf
there thoug h she writes 'the'eye and not 'my.' •.. she is Ihinking
about those possible others lean ing CNerher shoulde r as she writes
(Ana Historic 46 ).
In Ana Historic. Annie ponde rs how to express wha l she feels:
my secret pleasu re, feel ing the flow, a sudden ru sh of b lood slide
out betwe en my lips and onto t he pad ...• writi ng the pe riod tha t
arrives at no full stop. n ot the h and man ipulating the pen . not th e
language of defin ition, of epoch and doc ument, lan guage explaining
and justifying, but the w ords th at flow out from within. ru nning to o
quick to catch ecmetnn es. at oth er times just an agoniz ingly slo w
trickle . the words of an interior hislol;' doesn't in clude .
that erupts like a spring , like a we llspring of being , well-be ing inside
. .. (90) .
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Init ially, the writing of Annie's noveldiffers so rad ically in form. s tyle, and langu a ge
with thejourn al entries she produces on Ana's behalf th at Marla tt does n ot need to
Klen t ify thew riterswhe n she switche s between thetwo forms(D avey Po Sl-Nario naf
Arguments 198). However, a s Annie reconst ructs Ana 's story, il merg es with her
own . Intent on elCp roring Who'sThere?"she does not capita lize the beginnin gs
of her sente n ces Of a b ide by s tandard rules o f syntax a nd punctualion. Protest ing
lha t Marlatt pay s "little attentio n topun ctualion , narrative line, a n d chara c terizat io n,"
Que dnau m isconstru e s Annie 's movementin to unrestricted w r iti ngas a ref lec 'f on
of her sense of dislocation(34) . InAn a His/ori c, Annie anticipa tes peop le's reec tlon
10her writing . Sheim agines t h e faults Retard would fi nd with h e r manu script if s he
allowed him access 10 ~; she know s he would reject its non.tnea r form and
exp e rimenta l use of p unctuat ion:
but w hat are you do i n g? i can imagine Richard saying .. . t his
does n't go anywhere , y ou're j u sl cifclin g around the sa m e ilea . . .
(hat' s nol how to use q uotations (Ana Historic 8 1).
Writing to the rh ythmic fkM he r bodyexperiences require s Annie to aband on
a sty le that is 'uue to fOfnl- :
true : exactly c on formi n g toa ru le, standard, or pa ttern; t ry ing to s ing
true. byw!las e slandard orru le ? and w het dc you do w hentne true
you feel lnsid e sounds differe n t from t he stand ard (18 ) .
Mar la tt sug ge sts that a fluid form o f writing might b e a "wa y out" ( 143) o f the
imp a sse between women a n d word s . a means of rev ising "w hat's b e en written"
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(142), "l ike fate " (142). fo r them but not by them. In heressay ent itled "Musing with
Molhertongue," she cla ims tha t women may find it imp ossible to convey their
presence unless they find such a form of sej-expresslon :
so many terms for dom inance in English are tied up with male
experie ncing, masculine hierarch ies and differences (ex ctueion) .
patriarcha l holdings with ther legalities. where are fhepo e ms lha t
celebrate the soft lelll n g -go the flowof menstrual blood is as it
leaves her body ? how can the standard sentence stru cture of
English with its linear authority, subjec t IhrOlrgh verb to object .
convey t he wisdom 01endle ssly repealing and not exactly re pealed
cycles her body know s? or the mutuality her body shares
embracing othe r bodies, childre n , friends, anima ls , all tho se she
customarily hold s and is held b y ? how can the separate nouns
mother and child conve y the fusion, blee ding womb-nfant mouth,
she ex periences in those first days of fe eding? w hat sy n tax can
carrythe turning herself in side o u t in love when she is bot h sucking
mouth a nd hot g ush on h er love r 's tongue (47-48 ) ?
In Ana Historic. Marlatt suggests thaI throughself -express io n wrilt e n to the rhythms
of thei r bodies, w omen ha ve the opportu n ity to pu t themsel vesinto h istory an d into
thewo rld. An nie relaxe s in he r wr iting, le arning to "read" t he rhy t hms of her body
and re s pond to its mov ement i n her w r iting. As she learns to erprecs Ana's
"unspoken urg e of a bod y insisHng it self into words" (Ana Historic 46), the
schoolteacher's story becomes in tertwin e d with her own. Wl iling in lhe company
of a re a der she imagine s, Annie overcom es her fear of the unkno w n. She moves
out of h er isola t ion whe n she d is covers the ans wer 10her own q uestion , "Who's
There ? . . . kno ck knock " (9):
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she was kno cking o n paper, notwood, lapping like someone blind
aton g the wall of he r solitude. unde r thewhite light of concen t ration,
the paper y ielded nothingbut while noise ..
but there was lhe page,her tapping there, lookingfor a wayout 01the
bla nk that faced her - bla nkely-b lank . and not that lug either,
the elliptical lugof m emory wh icherasedthis other. she was looking
for thecompany of an other who was also reading - o utl hroughthe
wo rds,thro ughthe wa llthat separated her, an arm, a hand -
and so she began , 'a woma n sitting at her kitchen table writ ing,' as
if her hand holding th e pen c ould embody th e very feel of a life. as
if s he could reach out and to uch her,t hose lashes ca st down over
blue (brow n?) eye s, fbe lo ng line of nose , the lips doub ti ng or
pleased, that curve o f asho u lder,l tp per arm , wrist at an other t able in
a d ifferent kindof lig ht . . . (4 5),
Ken Aclachi, inhis predominantly fa v ourable review . shows a limited understand ing
of how th e separate threads of th e wome n 's stories merg e intoon e . Interest ed
p rima r~y in Ana's sto ry, he regards "Annie's decoding ofMrs . Richards' myst e ry . ,.
[to beJso corrpuls fvelhat Anne's s tory . . is often an unwelcomejntemenc n" (41).
Howe ver, GlenLowryobserve sthat Marlatt is creating a relat ionship be tween writer
and reader within a female economy of la n guage. all the while work ing ~:, ith in the
discourse itself (9 1).
Ana Histo ric's inle rsticed p ro se dis regards time-ho n oured notions tha t a
n o vel must be the creation of a s ;ngle au t hor who procee ds in a linear manner
towa rd closure. In hernov el. Marla tt seeks outlhe company of othe rs by bridglflg
th e dista n ce betwe en writer and reader, whom she draws into the proc e ss of
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nam ing 'Wh o 's There ." In an interview with JaniceW illiamso n . she dis c usses thi s
innovative feature of her wri tin g:
. as a reader, when' feel that pull, when I teet that I'm being
direct ly spoken 10 and draw n into what I'm reading, that I'm
answe rablein somew ay, that I createsomekind ofres ponseto this
writin g that speaks to my ow n experie nce as a woma n, when th ai
happens, as a reader I am so compe lled. I underline these bo o ks.
Imake notes in lhem . They m ake me think of myown writing, they
give me idea s. I wa nt 10open sim ilar spaces for this kind of
conve rsationwith readersof m y ownw riting. It makesfor adiffe rent
sense of writ ing. I fi rs t began to feel it maybe in How Hug a Stone .
because J knew I was working inthe m other a rea, (he mother's so
stron g, and w e allhad this in c o mmon, w p all ha ve these ambiva lent
relat io nships to our m others ("Sounding a Diff erence" 53).
Willi amso n attests to Marlatt's succe ss in drawing th e reader in, in m aking A nn
Hisforic a collec tive s tory : "[a]s a wom a n reader I can feel the threads o f my bei ng
pulled through the na rrative" (52).
\nAn a Historic, Marla tt writes: "a book of interruptio ns is not a n ovel" (3 7).
Her interrogative, dia logic w rit ing style draws th e reader toward a diffe ren t form of
writin g open to possibi lities for accessing unspoken vie ws of the world'). As De n nis
Coo ley perce ives, "liln AnaHistoric, then, the task is to remove the b a r between
wom e n and t he mselv es, thei r world. Th ey ha v e been debarred far 100 long" (7 9).
~ Marlatt is not t he first w omanwriter torefuse 10be bound10 tradiliona llilerary
frame wOlksalthoughshe Isone of thefew todoil. In 1929 Virginia Woolfcla imed that
onlyJaneAusten and Emily Bron te had d oneso to thatpo int. An outstanding literary
innova torhersel f, Woolf observed thatperh apsthe greatest accamplishmentso f Austen
and Bront~ wer e that: ''I t]heywro te aswo menwr ite . or all the thousand wom enwho
wrote novels the n, they alone enl iraly igno redthe perpetual admonitions of the eternal
pedagogue - writ e this, think that " (71).
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In Ana His/oric, Annie leaves her house and encou nters Zoe "in the archi ves,
thumbing her way thro ugh the photog raphs" (59) ,\0 Zoe is interested in her efforts
10 wr ite a re-vision of histo ry thai includes w ome n. A "visu al artist ," Z oe is ad ept
at seeing w hat lies beneath the surface of cult ure's "made -up" women (5 9) , all th ose
girls aspi ring 10 be "Teen Angels, Doll s . .. wa it ing to be Made (passive v oice)" (82).
W he n she says , ''you tell good stories" (59), Anni e po nders the words s he pu ts on
pa per: "i wonder if she means i te ll good lies, i cover up the way m eet wome n
smile?" (59) . l ater on, when Annfe sees her own reflection in the window, "playing
at writing," she begins "thinking ab out being attractive" (59). Beginning to
un d erstand her sexua l desire, An nie reali zes that her life and her marria ge
co nst itute a false face of reali ty, a: to • • • lie. th e defens ive lie our lying together is.
th e small space desire ge ts backed int o. boxed. off' (59). Ina's voice ente rs in to
a heated exc hange of words with her daughte r:
-so you've ma de your bed, no w lie in it
-as you did, i suppose? and s ha ll i try spr ings or foam or futon? move
Rich ard out because he 'snores'? take hot milk, sleepi ng pills? your
cures for all that frustrated energy yo u had no outlet for. con fine d to
bed , to coffin , slowly mummifying (60).
In A na His/o n'c, Marlatt conflates the abandon A nnie experiences in her e ro tic
embrace wi th Zoe wit h her abandonment of her pres cribed fate (142), that lin ear
10 Marlatt ded icates Ana His/oric to Chery l scurxee. a visual artist with whom
she collaborates in two books which celebrate women loving women. Touch /0 My
Tongue and Double Negative.
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"writing on the w all" (14 2) proceeding to wards a climax and a res olution th at she
does not desire . Throug h Annie , Marlatt invites her readers 10lak e a lea p beyond
writing th at supp resses them by presenti ng themselves. She envisions a rec iproca l
reaoer/w mer pa rtnership, anexchangeof words between women thatAna His/oric
initiates. Zoe reaches for Annie's hand:
s he asks me 10 p resent myself, to take the leap, as the bloo d rushes
to my fa ce and i can speak : you . i want yo u. and me. together.
s he isn't surprised . it isn 't even F rankenst ein but a nameless pa rt j
kn ow. terror has to do with the trembling that lakes you out o f
y ourself. we go up the stairs . . . ( 152).
Marlatt e xplores the reci procity Annie a nd Zoe share in their love making , of beinq
simulta neously "both suc king mouth and hot g ush on he r lover's tongue " (Marla tt
"Musing " 48). An nie's re -vision of herse lf in the w orld and in history begins withre -
naming herself:
. .. Annie Richard s. the sound o f a door closing.
i want to k nock; ca n you hear? i want 10 ans wer her who's there? not
Ana or In a, those transparent covers. Ana Richards Richa rd's Anna.
f o oling m yself on the othe r aloe o f history as if it were a line dividin g
th e real from the unrea l. Annie I Ana - arose by any other nam e ,
w hole w a rdrobes I)f names guardi ng the Iimitalion s • we rise above
th em. A nnie isn't Richard's or even Springer's (Ana Historic 152).
She ch ooses a new surname , a word th at she associates with th e uncon straine d
flow of h er desir e and her mothe r's outb u rsts: "A nnie Torrent, i said" (152 ).
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In AnaHis/oric, M arlatt inv ites all w omen to collaboralivelyw rite them selves
into the w orld ba sed on thei r expe riences o f it. She envisions that re c iprocal writing
may be th e means of in cluding w omen who engage in same sex love and are
debarre d from lit erature an d histo ry by a d o uble wall of silence . As Ana and Zoe
enter into a loving relations hip, Marlatt anticipates her read er joining her in w riting
the unsp e akable: 'weenter aroom that is a live wit h thesmehofher. bleeding and
soft. he r on my tongue. she trembles vio len lly on my lips" (152). She envisions
her read er playing an ac t ive role in hernovel:
In the past the reader was a minor cha racter in the triang le of
aut hor-text-reader. More and more the reader is becoming as
impo rtant if notm ore importanltha n theauthor . Makingmeaning is
a collabo rative affair. Similar clas s, ethn ic andsexual ident ity is a
s trong component 01the b ond between w ri ter and re ader. . . . This
interaction comes with the realizati o n that wri ting is a collabo rative,
comm u nal activity not don e in a roo m of one's own. It is an act
in formed and supported by the books the author re ads, the people
s/he interactswit h and the centur ies of c ultura l his to ry that see the
unde r he r skin. The idea of sha re d writing is not yet pa rt of the
consensual realit y of most writers (Anzald ua 255).
In the flu id poe ti c form of the fi na l passage of Ana Histo ric, Ma rlatt awa its her
unknow n reader in the unw ritten spaces a head:
we give p lace, giv ing words, giving birth, to each othe r-she and me.
you. hot skinwriting skin. . . . it isn 't the dar k butthe luxury of being
h as woken you, t he reach of your d esire , reading u s into th e page
a head (N . pag.).
Thus, th e last pa ge of Ana Historic is unp aginated, an embar kation rather than an
ending .
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Marlatt has a d ouble int ent in Ana Historic: 10b ring women to the ir des irin g
bodies and to writing so that they may make th eir own marks in a histo ry told on
new te rms. In this thesis , 1exam ine h ow Marlatt, in her explo rations in partnered .
fluid w rlllng , c reates a doorway through which women who engage in same sex love
can in scribe the realit ies of thei r desire . Moreover, as Bre nda Carr anests. me lype
of rec ip rocal wr iting that Marlatt presents in A na His toric is in clusive ratner then
exclus ive: "Be cause lesbian women w riters lik e Daphne Marla tt write me towa rd
possibi lity, wi thout having myself experienced woman-to-women eroticism, me
wounds, Ihe holes in my ow n imagin ary are transformed" ("Daphne Marrett's
Salmon Tellis " 327). Through the gaps in her novel, M arlatt prese nts a concep t io n
of wr it ing as a pa rtnered affai r betwee n the writer and reader/co-write r rather than
an is..... !ated a cti vity. With each reader, Ana His/ oric takes o n an ever-widen ing
dimens ion of reality . Lowry percepti ve ly re la tes the ending of Ana His/oric 10
Mikhail Bakh tln's theory thai "w ith the reader and wr ite r in community . the text is
neve r close d/finished . The J of the text can ne ver be spent . because it is alwa ys
already part of language: it c an be p icked up and expanded upon in infinite ly
imagi ned readings" ( Lo wry 95) .
Marlatt pu blish es AnaHistoric in 1988, th e year that sne and Betsy War la nd
release their coliabora tively w ritten long poem, Double Negative . In Cha pters Two
and Three of this thesi s. I hope to show how fro m this point on in her writing. Marlall
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works in partne rship with others, both known and imagined, opening up an infin ite
variety of dialogues thai speak of women's diverse realities . In Chapter Two on
Double Negative , I will examine how Marlatt andWarland re-work language tUundo
their cultural absence. . hope to show how , as they present themselves in their
desire for each other , Mar latt and Warland include their read er as the ir recip rocal
co-writer.
Chapter Two
Double Negative: "Real 2" in Never-Never Land
she is wr iting aga inst her absence. for nothing that surrounds her is
absent. far from it.
Daphne Marlatt. Ana His toric
she sho uld be writing a poem in which she situates herself
in terms of a desire that passes on through writing .
Lola Lemire Tostevin, 'Sopfl ie
The book has somehow to be adapted to the body .
Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own
the body says "write this"
Betsy Wa rland. Proper Deafinitions
Double Negative is Daphne Marlatt and Betsy Wa rland's poetic account of
their three-day train tri p across Australia (Warland Prop er Deetinit ians 131). As
Marlatt and War/and collaborate to inscribe their desire for each other, they create
poetry that defies standard genre classification. Brenda Carr, whose research on
Marlatt's writing is exte nsive, suggests that Double Neg a/ive "might be described
as a long poem sequence in two parts with a mediating intratextual dialogue
between the two write rs" ("Collaboration" 112). I will examine how Marlatt and
WaTland,in their interwriling, resist being objectified as the reflection of a male gaze
that rests upon them. In Doubl e Negativ e, they write from their points of view as
active, desiring women who take words into their own hands, speaking for
themselves instead of being spoken for. As I have discussed in my analysis 01Ana
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Historic in Chapler One, Marlatt insists that women's sel f-expression is necessary
if they are not to be left out of the "real" picture. In Double Negative, Marla tt and
Warland make a daring approach from the margins of autobiog raphy and poetry to
tell "their" slory rather than "the" slory of woman thai patria rchal culture has written
"for her, thereby fictiona lizing and effec tive ly silenci ng her" (Smith Poetics49,46,
45).
As I have shown in Chap te r One , while both liter ature and histo ry narrate
numerous acc ounts of male conques t and ach ievement, mo re often than not ,
wome n's exper iences are left "behind, afte r, without a ve rsion" (Double Negative
20). In Double Negative. Marlatt and War land present wo men's desire fo r women,
a subject that is located outside dominant symbolic signification . From their double
perspectives, they ende avour to free wc.nen. in general, from their place ment in
wri ting that prod uces subjec ts "in terms of a masculin e 'selfhood' resting upon
feminine 'otherness' " (Goda rd "Subject" 7). As Marlatt and Warland describe their
desire and their lovemaking, they "turns the lens around" (Double Negative 11) on
a came ra held to culture's viewing eye. Zooming "into the realm of the disappeared"
(14), Marlatt and Warland direct the reader' s focus on this question as it pe rtains to
women in gener al, and women who desire women, in pa rticular: "(can we see wha t
we do not value)" (24)?1 "(T]rackingl across the untracked " of Australia they operate
Marlatt and Warland use parentheses to emphasize what has been left oul ,
the unsaid, the unsee n.
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as subjects of their own life writing as they seek 10 inscribe their desire. the
unw ritten , "intractably here" (15).
Chapter One of this thesis explores how An a Historic initiates a search
among women for sett-know ledqewith a "VVho's There?" (9) question. In Double
Negative . Mariatt and Wa rlan d broaden th is focus in to a deeper cons idera tion of
women and language. They establish their presence in an experimental writ ing
form that is, as yet , in the nascent s~age: "two women in a birth" (21). Marlatt and
War land invite the reader to explore with them the central question of Double
Negative . "wh ere are we " (32)1 More than a conside ration of the lack of women's
perspectives in literature. this collaboration seeks10affirm women's sexuality which
includes women's de sire for women , as Ma rtatt and War land demon stra te. Marla ll
points out that Double Negative marks a radical dep arture from the subject mail er
of can onlcalatereture:
The trouble wi th the classical trad ition as we have inherited it in
English (and in French, for that ma tter) is that the erot ic is
heterosexually-based . It is the realm of a Iroub le-making sprite we
remember tod ay in our images of Cupid wi th his bow and oh so
phallic arrow . Arrow and the object of desire. The object's pain at the
unlooke d-fo r arrow , the mist o f deception, the being at the mercy of
the comings and goings of Eros: all these associations derive from the
pat riarchal Greek s. Where does that leave wo me n's desire and
esp ecially women's desi re for wo men? Wha t images do we have for
a woman -based erot ic ("Lesbera" 124)1
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In this chapte r I contend that Marlatt and Warland 's recip roca l writ ing produces 8
fast-speed frame of images thai depicts "women's des ire and especially women's
desi re for wome n" as "Real 2."2
In my study of Ana Hi storic in Chapter One. I address how Marlatt cabs
attention to the limited representatio n of women in history, an absence that she
begins to rectify through fict;onalys it~, "8 fiction that uncovers analytically that
territory where fact and fiction coincide" (Marlatt "Self-Representation" 15).
Martatt's own life wr iting filters into Ana Historic as Annie connects women 's
estrangement from their bod ies with their absence in history and reconstructs Mrs.
Richards' identity through invention. As Viviane Forrester suggests . "women are
the secre t to be discovered. they are the fissures. The y are the source where no
one has been- (35) .
In Ana Historic , because Marlatt elicits reader response to her questions, the
possibility of a nuid form of reciprocal writing capable of embodying wome n's
expe riences emerges . More than hal f a centu ry befo re the writ ing of Ana Historic
and Double NegaUve, Vltginia Woolf contended that a new form of writing might be
required for women's voices to be heard :
Yet who shall say that even now 'the never (I give il inverted commas
to mark my sense of the words' inadequacy), who shall sa y that even
Here I refer to the third section of Double Negat ive ent itled,MReal 2; which
I discuss in the third section of th is chapter, entitled "Real 2" : Women's Re-vis ions of
Themse lves ' " the World."
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this most pliable of all forms is rightly shaped for her use? No doubt
we shall find her knock ing that inlo shape for herse lf when she has
the free use of her limbs: and providing some new vehicle, not
necessarily in verse, for th e poetry in her . Fe: it is the poetry thaI is
still denied outlet (Woolf 74) .
In her review,Julia Creet writes that DoubleNegative"is, 35 allexcitingpoetrymust
be, as much about form as it is about content" (208) . Marlatt and Wa rland abandon
a linear track of writing for a current of words thai flow in the wake of their
lovemaking. I explore this radica l experiment w ith form in the ana lysis that follows
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"Yo ur Women Are Invisible"
we are not
s leep wa lk ing
thro ugh history
evident here as ornat e
bal conies , mine head , old
disas ter c lippings
'the rea! Ka lgoo rlie'
mere ly remains
we are wai ting 10enter, re -enter
the rhythm again . .. (Double Negative 31).
AI the beginni ng of DoubleNegative. Marlatt and Warland w rite from double
negative posit ions on the ma rgins of a heterosexual Caucasian society. I hope to
show how, toget he r, thei r voices carve out a space open 10 othe r "vo ices from so
many fringes, not just that fringe. women (translated as white , middle-class,
heterosexual, Anglo-Canadian I American) that has been gradually getting so
legitimat ed it wou ld seem to be moving into the centre" (Marlatt "Difference
(em)bracing"192). With their names together on the cover of Doub le Negati ve3 ,
Throughout this thesis, I refer to the first edition of Double Negative.
published in 1986 by gynergy books .
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Marlatt and War land displace reade r expectations of the voice of lite rature . often
regarded as a unitary male voice of au thority. Jane Rule notes. "lflor wo men wrilers
gen der has been an issue not only inside our texts but on thei r covers , Evert today
in genres like the murder mystery women write under male pseudonyms in order to
reach a male audience" ("Dece ption" 225). From the cove r of Double Negative ,
Marlatt and Warla nd make no attempt 10 disg uise who they are . The strategically
im portant position their names occu py at the top of the cover indicates thai whi le
Marlatt and WaTland, as life partn ers, do not speak from a centra l position, they
refuse to be silenced "down under" someone's else's depiction of them. Their
posi tions on the margins of society and in their profession are reflected in the
placement of their names near the edge of the cover. From this acknowledged
loc ation on the periphery, Marlatt and Wa rland ach ieve something doubly pos itive
in Double Negative .
The cover of Double Negati ve focuses allen tion on some of cultu re's
"negative" percep tions as wo rds and images appea r 10 be o n a nega tive or film
Emphasis is on the word, "neqetive." since this word recurs withi n the quota tion
from "Double Negative" that appea rs on the cove r. A synonym for "negative," the
wo rd "nothing" is presented twice, inte rtex tually link ing the nega tion of wome n in
Double Negative with Ana Historic as "not , nol . allthese negatives knolled into
the text" (Ana Historic 87) . As Cree t points out in her review of Double Negative,
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this collabo ration "exposes the negation of 'woman' by the unive rsals of language "
(208 ).
Writer and feminist theo rist Arith a van Herk suggests that. for marg inalized
women writers. movement inlo new territory in writing is necessary if there is ever
to be "a righting of balance, an equa lizing of the scales" ("Of Visce ra" 276). As
Double Negative unfolds Marlatt and Warland establis h an interactive readerlwri ter
approach thai moves towa rd a twc.fold discovery : "what is wom an (in her own
symbolic)?" (Double Negative 52) and "what is woma n (in her ecstasy)?" (55) .
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In Double Negative , Marlatt and Warland displace assu mptio ns made in
language about women's place in the world by inverting the expected viewpo int of
th e reader. Marlall's birthplace , Australia, described on the cover of Double
NegaUve as "down under," is regarded as the southern hemisp here's mirror image
of Canada, home to both write rs. On the cover , the map of Austral ia is tilted on a
d ifferent angle than usual. In th is positio n, the shape of this country resemb les its
metony mous double in Double Negative, the vagina, a subject Marlatt and Warland
conside r in its frequent negative depiction in language as "CONS: 'French, cunt'"
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(Double Negative 21). From their writing context in the Australian desert , they
explore how the "down under " is constructed in language as "lack. "
As Double Negati ve develops , mirror reflections and inversions lake on
significance as the wr iters situate themselves as subjects of their writing . From the
location of Australia's double negative landscape, the outback or "Never-Never,"
Marlatt and Warland establish a place in words for women, the "LostGirls in Never-
Never Land" (Ana Histo ric 11) who are frequ ently cast in either a negative light . in
minor roles, or as absence in literature. The followingphrases, pulled from the body
of the text to a position of prominence on the cover , attest to the "Gulf ' that exists
in "the physics of language" (Double Negative 20) . Marlatt and Warland call into
quest ion a literary canon that values the works of authors such as Edmund Spenser
but relegates the writing of women 's expe riences to a place on the side lines, 10"rim
Spencer Gulf' (20 ). In doing :30 , they raise reade r awareness of the "negative
fem inine space" (20) whic:hwomen occupy in writing.
Post -structuralist theorist Ch ris Weed on posits that "language is no longer
seen as a transpa rent medium for the expres sion of mean ing ready-consti tuted in
the world beyond language " (148). In DoubleNegative, Marlatt and Warland reveal
how Anglo-Saxon culture negates women's experie nces through language. Marlatt
expresses her bel ief :
You can change consciousness, & language is intimately lied up with
consciousness. That's ou r true field of action, is language, as poets .
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And all you can do is 10 insist on the seeing as it's evidenced &
manifested in the language . In an accurate use of language (Wah.
lctro . Net Worlc 13).
Inside Doub le Negative , the title occurs twice as sole occupant of the first
page. The slight offset of the title "down under" the one above it neqatee the
assump tion thai language completely and accurately reflects the "real." Since
language affirms thai two neg atives ma ke a positive , Ma rlatt and Watland give the
reade r som ething to ponder at the en trance to this wo rk. Indeed , the fi rst and titul ar
part of Double Negative begins wi th a passage from Lola Lem ire Tcetevln's Double
Standards :
rereading reverses to resist resists 10 reverse the
movement along the curve of return as the well-turned
phrase lurns on herself to retrace her steps reorient
and continue in a different voice (Double NegalivtJN. pag.).
Throughou t th is chap ter, I will return to key phrases in Tostevin's quotation 10 guide
us through Double Negative's three-part structure .
In the first of the three sections entitled "Double Nega tive," Marlatt and
Warland construct twelve travel journal entries as lyric poems to recount
independently their experiences on a train trip through Australia's Nullarbor Dese rt.
Al thou gh they do not identify who writes the specific entries, they empl oy many
conventions of writing as they retrace [their] stops to a place of rebirth in language.
For instance, they lay a linear narrative track from Sydney to their destination with
pain staking ly accurate time, date , and place headings.
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Mar latt's and Wa rland's responses 10 the aura l and wrillen language they
encounter on their journey emphas ize the power of word s to establish men 's place
in the world while disp lacing women's activit ies 10the unsaid. In the entry entitled
"past Sydney" (6-9), the recurring words, "stud" and "studding," evoke erouc.
masculine connota tions. Thei r poetry self-reflexi vely calls into question the ability
of these wo rds to convey the flow of des ire betwee n Marlatt and Warland :
not studding no
it does not stand
our des ire
moves continuous around (8).
They find these words unsuiled for the expr ession of the desire they experien ce.
In multiple references. they switch their "point of view" (11) from observe r 10
part icipa nt, writing instea d thei r 'V·U" (20) of desi re: "your Mound of V" (28) . In
doing so, they infiltrat e what Carr points out is one of the mastertexte of We ste rn
lite rat ure: the love lyric r'c cuat oretco '' 114). Throu ghout the love lyric poems of
"Double Neqative,' Marlatt and Warland prepare 10 change the focus of their writing
to tell thei r exper iences from their viewpoints : "our pupi ls di late" (Double NegativQ
20). Doubfe Negative's self-reflexi ve. examining "I" becomes an examining "eye" :
"(i rai l, eye rai l)" (30). Marlatt and Warland stress the importance of "having an eye
for an I" (Warland Proper Deafinitions 76) as they view themselves in thei r poetr y:
A seeing ourselves, breaking of the Other' s ga ze, stepping arc, 2nd ,
1st pe rson into viewing with our own lIs. Seeing ourselves as primr:ry
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sources. Speakingsubjectswho VIEW: 'weid-. wisdom. history, story'
ou r own hyslery, storie s: speak from our own point of view (76).
Virg inia Wo olf points oul how in literature, rather than being seen on their
own terms, "[w}omen have servedaUthese centuries as Jooking-glasses possessing
the magic and de licious powe r of reflecting the figur e of man at twice its natura l
size" (35) . Marlatt and Warland resist this manne r of depiction. Double Negative's
moving eye acls as a camera lens that filters words 10 build images of women in "3-
0 " (33) through "this translation of colour intol black on white! reading left to right"
(22) . On page after page, in "frame after frame" (24), as "far as the eye can see"
(23), Marla tt and Wai land set up a "movin g pic ture" where in women both act and
presen t themselves. The writers call attention to the negative of film that appears
on the cover to suggest that Double Negative, like film, "has pictorial possibilities the
novel [i.e., the written word] doesn't have" (Monaco 27). In "Cauble Negative,M the
reader and the writers, from an altogether different angle, exa-nine the still shot s of
women as occupants of "negat ive feminine space" (Double Nega Uve 20), and the
power of language to relegate them there. Taking control of the camera , Warland
asserts:
Now behind the camera we look at each other, feminine figures of
speec h, gaze from our own lIs, make ourselves present in this
spec ies ['specere, to look at'] of literature. Seei ng as never bef ore .
we write new things . Fiction and theory coming together while
physics even admits there is no such thing as an objective observer.
VVhen we look we change both the seer and the seen. Ret urning the
gaze we are so often afraid. We have so seldom looked in each
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other 's 1/s. so often eavesdropped on our own li(v)es (Proper
Dea finitions 76).
Marta tt and War land examine the .nuaucnsof people w ho are present but
erased by language. In "17:00 I coming into Port Piri e," Ihey consider the
displacement of the aboriginal people that results from while culture's craen of the
land in Australia. Language marks ownership: "se ttlements with English nam es/
Cook , Denman, Hughe s" (Double Negative 22),
Peterborough , Jam estown , Glads tone , Port Pirie
ang lo ove rlays in the name of
see-vill {ain)-I-say-lion
stiff upper lip a thin line noosi ng the coast of
(ab ) or igina l country (19).
Signs around them at Woomera, such as "pro hibited area . . . weapo ns le!>lin g
range" (19), verify how the English language registc .s do mination. Marlau and
Warland choose no t to be bound to a system of wri ting that asserts powe r ove r
people on the bas is of difference. In my analysis o f the third secton 01 Do ll /)fc
Negative, I wi ll cons ider how they write from a place (hal does nol po sition them
between the lines : ". .. cord leads us forwardl now turned around w e head for
outback" (19) .
Marlatt and War land exa mine the conquests of Anglo-Saxon cult ure in terms
of women and language in "17:00I coming into Port Pirie." They lead the reader
10 question whether the mut ua lity of their desire for each oth er can be expr essed
by lyric love poetry or, indeed, with in the sentence of the Eng lisillanguage wh ere
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a subject dominates the act ion, leaving its object a passive recipient. They indicate
their intention 10 refocus the camera lens that displaces them as reflec tions of
someone else's action rather than as participants of their own:
PRO hibit (whose CONscie nce)
PRO inhabit (whose CONtrol )
whose weapons
whose land
let's face it
the PROS (he's a real . .. J are the CONS (what a . . .)
and if language could
it would flash TILT TILT GAME OVER
co(i )ns CONS
PROS&CONS
PRO : 'be fore, in front of , acc ording to '
(Adam before ... the Gospel accor ding to . . .)
&
CONS:'conjunx,
wife'
women as CONS : 'contra. aga inst . opposite'
to
PROS (19).
This passag e calls attention 10 the positions of prominen ce and power that men
occupy in language in comparison to women who are situated below or behind
them, unwritt en, "(wJithout a version" (20). As women who engage in same sex
love. Marlatt and Warland are doub ly absent. Like Ana Hist oric, Double Negative
move s towa rd telling women 's untold stories from a d ifferent angle. Doub le
Nogative's epigraph points the reader toward rereading in order 10 reverse women's
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place in writing . Simi larly , in Ana Histon'c, Annie asserts : "if j'm tel ling a story i'm
untelltnq it. uolelliog the real" (14 1).
Marlatt and Warland lake issue with the lack of pos itive presence for w- rnen
who are "without a version" (Doub le Negative 20), seen only when they accompany
walk ing into the diner
'are you ladies alone '
'no'
'we're together' (20).
As "ladies" (20) who affirm the ir existence by their response, Marlatt and Warland
encourage the reader 10examine"nothinglooking at nothing" (20) closely in "17:00
I coming into Port Pirie." "[N]othing looking al nothing" (20) rath er than "no one "
or "nobody" emphasizes wome n's situat ion as obje cts rathe r tha n subjects in
language . Resis ting their "unseen " pos ition , Marlatt and Wa rland claim their
visibility:
i look out the window
deja vu :
nothi ng looking at noth ing
two women outback
dow n under
add it up-two negative'> make a positi ve
i won de r abou t the physics of language
as we rim Spence r Gulf
tide out (20).
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As Barbara Godard po ints out, the representation of women's subject ivity is an
important theo retica l issue :0 feminist and other pcst-structuraust discourses
("Subject" 7).
Marlatt and Wa Tland present the words, "dejavu," init ially on the cover of
Double Negati ve. Repealed twice for emphasis , this phrase self-reflex ively
questi ons visual perceptions as the words in French undermi ne the reader of
certainty of meaning. Furthermore, as Warland sees it, the wh ile spaces between
the print, such as the one that follows "deja vu," compel the reader "10enter the text
and play an active role in its interpretation" (Proper Deafinitions 131). Doubly
emphasized in this passage and on the cover, "nothing looking at nothing,"
constitutes Double Negative's key concern with the representation of women in
words. That women are almost exclusively located in stories wrillen "by men who
serve themselves , const ructing woman symbolically as the mirror before which they
can see the mselves reflected" (Smith Poetics 48) is an importan t issue among
contemporary feminist writers and theorists, just as it was a sou rce of frustration for
Virginia Woolf. In Double Negative, Marlatt and Warland, as women who desire
each other, find a way out of this distorted mirror image tha t does not accurately
represent them . Smith notes that, in autobiography and other genres , "womanhas
remained culturally silenced, denied authority, most critically the authority to name
herself and her own desires . Woman has remained unrep resented and
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unrepresentable" (Poetics 49). Double Negative responds to a questi on Barbara
Godard poses: "How can she speak for herself when she is spo ken for?" (MSllbject"
7) . Marlatt and Wa rland claim that one method of achieving the representation of
wo men lies in wr iting stories of their desire from their experien ce of it. In DOl/ble
Negative, they feature a view of the world from their perceptions as wome n in love
w ith each othe r. Look ing through the glas5 of the window , they perce ive a world
that "stares back unseen" (Double Negative 16, 20). It is through the eyes of th is
coup le that the reader views another so-called non-entity, the desert .
In "31/5 8:45 Deakin ," Marlatt and War land refute notions th ai "nothing"
exists in the "Nullarbor (nu l arbor)" (22) Desert. They can attention \0 th e power of
language to conv ince people that th ey are ''watching nothing going by": "there's
noth ing there, they said" (22). Writing propnoceptivelv. "as the eye passes through"
(29) the dese rt, Marlatt and Wa rJand present the reader wi th a fast -moving,
vibrantly-colou red frame of images 10 deconstruct phenomenologi cally these uotons
of "nothing ." They produce evide nce of that which is tangibly presen t in the
landscape: red eart h, red-dust stained brush, grey salt bush, black railroad ties, blue
(eye-blue) sky (22) . The writers and readers now actively and accurately reread the
desert as "full," rath er than "em pty." In doing so , Marlatt and W arland establis h an
analogy between th e dese rt and women who desire wome n. They shar pen our
focus on women, their desi res, and th eir location in language.
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In " 10:33 Forrest; Marlatt and Warland caution the reader that perceptions
can be deceiving :
'sometimes. you know .
when you see a scrub tree on the horiz on.
it looks like a came l comi ng across the desert ' (24).
Through analogy, in this entry, the door to women's experience of the world in
writin g rem ains closed no longe r:
when noUhing becomes unhinged
far as the eyecan see
there are birds , insects. mammals. re ptiles, scrub trees ,
bushes, grasses
thriv ing outside The Gaze
(can we see what we do not value) (24).
Double Negative succeeds in ·opening up the Subject- (21) of women's
desire. Marlatt and Warland focus on their desire for each other, ignoring signs
warn ing: "PROHIBITED AREA ,- and proceeding with abandon 10 inscribe their
experiences from their perspect ives . Seeking presence in language, they lift its veil:
CONS: 'French, cunt'
the imag inary
two wome n in a birth (21) .
The ir method of unco vering the subjec t is unquestiona bly ac tive and erotic:
hands a manual alphabe t
j sign your v (21) .
Engaging Ihe reader, with ''your i in the camera" (25), Marlatt and Warland focus on
inscribing women's desire from thei r moving viewpoints:
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rock bott om sea bed w e lie in
you pulled me under last night
sucking me out through my womb inside out
re-versed writing across bed into sky
touching ho lding everyth ing
words my only boundary
the desert on either side of my mind (25).
In the poetic entries Ihat remain in the "Double Negat ive" section, Marl att and
Watland confi rm their desire for each other in positive depicti ons of female orgasm
Because they write with their gaze directed on their lovemaking , they cannot be
accused of assuming a male voice as other women autobiographers o ften hav e
done (Smith Poetics 51). Unmis takably , this is not a situation of 'women writing a
man's story" of wh ich Smilh (51 ), Felma n (36), and other theorists write. No longer
captured in words as still life negatives of someone else's gaze , MarIan and
Warland inscribe their desire as movemen t: "0 contractions' from a small rooml the
shutte r opening and closing" (Double Negativ e 29). Having established their
presence as lovers, Marlatt and Warland proceed towards a style of writ ing that is
less restrictive, patterned on the flow of women's passion rather than on a
misconceived passivity. The write rs stress the exploratory quality of their writing in
this pa ssage:
i had wanted to be less descriptive
be as Nullarbor 'not any tree'
no syntax only syllabl es
no train of thought
yet the urge is to gather as a wave to the sea
handwrit ing waving as eye passes through
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like entnose children on backyard fences
sentences as waves (29).
The proprioceptive wri ting o f this passage evokes, once again, the cinematic
element lhat wilil ransform the writing of "Double Negative" in the "Real 2" sectio n.
Viviane Forre ster claims, however, th at wome n's view of the w orld is frequently
missing in the highly visual fiel d of cinema:
How can male d irectors today not beg w omen to p ick up the
camera, \0 open up unknown areas to them, to liberate them from
their redundant vision which is deeply defo rmed by this lack?
Wome n's visi on is what is lack ing and this lack not on ly creates a
vacuum but it perverts , allers , annuls every statement. Wome n's
vision is what you don't see; it is withdrawn , concealed . T he imag es,
the pictures, th e frames, the movements, the rhythms, the abrupt new
shots of which we have been deprived , these a re the p risone rs of
women 's vision , of a confined vision (35).
In Double Nega tive, rhyth mic wav es of w riting become integral 10Marlatt and
Warland's dep iclion of their e xperien ces. Thi s contrasts 10 th e stas is in wh ich
fema le charac ters hav e been cap ture d in muc h cano nized literature. We read:
we are waiting to enter, re-enter
the rhythm aga in
of instant
(by instant
bei ng
abo ut to be , this
imperceptible s hift
we will slip away (like)
ground rolling out from under (3 1).
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M a rlatt and Warla nd allude here 10 th eir im pending exploratio n of an active fo rm of
writing to express their views of the w()(ld. They acknowledg e that it will lake time
and pract ice to de velop a form of w riting attuned to women' s experiences : "we will
dol the walk the emus do" (31). As they enter a different dimensi on of words
so mewhat unsteadily, their focus is clea rly as we would expect il to be, on
lang uage :
heads out the door
ils squint
the frame en larged to sun and 360 de grees
lan g uage as billboa rds
fee t unstead y
where 10 focus
life in 3-D
eve rything an inler/rup tion (3 3).
As the first section of Double Negative end s, Marlatt and W arland further
co nfirm their ntennc n to tak e a more fluid approach to inscri bing their desir e :
then a gra dual sensation
of the Great Whee l rolling underus
of th e Great Womb w e call e arth
not solid no t still
bu t an ever turning thresho ld
its movemen t carrying us into
TH IS:
'what is about to be said '
he re (33 ).
Th eir sensit ivity to their body rhythms and the circular movem ent of the world itself,
which they allude to as the Great W omb, indicates an ensuing shift.in the wri ting of
Double N egative .
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V A
(Ex)cha nging the V·U P oint
D.. .. We talked a bout comingbut made it female c oming a nd the
cyclical nature of fe maleorg asmis really different from theon-track
cre scendo of mare o rgasm.
Dap hneMar latt,Dou ble Negative
Ex c ept for th e tille. "C rossing Loop," the firs t pageof section tw o of Double
N egative is blank . As the words "t imeex posure" from Cheryl Sou rkes' ne ga tive
c o llageon the pag e oppos ite sugg e st, the w hitepa geprovides the re ader with an
opportunit y toconsider Ihe newdire cl ion Marlatt an d Warla n d take in their writing.
In deed, th ey focus on themselves in thei r excha nge in "Crossing Loop" w here
Warland n otes tha t crossing loops are places whe re trains w all(37 ) .
A pa ssage thatbegins with " rockbottom se a bed we lie in" (25), rec u rs on
S o urkes' collage. Sourkes places a photog raph of a train that isoff - centre o n the
e dge of th e page. In its tilled p osition, another photo , t his tim e of a d esert
landscape, appea rs to be moving toward the cent ral focal point of t he onlooke r.
T h e photo on the page an d the butte or moundin it are bot h off-ce n tre. giv ing no
indication that Double Negative aspires towards a centra l positio n in can oni cal
liter ature. These photographs. in a dd ition to Double Negative's epigraph, reorient
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th e reader to a different "point of v-u " (54) at this juncture. Indeed . Marlatt and
WaTland's subject of intim acy between women demands reversed writing (3 5).
in th eir discussion in "Cros s ing Loop," Mar latt focuses attention on their
w r iting en terprise: ''what we were passin g throug h was the real sub ject of our
w r iti ng,not the trai n" (37). She and Warland discus s their e xperienc e s as th ey set
o u t to transform their sepa rate ent ries into a collabora tion contoured 10 the ir body
rh y thms. Th ey pre pare to revise th ei r writ ing so th at it conveys them as "activo in
o u r desire and pa rt of wha t we desire was to be o ut in the desert as an image for
a certa in way of being" (37), Marlall ac knowledges that 10do so requires an
ab andonment of a "passive voice" (37) "th at's carry ing you so all yo u can do is let
yo u rself be carried" (37).
The initial s e ction, "DoubleN e gative ," prepares the re ader for th e way Marlatt
an d Warla nd reorienllhemselves t owards writing th at port rays the presen ce and
energy o f this loving fem ale cou p le, tw o of culture's "d ouble neq auv es." In
"C rossing Lo op" th ey express their ob jectio n to being double -crossed and ne gated
by language any lo nger. On the f ulcrum of "Rea l 2," W arland claims that their
wr iti ng belo ngs to "th is fem ale movement int o thedesert say ing 'this is mine too and
i relate to it in a di fferent w ay' "(38). In re sponse , Marlatt invites active reader
pa rt icipation asthey embark on re- vi sing the negative picture of them selves in the
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world : "So we want to get off the train, ge l off the narrative track. and move out int o
the desert in a different way" (38)?
In my exami nation of the next section o f Double NegaUve, I hope to show
tha t M arlall and WaTland 's writing in "Re al 2" d oes not excha nge the presentation
of woman's identity thai dominates literature for another enclosed rendition.
Rather. as G od ard observes of the Jove poem s Marlatt dedicates to W a Tland in
Touch 10 My Tongue, Marlatt end warlend reach toward "the creetlon of a differe nt
kind of text, mobile and multivalent " ("Ep i(pro)logue " 330 , qtd, in Barbou r "Daph ne
Marla tt" Canadian 205). Warland comments on the doubled writer/reade r roles they
embrace and ex tend to the reader as co-creator of thei r unclose d poeti c :
We-t he-writers also become we-the-readers of O'Jf own text: we
discuss (and document in 'Cross ing Loop') our reac tions (as write rs
and rea ders) to the nrat section , and th en, we integrate what has
resonat ed with us as readers into a new contexture ('Rea l 2'). The
reader is not isolate but partnered. But ~ there 's the rub l Because
love poetry (particula rly erotic lov e poetry) has been essent ially th e
t radition of male poets, the read er's fam iliar 'en trance' to the poem
has bee n 'through the eye of the behold er:' the subject; the view e r.
With th e presence of both love rs, who ar e spea king, seeinglwrit ing
and receiving, the reader 's forme r position is rendere d obsole te. The
gaze is up for grabs! It is no longer a fixed position of author/ity and
contro l. Because our writers'/ lovers' rotes are in a continual state of
Hux and redefinition. the reader 's role is also unhinged. No longer
standing at the door of voyeu rism, the re ad er must now dive into th e
u npred ictable currents of the text a nd assume all th e vari ed
wrlters'no vers' roles. The reader must pa ss through the initial fea r of
intrusive ness into the pleasure o f inclus iveness. No safe text here
(Prope r Deafinitions 134-135).
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SinceMarl att and Warland move into writing wilh a differencein "Real 2,"I consider
a question that en ergizes the writing of D ouble N egative. From the ir posi tion of
"terrifyin g differe nce," Marlatt and Warland ask, "w hat is woman (in her ecstasy)"
(55)?
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A A
"Real 2 "; Women 's Re-v isions o f Them s elves in the World
'In Pi ljantjara and, I suspect , all othe r Aborig inal languages , th e re is
no word for 'exist,' everything is in interaction witheverythi ng else.
Yo u canno t say, this is a ro ck. You ca n only say, there sits. leans,
stands. falls over, lies down, a rock.'
Robyn Davidson, (qld. in ) Double Negative
In th e firs t section of Dou ble Negative, Marlall and War!and present
themselve s asa loving couple in the vibran t fullness of the Null;)rbor Desert . In
doing so, they creat e positive images of th emselves as "double negative." The
bla nk page that follows "Crossing Lo op" allows the re ader 10 reorient h erself to the
w ritingof "Real2" w here Marlatt and Warland undo language that conveys the m as
"nothing lo oking at nothing" (20). In the third sec tion of Double Negative, they
continue in 8 differen t voice, inviting others to join them and b e heard. Yel, they do
not abandon language it self which many feminist theori sts agree would be
cou nterproduc tive (Jacobus 217). Not claiming to c reate the comple te versio n of
the ir or any other wo man's story, Marlall's an d Warla nd'swritte n express ionof their
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des ire reache s out to others to build multi-dim ensio nal, ever-wider nnqspirals 01
know ledge of women. '
As "Re al 2" op ens, Robyn Davidson's w ords evoke Marlatt and w artand'e
enco unter in Austra lia with "abforiginal" (Dol/ble Nega/ive 14) words that "a re
differenl in our mouths" (14). Noting that there is no p assive voice in the language
of Pitjantjara, Davidson shakes conceptions th ai language must place people as
subjects or objects of action. In "Real 2," Marla tt and Warland explore th e
possib ilities o ffered by the structure of an abo riginal language where meaning is
trans mitted through interaction. They exper iment to produce an active form 01
In her concept of MAerial Vision ," Ni cole Br o ssard co rqecmres thai women
occupy a pos it ion of negative space or non-sense that m akes them invisible They a re
beyond the endosed circle of sense . Wi thin this c ircle, grou nd-breaking femi nist works,
particularly The Second Sex and Intee Guineas, give birth to a new sense within sense
which Brossa rd cons tructs in her diagram as a small circ le within a larger one, She
represen ts the increas ed feminist actiVity from the ni neteen -sixties to the nineteen -eighties
as the small c ircl e's ru pture of its own closure . She now renders the femin ist movement
as a sp iral that extends outward with "[w]ork done on the lmaqnery, language , thought, and
knowledge" (117) and considerati on of "madness , d elirium , or genius " (117). At the same
time , in its push to co ns ider wome n, rad ical and te chnolo gical feminisms move the spi ra l
off-cen tre with in the ci rcle of sense toward s the unexplo red region of non-sens e. Thus . a n
explo ration of th e unknown emerges . Bros sard cla ims that as further gains are made in the
spirals and, ther efore , what we know of wome n increases , sense is renewed She pos its
that "new configurat ions of woman -as-beinq-m -the-wcrld of what's real, of rea lity. an d of
fiction " (117) ar e reached by a radiating spiral that grow s with new perspecti ves, Th e
diag rams within TheAerial Leifer,on pages 116-117 , are helpful in providing an explana tion
of Brossard's v ision of a female culture. She notes that she does not think "fema le culture
will be either vi ab le ov er the long term in a linear/binary thought sys tem (by that I mean it
enge nders ot her spires), or able to ove rcome th e alrocilies of a dialectic founded o n
patriarcha l rea son" (114 ), In Do uble Negative, M a rlatt and Warland do not develop an
essentialist vision of a writing practice for a female cultu re. Rather, I apply Brossa rd's
mode l of "Aerial Visio n" to exp licate how Double Nogative establishes sense and helps
make sense of women's fives and desires that contin ue to be represented, in mos t writing,
as non-sense , the un s een and the unsaid.
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poetry in English that operates in accordance with Davidson's description of
Piljanlja ra, In her book, open is broken, War land claims thai "[l]hrough the use of
explicit erotic imagery, the act of lesbian self-naming begins the process of
deconstruction of woman as objec t" (Proper Deafil lifions 1 27-1 28) ~ .
Warla nd names herself a "lesbian" in Prop er Deafiniti ons. Marlatt also refers
10 herself as a "lesbian" in her essay. "Changing the Focus," published in Inversi ons:
Wl iling By Dykes. Queers , & Lesbians, edited by Betsy War land . Marlatt writes :
It's when you look away from men to women thai you see the incredible
variety of women, even of the so-called 'masculine' allr ibute in some
women, who aren't 'failed' women as heterosexism decrees , but an
attractive and dive rse range of marvellously capable women . And in all
these differences there is still something we recogni ze whe n we say 'lesbian'
(130) .
Acknowledg ing that identity politics "is conside red essentialist in theore tical circles" (130),
Marlatt argues that "a sense of identi ty is very importan t to us bec ause it's so often objected
to, erased or denied in the feminist moveme nt as a whole, and maligned or oppr essed in
the mainstream" (130). She asks, "How can we work for change if we can't name ourselves
collectively ?" In her view, the word, "lesbian," does not imply "a unified colle<:tivity but only
a loose co alition of women with very different cultura l, racial, an d class backgrounds, and
very different bodies " (130) . She con tends that the contex t she is spe<tking or w riting in
informs how she desig nates herse lf which is not always as a " lesbian rig ht away" (130) :
I could say, looking back, that my writing has alwa ys bee n from a woma n's
perspective, but a change occurred in its focus, wh ich used to be largely on
w hat men thought and how i stood in relation 10 thaI. Th en when i began 10
be aroused by wome n • arou sed on all levels, the intellectu al, the erotic, the
imag ina tive, the spi ritual , the domestic, all at cnce • the foc us shifted
ent irely . , . " To be alesblan is to be come aware of your differe nce, no
ma ile r how you com e to it or whether you've fe lt you've always been one
(131.13 2).
Marla tt perce ives collaboration with her rea der 3 S a means to work against
assim ila tion and open up different vie ws of reality ("Diffo r'ence (em)bracing " 193). In her
essay, "Difference (eml bracinq," she refers the I -t er to Gloria Anzaldua's critique of the
word "lesbian," White Anzaldua shares Marlat t's ~ ,,,, ion of writing as a co llaborative affair,
she does not share her rega rd of the word "lesbian" as inclus ive. Anzaldua claims thai
" 'lesbian' is a cerebral word, white and middle class . repres enting an English-only dom inant
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In my ana lysis of the thi rd sect ion of Double Negative , 1contend thai they
respond to thei r own ''where are we" (32) quest ion by cla iming agency to re-present
themselves in language. Thei r writing render s them as mobile as
desert dune-w ave curren ts
bu t we are not
apa rt from it
's incessant stream (46).
The expression of their eroticism as a means to alta in their incl usion in language
builds uponWarland's worksprior 10Double Negative. particularly in open is IJrokcfJ
(Warland Prop er Deafinit ions 128),6 Because Marlatt's and Wa rland's references
in DoubleNegatived raw the reader to the work of Nicole Brossa rd (dedication, 38 .
culture , derived from the Greek word lesbos" (249). She con tends that me word "lesbian"
subsumes her, erasing her colour and class (249-250), Stating her desire to name herself,
Anzaldua writes: "But Iii have to pick an identity label in the English language I pick 'dyke'
or 'queer' .." (250).
In my thesis, t allow Marlatt and waneno to name thems elves "lesbian," respecting
their right to do so, withoultrespass ing into the debate on self -naming by assig ning term s
of "lesbian," "dyke," or "queer" to my analysis of women's desire lor each nther. VVhenevar
poss ible, [ endea vour to let Marl att and Warland speak for themselv es on Ihis subject.
Neverth eless, as I have pointed out in my discussion of Alia Historic, Marlall' s wril ing
invites the participatio n of a diverse group of readers and I, therefore , claim agency to bring
my own context and interpretation to her writing, including Double Negative, her
collaboration w ith Betsy Warland. For further discussion of self-naming among women wh o
engage in loving women, please see Invers ions: Writ ing by Dyke!;, Que ars, & Los/liafls, a
collection of essays edited by Betsy Warland.
Warland provides an enlightening discussion of her four books, A Gal/rorin y
Instinct, open is broken, serpent (w)rile, and Double Nega{jve , all wr itten from 1981 - 1988 ,
in the section entilled "moving parts" in her Proper DeDfinllions : colloc teel IIUJorogr<1rn!;.
While this thesis does not examine Warland's writing in depth, I do not mean 10suggest tha t
there is nol much 10be gained in doing so . Her work merits considerable ana lysis which
is beyond the scope of this thesis
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54) , it is heJpfu llo consider Double Negative in the ligh t of Brossard's concep t of
"Aerial Vision ." From the collaboration of the writers and the readers of Doub le
Negative the spi ral created in Warland's previous works pushes further outward.
As it does so, it establishes "(nJewperspectives: new configurations of woman-as-
belng-in-Ihe-world of what's real, of realily, andof fiction" (Brossard 117). Brossard
writes: "It is from the volume of our thought that integra l women rises up" (114).
Double Negative marks a furthergain in Brossard's spiral model for Marlatt whohas
endeavouredto adapt the long line of her prose poems 10 the rhythms of her body:
So there's the notion of body and body rhythms which, i think. have
been strong in my work ever since Rings . But there's also how you
position yourself in the world. To enter the world , I mean to really
take it on conceptually and feel you have as valid an analysis of what
you see going on around you as any man does, is a difficult thing for
a woman, perhaps the most difficult leap to make as a woman writer
("Between Continuity," by Carr 99*100).
Helene Cixous confirms the potential of the direction Marlatt's and Warland's
writ ing with her belief that the expression of women's desire may be the key to
alla ining sell-representation :
, shall speak about women's writing: about what it will do. Woman
must write her self: must write about women and bring women to
writing, from which they have been driven away as violently as from
their bod ies * for the same reasons, by the sam"} law, with the same
fatal goal. Woman must put herself into the text * dS into the world and
into history * by her own movement ("Laugh" 875) .
Aritha van Herk shares this belief in the possibilities for writing based on
"(f]eminism defined by personal * yes, visceral - experience" ("Of Viscera" 277) .
8 1
Declaring that wo rds are "problematic, inappropriate if not downright dange rous,
innately forbidden to me as a woman (272)," van Herk describes her persona!
experience of language as absence: "mv female body had no text" (272). Mar latt
and Wa rland offe r wome n a way oul of this void as they rewrite their own similar
depictions from "Double Negative" into the visceral poetry of "Real Z." They dev ise
a proprioceptive , mobile poetic attuned to the rhythms of women's desire to replace
their culturally assigned absence with presence . wertend notes the transformation
in their poetry from "Doub le Negative" to "Rea l 2":
'But we're writing a new kind of theory • fictionftheory.' No mind and
body split. the text em bodying the viewing. Form being the frown line
above your left brow, the dimple on your right cheek , th e word made
flesh, the tissue tex t (Proper Deafinitions 76) ,
She desc ribes how they revise "Double Negative" by "alternate ly taking a phrase
from one another's poetic ent ries and running away with it - go ing off track into our
own idiosyncratic associa tive prose reflect ions" (13 1.132) . By rewo rking "Double
Negative" into "Rea12," Maliatl and Waria nd develop a corpo real corpus where they
are perceived as " real. too,"
In "Rea12," Marlatt and Warland transform the poetic journal entry, "29/5/86
16:13 / pa st Sydn ey," as the ir "tr avelling backwards throu gh Australi a." The
othe r subtitles in "Rea l 2" correspond in succession with their counterparts in
"Doub le Negative" : "17:00/ Katoomba" becomes "we entered this" and so forth .
The first prose poem of "Real 2" entitled "t ravelling backward through Austrafia ,"
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connects the process of giving birth 10 one of giving birth to words attuned to
wome n's experiences:
. . . back spine I book spine no tit le pages blank we wait for/words
Iravet1ing backward s through the factual annotated 'Strip Map' of
natural (Mothe r) & His/torieal references distances and their lineal
names we move through not along not across not ove r like so many
millions of women who passed through then 'passed away' their
f.(actual life stories succinct in chiselled head/stones (at best)
(42).
Patte rning their poetry on the waves of sexua l pleasure they experience in
their lovemaking, Marlatt and WaTland refuse the noose of silence, the (k)not that
linear writing winds into. Committed to the creation of a moving reel in "Rea l 2,"
they abandon literary const ructs that lose their stories betwee n the tines of "(f)acl.
the f stop of act. a sth: act in the ongoing cinerama" (Ana Historic 31), Not an
authoritative script. "Real 2" is their active undertaking to relate the world from their
perspectives as two women making love. Just as they are readers and writers of
their own texts (Warland Proper Deafinilions 134), the writing they produce is open
to active reader response. In this way, with each new reader . Double Negative
becomes an ever-forminq interactive work of poetry. Six of the prose poems alles t
to this by the questions they pose: "what is woman (on a train)?" (Double Negative
42), "what is wom an (in the desert)?" (44), "what is woman (in her own fiction)?"
(47), "what is woma n (in her emptiness)?" (49), ''what is woman (in her ecstasy)"
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(55)? Marlatt and Warland open up their experien ces 10othe rs who wish to enter
into a dialogue with them.
"Real 2" reverses the standard use of parentheses to give lmp oo . .ce to that
which is frequently deemed insign ificant, bracketed off , and /or omitted from writte n
accounts . Marlatt and Warland break the hold of the double negative lines of
parentheses , and open up the subject of women 's experiences by providing the
reader with new perspect ives. The) dispel nol ions of The Story of Woman as
"illusion the eye momentarily believing in unity (54) just as the parallel lines of the
train track. appear to meet without really doing so . Marlatt and Wa Tland call
u of the not here steel yourse lves rail at His One Essential Story
telling and retailin g of male quest escape from the metaphorica l womb
and the conquering of it this is where the v inverts reveals how u and
me and he are all held fast by the wombworld we are eve r depende nt
on Robyn in the Gibso n Des ert finally present (threshold to d reaming,
creation, spi ritual vision) 'I too became lost in the net and the
boundaries of myself stretched out for eve r' where all poin ts of view
conve rge where the eyes close signalling bodies to trust the turni ng
as we float off the page he ld tende r & fierce in our terrify ing diffe rence
what is woma n (in her ecstasy) (54-55)?
Str iving for a fluid form of w riting. Marlall and Warland omit the documentary
features of precise time and place found in the "Double Negativ e" entri es from thei r
prose poems in "Real 2 ." They do this in a manner reminiscent o f that of Ann ie in
Ana Historic, who also dispenses with standard writing convemtons to allow he r life
writing to emerge without restriction. In "Real 2" in Double Negative, the uncs of
the prose poems are not bound by metre length. Furthermor e. there are no periods
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10 curtail the flow of th is entry. Instead, Marlatt and W arland em ploy end stop s at
places where they do not interfere with their active exp ression. Other entries in this
section have from tw o 10 fourteen periods, as in "we entered this . " Yet , far from
aimless ramblin g, the words con tained within "Real 2" evoke a myriad of pos itive
images of two negat ives doubled into a positive - a female coupl e present in their
desire in a desert full of life.
In "Real 2," language is firmly rooted in the physical presen ce of women's
body rhythms. Words with co nnotations that do not spea k for the writers' intim ate
experiences. such as "stud" (9), disappear from the revised version. Marlatt and
Wat land refuse language that positions them as objec ts, behind and inferior to men.
With their int imate explorations of each other's bodies as their site , they bri ng their
sensuality into the foreground of the reader. They transform thi s sect ion of Double
Negative into "l tl he erotic fem ale writing body . .. searchin g for a lan guage th ai is
not forged by the heterosexual, male experience" (Warland Proper Deafinitions 125).
The autobiographical prose poe ms in "Rea l 2" embrace what Marla tt descr ibes as
"writi ng in your own stead, i me an listening to and wri ting the movements of your
story , their strange patt erns , their forwa rd-and-bac k that fo rm the place you
recognize yourse lf in - you/i - a place occupied not by one but by man y selves .
(gl losl works viii). Mar latt and Warland create "Rea l 2" along the waves of their
desire . Their poe lry is unmediated by the pe rspective of a mal e gaze from w hose
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viewpo int they, as women , have been reflected as Other. Through thei r own erotic
experiences witheach other, they affirm that every woman is an active subject as
she
. . . boa rds the train of the sentence empty handed and
makes off with it de-riding the end point of the Final
Product (she is not for termination after all) she is well
on her way to de-railing the "long straight" which can
only see its own track while she is out on either side
(surrounded she knows does not mean surrender) she
is als o she is desert come in waves the w aves she rides
she rises up and ove rflows the words a round around
the word surround (Double Negative 50).
As Double Negati ve opens up the questi on of "what is woman (in her own
symbolic)?" (52) to include the reade r as participant , Marlatt and War land present
an inverted v-shapedformation of wr iting , "a giant caret" (54) that move s forward
like
. Canada geese honk in flying V
your mound of V its exquisite V-I) (V ancestra l to the
leite r V'l i imagine U (her hand pulled to 'the U-rune
. the mother of man ifestati on' ) and this V of geese ,
the fog thick and me alone V indicating 'velocity, verb,
verse, version , verso, victory, voft, vowel' 0
blowholes 0 lightning a coming full speed/time .
. . . rejection of one
authori tative version verso turni ng over a new leaf . . . (49)
With the poe try of Double Negativeas a point of departure , th ey initiate the reader
into this open-ended form of writing thai begins with: "my mound lnver t(ed ) A "
(54). From their vantage point on the train as they look at the track ahead , they see
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ano ther inverted V. Merrett and Warland point oul thaI the mee ting point of the
par allel lines of the track is "where eyesight fails . .. lllesion the eye momentari ly
believi ng in unity" (54). Indeed, they experience "desi re always moving ahead of
us" (54) . As a result of the input of each co-writing reader, the V-U point opens
fu rther outward and is never enclosed. Marlall and Warland's vision of writing is
similar to Brossard's concept of a spiral breaking out of an enc losed circle of
"sense" which positions women on the outside as "non -sense" (Aerial Letter 116-
117). l ike the outward bound spiral that ruptures the enclosed circle of "sense ,"
Ma rlatt and Warland's "giant caret" (Double Negative 54) opens out to create "new
co nfiquranons of woma n-as-belnq-in -the-world of wha t's rea l, of rea lity, and of
fiction" (Brossard AerialLeller 117).7
Marlatt and Warland describe their vision of wome n inscribing themselves in
" untrained" writing:
... the wedge -tailed eagle circles abov e and the
train begins to roll as her hand moves across the page
spiral moveme nt (imagi n-a-n ation) here she can rest
here she can play encounter her anima{l) self pre-sign
pre-t ime touching you i touc h the kangaroo words formi ng
then shifting dese rt dunes her desi re to untrain herself
undermine every proper deafinitio n she throws the
switch on train as phallus ('boun d fo r glory') tra in as
salvation leaves it behind at the crossi ng loop feels
Pauline Bulling describes Marlatt's writing as a communication model of
intersecting circles. She suggeststhat where they overlap, gender, race, class, time, and
place foster an infinile number of multi-direction meanings [" 'From Radical to Integral' "
167) .
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words falling from her like the 50 million skin scales we
shed each day breathing stars, moon saltbush scrub
your hand moves across my body (sna qfn-a-nation) and
we settle into this endless motion once again settle into
the beginninglessness the endlessness of this page
this desert . (Double Negative 51-52)
Unlike "the sentence (s)t raining I toward completion finale" (53), the final
entry of "Reat2" is a fluid formof writing. It abandonsa one-waysentence track thai
adheres to a subject, verb, and object order. By "we had not wanted it to end,"
Marlatt and Warland are experimenting with an interactive mode of writing in the
manner of the aboriginal language of the Piljanljara. This language does not
relegate people to subject or object pos itions. In this poem's ea rlier form as "1/6
5:45 / Number 2 Cut! 'Is 29 m deep.; Known asl Explosion Hill ,' '' "i haven't
even finished " (32) exemplif ies Marian and WaTland's frustration with wriling that
demands an endpoint. "Number 2 Cut" indicates how this works: "soon at the end
of the line he wants to go home I period" (32). Marlatt and Warland exp ress the
insufficie ncy of th is type of format for the expression of their desire . They wrile:
and sudden ly we feel cramped
in someone else's house
where are we (32) .
This passa ge reminds the reader that Marlatt and wertano's self-express ion is
neither linear nor static but is based on a "body of movement" (33). They proceed,
along with the reader, to a place of re-vision in "we had not wanted it to end" (56),
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circumventing the resolution usually found in traditional forms of literature. Neither
the ir des ire nor their book has an ending. Instead. N • • • pleasure goes around in
circles evades the end point heads backward / into the unknown (0 birth) .. oR (56).
Marked by a "~':'9ual .tongue· (56), the double voices of the writers surrender
10 their bodies' sense of rhythm: M ••• this everturning threshold nol line is nothing
10cross or resist your mouth mine! mouths us in suspense theevercoming trembles
. . ." (56). Marlatt describes this experience 01writil"g the erotic as "a current
surging through my body surging beyond the limits of self-containment. beyond the
limits of synta x and logic" ("Lesbera" 123). In Double Negative, she and warland
do nol endeavour 10capture this movement in a delineated form of writing for, as
Marlatt points out, MErotic energy in free play doesn't have much to do with a careful,
even parsimonious, parcelling out. It doesn't have much to do with measure or
even measuring up, to any standard set by some authority over there" (123). Creet
notes approvingly that 1mJuch of the richness of this book derivesfrom the linguistic
fragmentations which continuously defy and displace boundaries, not the least
being the boundary between two women: 'your hand moves across my body
(imagin-a-tion)' M(208). Thus, in the movement of their desire, Marlatt and Warland
find a way to open up dominant discourse.
This collaboration marks the beginning of a writing enterprise that seeks
interaction with readers, especially women who have been objectified in literature.
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In particular, Marlatt and Warland invite women who engage in same sex love, who
are surrounde d by a doub le wall of silence. to inscribe their presences. In laking tho
camera in their own hands, Marlatt and Warland shift its focus and write themselves
out of absence. Together, in Double Negative . they show others who desire to write
in their ow n stead a way to answe r the "where are we" (:32) question . They
successfully shift the reader's gaze, exposing the "REFLECTION" (20) in the looking
glass as an imposter, while demonstrating how to take on presence in writing from
the margins . No longer objectified in their own writing, Marlatt and Warland end
Double Negative witll wcrds lha t recall the structure of the Pitjanfjara langu age . AI
the beg inning of this section, they quote Robyn Dav idson who stales that in the
language of the Pitj antjara, "You cannot say , this is a rock. You can only say , there
sits, leans , stands, falls over , lies down, a rock" (N. pag .). This aboriginal language
does not pla ce people in an object position , and neithe r do Marlatt and Warland in
"Real 2." They wr ite: ''we bilingual read ing rock readi ng sand word reading us in"
(56).
Douglas Barbour writes that "Ma rlatt has always been ab le to create works
whic h outs trip the capaci ty of any crit ic to e ncapsula te her continually expanding
vis ion . ." ("Daphne Marla tt" Canadian 249-250). In Double Negativo , Dap hne
Marl att and Betsy Warland's shared vision becomes their "energetic imagining of
all that we are that we can enact for ourselves" (Marlatt "Self-Representation" 17).
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Marlall writes : "Every woman we have read whC'has written about women's lives
lives on in us, in what we know of our own capacity for life, and becomes part of the
context for our own writing , our own imagining" (17). Double Negative's "Real 2"
initiates a centripetal collaborat ive and ever-forming text of presence with the
possibi lity for answering the "where are we" (32) questio n for all those surrounded
by silence in literature . Daphne Marlatt exp lains:
When text becomes context,when it leaves behind the single-minded
project of following a singular life-line, when it drops out of rwrative
as climax and opts for narrative as interactionwith what surrounds us,
then we are ill the presence of a writing for life, a writing that ditc hes
dua listic pola rities (the good guys vs. the bad guys, gays , bitches ,
blacks - you see how many of us there are). dodges the hierarchies
(the ach ieved, the significant vs. the inessent ial, the failed, which
goes to the root of our fear aboullife: was it all for nothing?) - it's all
there in the so-called 'nothing' ("Self.Representalion" 17)
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Like Ana Historic, Double Negative "evades the end point" (Double Negative
56) as it prepares the reader for active journeys towards a re-vision of women's
stories that men have written for them, As I have shown in Chapter One, on the last
page of Ana Historic . Marlatt shifts from the form of the novel, which was unrave lling
as it deve loped (Chao, 70), to prose poetry that calls up Double Negative . In the
poetry of Salvage, which I will examine in Chap ter Three , Marlatt abandons sucject.
verb, object sentence structu re for a more fluid form suited to the expression of
9 '
women's desire. as she does in Ana Historic and Double Negat ive. All of these
book s ma ke an initiation into interactive rea dinglwr it ing partnerships where wom en
can proclaim their prese nce : "we give place . giving words, giving birth, 10each other
• she an d me . yo u. hot skin w riting skin. fluid edge . wick. wick . she draws me out .
yo u she breathes is where we me et. ..~ (Ana Historic N. pag .) .
Ma rlatt alert s the read er of Ana Historic 10 Ihe possibilit ies for Ann ie's life and
writing in her contact with Zoe, Eunice, and Norah. Similarly, but with greater
em phas is , in Double Negative Marlatt and War land find the ir po etry enhanced by
the w ritin g 01 -nher contem po rary fem in ist write rs. suc h as Nicole Brossard . who
share their commitment to achieving a view of lhe world Irom women's infinitely
varied perspectives. In Chapter Three, I will conside r how ~coming out" "elsewhere"
in the comp any of a feminist writing community assists Marlal! "to combal this
,:;Iioping away, of me, of you" (Salvage 118).
To begin my analys is of Salvage , I continue on in the ec uve. inve stigative
role that Ana Historic and Double f12f}ative demand. I will examine how the writing
of Salvag e necessitates another journey 'b ackwards backlwords" (Do I//Jla NO!Ja /wI]
42) for Marlatt for, in Salvage, she reclaims poetry she abandoned Iwenly years
earlier. 1contend that Marlatt deliberately draws her reader into an active role as
she lead s the way back 10 her book, Siev es/Oil , through the hs t passage of
Salv ag e. Attempting 10 salvage women from tne silence Ihat surrounds the
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majority of Ihem in Steveston. she engages her reader in a process of lmaqlnauve
reconstruction similar to her re-vision of Ana in Ana Historic. Following a brief
examination of Steveston. I will return to Salvage where 1endeavour to demonstrate
that Marlatt's act of salvage is a reciprocal act of re-vision in which she engages her
reader. Gwend olyn MacEwe n's poem , "The Discove ry," "read{s] us into the page
ahead " (Ana Histo ric N. paq.). which in this case, is where Chapter Three beg ins'
do not imag ine that the explo ration
ends , that she has yielded all her mystery
or that the map you hold
cancels further discovery
ltell you her uncover ing takes years
lakes centuries, and when you find her naked
look again,
admit there is something else you canno t name,
a veil, a coating just aoove the flesh
which you can not remove by your mere wish
when you se..' the land naked , look aga in
(burn your maps , that is not what I mean ),
I mean the moment when it seems most plain
is the moment whe n you must begin again
Chapter Three
Salvage: "Diving Into the Wreck"
I came to explore the wreck.
The words are purposes .
The words are maps.
I came to see the damage that was done
and the treasures that prevail.
I stroke the beam of my lamp
slowly along the flank
of something more permanent than fish or weed
the thing I came for :
the wreck and not the story of the wreck
the thing itself and not the myth
the drowned face always staring
toward the sun
the evidence of damage
worn by salt and sway into this threadbare beauty
the ribs of disaste r
curving their assertion
among the tentative haunters
We are, I am, you are
by cowardice or courage
the one who find our way
back to this scene
carrying a knife, a camera
a book of myths
in which
our names do not appear .
Adrienne Rich , "Diving into the Wreck"
Dap hne Mar latt wr ites, "l want to imagine bei ng in my element , she said"
(Salvage 17). In this chapter , I will examine how Marlatt's act of re-vision throug h
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the old, new, and rev ised poetry of her most recent book , Salvage, en able s her 10
be in her element. Salvage comprises five sections: "Salvage," "Pass age Way s ,"
"Territ ory & co .,' "Acts of Passage: ' and "Booking Passage ." This collection
represents Marlatt's "act of looking back, of see ing with fresh eyes , of entering an
old text from a new critical direction" (Rich "When We Dead " 35), a necessary
journey "backw ards/backwo rds" (Double Negative 42 ) thai prepares her 10 move
forwar ds toward the poetic writ ing of "Book ing Passage" in S<Jlvago and "Real 2"
in Double Negative . Re-viewing her earlier writing enables Marlall io "bil [e}lhrough
the traces left" (Salvage 106) in orde r "10combat this slipping away, of me, or you"
(118) for, as Adr ienne Rich asse rts:
Unti l we ca n understand the ass umptio ns in which we are dre nched
we cann ot know ourselves. And this drive to selt- knowle dqe, for
wome n, is mor e tha n a searc h for identity: it is part of our refusal of
the self-destructiveness of male-dom inated society. A radical critique
of literature, feminist in its impulse, would take the wo rk first of all as
a clue to how we live, how we have bee n living, how we have bee n
led to ima gine ourselves, how our language has trapp ed as well as
liberated us, how the very act of naming has been till now a mal e
preroga tive, and how we car. begin to see and name - and therefore
nve • afresh . A change in the conce pt of sexua l identity is essential
if we are no t going to see the old political order reassert itse lf in every
new revoluti on . We need to know the w riting o f the past, and know
it different ly than we have ever known it; not to pass on a tradition but
to break its ho ld over us ("Wh en We Dead" 35) .
I will exa mine selected poems from Salvage in orde r to trace Marlat t's movement
towa rds a fluid form of writi ng conducive to women' s self -exp ression
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In her review of Selvage , Melinda McCracken cla ims the poems of the final
sect ion, -Boo k ing Passage; to be the best writ ing of Marlatt's career. She notes
that. as a collection. however, the poems of Salvage ' do not have the burning
intensity of those writl en in the heat of d iscovery" per haps because Marlatt " looks
back to her past in Salvage . at experience fillered through tsn e" (46). Yet.
McCracken also points out that "the rewri ting of these poems (in the fi rst sect ion of
the boo k] is a way of integrating those past selves into her presen t self ' (45). As I
have attemp ted 10 show in Chapters One and Two , w riting her "self ' is integ ral to
Mar laU's writ ing . In thi s chapter , I explore how in Salvage. she tra nsports wome n
into the symbolic from w hich they have long been omi tted . In "Litter. wreckage.
salvage: the fi rst poem of ·Salvage," Mar latt draws her reade r to her long poem,
Stevesron , to re-view the shadowy presences of some of its women . Tw o decad es
later , she reflects that the lives of the wom en intri gued her the mo st when she
wo rked on Sieveston and Ihe aural h istory project. Ffevesron Ret-olleered (Carr
"Daphne Marlatt 's Sal mo n Texts" 103). Yet, in her account of the town and its
peo ple, the women's stories are "lost, over & over" (Sle"tl'ston 85). Nico le Brossard
suggests that culture's objectifying gaze on women ex ists in all area s of
representation (128). In "U tter. wreckage. salvage," Marlatt works aga inst
depictions of women as curre ncy of a sexual excha nge that serves the desire of
n .en. As in Ana Historic and Double Negat ive, her wordplay requires active reader
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participatio n in order to release women from their posit ions in literature as the
objects of someone else's action.
In "Acts of Passage," Marlatt and Brossard transform each other's poetry
through their translations. My examinat ion of "CharacterfJeu de lettres'' from this
section considers how Marlatt's and Brossard's tranststlo ns of each other's poetry
works against the conception of poetry as a one-way transmission of truth from the
author to the reader. They break words open, releasing multiple meanings,
sugges ting that meaning is not fixed but created within a partnershi p between the
writer and the reader . Marlatt continues to explore the openness of language in
"Book ing Passa ge," which I examine in ils ent irety. Through her wordplay , she
engages her reader in an intimate, interactive relationship instrumental in opening
up poetic discou rse to others located outade tt. As in Doubla Negative, in this
sect ion of Salvage, Marlatt opts for a flu id form of wri ting attuned to the body
rhythms of women's des ire to give women agt!ncy. In particular. she works I,) undo
the silence Ihat surrounds women who desire women as she develops a partnership
with her reader as co-writer. I hope to show how "Booking Passage" confirms
Marlatt's response to the "Who's There?" and "w here are we?" questions Ihat she
begins to answer in Ana Historic and Double Negative .
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"Yo ur Women A re Invisib le"
Slippages, repeal performance. soundingsprofounder as down we go
for the third time throug h green waters , pearl -div ing, operatic .
Phyllis webb . "The Mind of the Poet"
Daphne Marlatt 's return 10her "failed" poetry of the pas t becomes a project
of salvage . In Salvage, she reassembles sec tions of her poems of twenty years ago
with new passages thaI reflec t her feminist consciousness. In doing S0, the "litte r"
and "w reckage" of her olde r work is "subverted and re-shaped. as Virgi nia Woolf
said of the sentence, for a woman's use" (Foreword Salvage N. pag.). Just as
Mar latt ret rieves Mrs. Richa rds from invisib ility in Ana Historic, her ac t o f salv age
transforms her failed poem s inlo littoral poetry that releases women from the
shadows of her own earlier writing on Steves ton. At the beginning of Salvage ,
Marlatt describes Steveston as she finds it now:
below water leve l, behind ~ the
dyke a road now, back of the wharves. boats, emp ty sun-
day I spring, left with the nets and houses left to dry rot,
must, the slow accret ion of months as horsetail heads rear
out of asexua l earth of abandoned gardens brambled (15).
As Marlatt reenters Steve ston throug h the poems of Salvage , she prepares the
reader for change. Some differences are immediately percept ible: the dyke is now
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a road, and the nets, houses, and gardens are abandoned Yet , Marlatt desires.
mo st of all , to shift the reader's attention to a less visible subject:
Steveston :
your wome n are invisible, your men all gone (15).
Marlatt locates the women differently from the men here. The men are gone but the
wome n are unseen . Making women visible is the SUbject of Salvage as it is in AmI
Historic and Double Nega tive. In the two stanza-graphs that follow, Marlatt
contrasts the situations of Ihe men and women of Stevesto n:
Except for a few boa ts: hey, his spring salmon net's wet.
how much you got, Ned? a bucket. thin smile his pride w ill
sca rce ly allow . WE - gal how much you say, Chuck? (pups
at the old sea dog .) you stay away w ith your bucket (15)!
Marlatt refers to Ned and Chuck by their names , and thus establis hes their identity.
Moreover, th ese salmon fish ermen have ownersh ip ("his sp ring salmon ner') and
pride ("his prid e"). They inte ract in a heritage of work , handed down from father to
son ("pups at the old sea dog"). like "Peterborough , James town, Gladstone , and
Port Pirie" (Double Negative 19), the name of the town . Steveston. suggests it is a
ma n's town : SIeve 's town . In a single stanza-qrap h. Marlatt prov ides a sense of
"wh o's there? " and "where are we" w ith regard to the men of Steveston.
Information about the women of Slevesto n, howeve r, is as scant in the first
section of thi s poe m as the facts about the female settlers of Bri tish Columbia in
Ana Historic . Ma rlatt situates the women of Sleve ston below a division of white
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space on the page, following a description of the men, in a manner thai she and
Warland employ in Double Negative to call attention 10 women's place in
androcentnc writing:
PROS& CONS
PRO: 'before , in front of, according to'
(Adam before . the Gospel ~ccording to .. .)
&
CO NS: 'co njunx,
wife' (Double
Negative 19).
Initi a lly, in the first poem of Salvage, Marlatt makes no ment ion of the wo me n's
names or their heritage and gives no reason 10infer pride. She presents an image
of them that is as fragmented as the gl impses between the slats of the blinds on the
cover of Sa/vagel. In our first exposure to the women of Steveston in Salvage, we
find them isola ted within hou ses , away from the outside world :
Slayi ng, straying in the ir ind ividual houses we rner swim
in long slow gleam s between blinds , day incess ant with its
littl e hooks, its sch emes inconsequ ential fina lly .. . (15).
Like Ana Historic, th is po em provides only a fragmentary view of the lives of the
women. As Nicole Brossard insis ts, "Invisib ility is a wo man in a book" (125):
Invisible: Wh ere there is Man , there are no women. The
mom ent a woma n tran scends what is thought to be her nature , that
is to say, when she is at her best, she, it is said, becom es like a man.
Wo man at her best is invis ible as a wom an. Man , as 'symbol of
Throughout this thesis. I refer 10the first edition of Salvage. published by
Red Deer Press in 1991.
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universal wholeness,as centre of the world of symbols,' produces an
effect of presence and precedence in each man , effects a pleni tude
which constitutes simultaneously his humanity and his superiority.
Where there is humanity , woman is invis ible (140-141).
Marlatt frames Ihe name, "Steveston" (Salvage 15), with whi le space above
and below it, enticing the reader toward her earlier poetry of the same name. In
my analysis of "Salvage," I take Marlatt's lead back to Sleveston in order 10re-view
the women there."
vv
Her ghost whee ls her barrow
thro' streets broad and narrow,
Cry ing , 'Coc kles and mussels,
alive, alive-o.. •
Irish song
In the fall of 1972, the Provincial Archives of British Columbia commissions
Marlatt to assist in the documentation of the history of the Japanese-Canadians of
Stevestcn. Her collabor ation with Maya Koizumi. who conduct s mos l of the
interviews in Japa nese, and pho tographers Robert Minden and Rex Wy ler, results,
in 1975. in Steveston Recollected: A Jeoenese-Ceneaisn His/ory. Sioves /on
My examination of Sieves/onis necessarily selective. For an in-depth
examination of Sieves/on, see Brenda Carr's doctoral dissertation, "Daphne Marlatt's
Salmon Texts - swimming I jumping the margins I barriers." Sheestablishes presences 01
the women of Steveston that are submerged in the long poem.
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Recollected represents a man's world, as the dedication indicates: "This book is
dedicated 10the Japanese-Canadian fishermen of Stevestcn." Among the many
photos of men and their ships, only five of the pictures feature women. One
photographframesMotoSuzuki in a doorway. In this book, Moto's husbandspeaks
for her . The remaining photographs of women h Steveslon Recollected feature
them cleaning salmon in the factory (22, 33) and in motherhoodroles (42, 82). Only
two of the len inte rviews focus on wome n (Carr "Re -casting " 85).
Despite the improved representation of women from Steveston Recollected
10 SfeveslOIJ, particula rly in the 1984 ed ition of the latter," the women in these
books remain underlying, f:agmenlary presences rather than the direct subject of
Marlatt's pcenv.' Marlatt points out that, at that time , men and their work were the
focus of her writing on Steveston (Carr "Daphne Mar latt's Salmo n Texts" 104).
The cover photo of a ma n only , Hideo (Henry) Kokubo, reappears opposite
the openi ng words of Marlatt's long poem. In "Imagine : a town," the first poem of
Steves/on, a male voice gives an account of a fire, an important event in the history
of Steves Ion . "He said" is repealed three times wit hin one stanaa-qreph :
Throughoultl;is chapte r, I refer 10the 1984 edilion of Sleveston rather than
Ihe first edition in 1974
Brenda Carr writes Ihat "[w]hile Stevestcn does treat the lives of all the
members of the Steveston commun ity, only two poems feature specific men: seven poems
focus on specific women " ("Re~casling" 85). While this is so, wi th the exception of Inez
Huovinen. Marlatt conveys only fragmentary glimpses of the women of Steveston
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He said they were playing cards in the
Chinese mess hall , he said it was dark ( a hall? a shack .
they were all, crowded together on lop of each other.
He said somebody accidentally knocked the oil lamp over. off
the edge (Slevesfon 13. emphasis mine)
Not figurin g into this poem at all , the women of the communi ty make their first
appearance in the second poem of Sieves/on , entitled "Imperial Cannery, 1913."
My analys is of Stevestonconside rs three women who lead very differentlives: the
unnamed woman in "Imperia l Cannery , 1913 ." l ulu Swee t, who se real name is
unknown. and Inez Huovinen.
In "Imper ial Cannery, 1913:' Marlatt con trasts the men who wor k with the
women who are "waiting fo r wo rk . . . wai ling, wail ing all mornin g for the fish to
come" (15). An aura of passivity surrounds the women "(w]hose hands are standing
still" (15). "Nothing moves but occasion al strands of long hair the subtle wind is
lifting" (15) from the head of one young woma n. Through her pa ssivity and her
namelessness, this woman repre sent s the othe r women.
While the young wom an dreams of her future, she appears to be unaware
of any desires of her own . Indeed, Marlatt suggests that she is undis turbed by
passion: ". . . she is feeling her body in its light dress wind blows thru, as pastlhe
faces of her friends, likewise silent, impassive" (15). Presented as impassive rathe r
than impassioned , thi s silent, un named woman will be "spoken for" in ma rriage 10
her father's "friend's son" (16) . Despite her statuesque pose , from Marlatt 's
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description she appea rs to be inclined to motion , "leaning into her threshold" (16),
her "fang hair the subUe wind is rifting" (15). Her potential movement remains
unrea lized , howeve r, like the ' wooden houses jam med on pilings close together.
lean ing" (16) and the "stu tters" made by the "dry marsh grass" ( 16) . She neithe r
speaks nor enters the world of he r own accord. The word , "threshold," mark s her
passiv ity, as she will likely be carr ied by her future husband across the traditiona l
thresh old. Luee Irigaray contends that the woman who is not active in her desi re ,
bu t se rves as the object of her male lover 's desire as a "beloved woman ," "is no
longe r she who also opens partway onto a human landscape " (An Ethics 194. 205-
206) . As an object of des ire, belonging to her husband or lover's world , the young
woman occupies a position on the "threshold," "[IJeavlng him, appa rently , the whole
of sensual pleasure" (206) . Through the young woman in "Imper ial Cannery , 1913,"
Ma rlatt presents a community of women without voice , desi re, or ag ency who , for
generations, have existed as commodities in the home and the factory:
Now she is old enoug h to be he r
mother inside, work ing, with the smalles t one standing by her skirt in grubby
dress, & the blood streams down the wooden cutt ing board as the 'iron chink'
(thai 's what Ihey calf il) beheads each fish .
Now she is old enoug h for the wheel's turn . . . the wheel that keeps turning,
out of its wooden sleeve, the blade with teeth marked: for marriage, for birth,
for death (Steveston 15-16) .
In another poem , 'M oon," a prostitute named Lulu Sweet serves the desires
of men. As wit h Ana Historic's Mrs. Richards, in the history books of British
10.
Columb ia Ma rlatt finds only a brief reference 10 l ulu whose real name is missing .
replaced with one that suggests her ability to satisfy men: she is "swee t" enough to
eat (Carr ' Re-ca stinq" 86). While l ulu represen ts "eroticism of place" (86), she has
no agency; l ulu is the object of an exchange like the woman on the "time turned
cale nda r of kimona'd beauty . kneel ing . ," in "S teveston as you find it" (Stcve Slott
24). Her desires are as unsnown as her name: ''Wh ite as the moon, who was she?
apart from the different dreams they had, in smok e & whiskey, & then the Indians.
Chinese , Japanese unknown in numbered houses" (21).
In "Moon," Marlatt focuses primarily on the impact of the cannery on the male
workers: "A few people drink in the Stevestoo. a few young men: stop t up , burning ,
slow. nowher e to go , no crowds to light , no strange women, no gambling games, no
riskM(22). Like Lulu, the other women in this poem are unseen and without agency .
Marlatt reminds the reader that like gambling games, they serve as the objects or
men's ac tions, their bod ies a form of entertainment . The image of the men
occup ies the foca l point of this passage as "[bjeer to lips,Mco rporate growth "sucks
them dry, these men soak ing in the ir beer" (22). In comparison, ' these women in
white , t ired or wearily hopefu l, drained by the ditches of their unsatisfied lives" (22)
surface only at the end of the last sen tence of a page of description, "II ,. It is I
behind , after, wi thout a version I negat ive feminine space" (Double Nega/iva 20).
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Yet . in Steveston , Marlatt and Minden do provide a comprehensiv e image of
a woman as voice and agency. in her ee ment Inez Huovinen, "fisherwoman " (60) .
Inez IS as comfort able and productive in the fishing groun ds outs ide as she is in the
house wher e she cooks and sews. In three poems, "Finn Road: "A by-channel; a
small backwater" and "Response." Marlatt tra nscntes Inez's own words on the page
(Ca rr "Daphne Marlatt's Salmon Texts" 119). Marlatt's poetry flows smoothl y bes ide
the words of Inez who spe aks in her own stea d . As Marlatt notes, with their vo ices
together . without Marlatt m ediating or translat ing Inez's words , thes e poems differ
from (he un ila lY discourse that is characteristic of poetry '
where before poetry was alwa ys the poe t (his speech) pre sent as he
in ter preted the wo rld (his subject) . . now what I'm Iry ing to do is
inc lude others ' speech, the actual presence of tho se others in the
wend - so that my poe m about Inez for instance also is by her , uses
he r words . it is a collab ora tion . . . (Sleveston Journ al qtd. in Ca rr
"Daphne Marlatt's Salmon Texts" 119).
Speaking in her ownvoice , Inez eme rges mo re clearly than any of the other wo men
in Steveskm ,
In "Finn Road," Marlatt describes Inez "making cabbage rolls" (Steveston 61).
As she "w alks, from coun te r 10stove , with a roll" (6 1), Marlatt dema nds that her
rea der inte rpret Inez as active or not. While Inez may be carry ing a cabbage roll,
it is also likely that Ihe "ro ll" with whic h she walks is a gail synchronized to the
rhythms o f the sea. After all , she's "been out fishing for twe nty years now" (6 1) .
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In "A by-channel; a small backwater ." Marlatt confirms that Inez moves wit h the
coming and go ing of the waves,
. .. the river's push against he r, play of
elemen ts her life comes rolling on. Hair flying , in gumboots ,
on deck with rubber ap ron ('it's no dance dress'), she'll take
all that the r iver gives, willing only to stand her ground (roll ing,
with it, right under her feet. her life, rolling, out from under.
right on out to sea. . . (65).
Throug h the words "hair" and "element," Marlall ev okes a previous image of the
unnamed woman in "Impe rial Cannery, 1913." Yet, Marlatt's depiction of Inez
differs dramatically from thai oflhe young woman "in her element. dream ing of sails,
her father's, or a frien d's son" (16) whose "hair the subtle wind is lifting" (15). Unlike
this woman, Inez operates in her own right 'In land and on the water : "it's her boat,
her feet on" (65) . Inez is a speaking subject who "runs in the throat of time, voicing
the very swifts and shallows of that river . . ." (65). She is "willing only to stand her
ground" (65) . In compar ison, the young woma n in "Imperial Cannery, 1913,"
"(s]tand ing inside th e door" (15) , has no ground of her own and no foothold in the
outside wor ld. Therefore, the words, "But she is in her element " (16), are ironic
Neither the unnamed woman nor l ulu Swee t speak for themselves. Unlike
Inez Huovinen, th ey are without agency and represent the majori ty of the wom en
of Steveston whose stories are "lost , over & over" (85) . In this instance, they are
lost in the shadows of Marlatt's wr iting. Thus. yea rs later. in her atl emptlo break
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Sieve s/on's hold over the women within it, Marlatt returns to "Utter . wreckage .
salvage" in the company of her reciprocal reader:
trying 10 sa lvage
a line here, an image there,
perhaps even a whole poem
with only a few changes .
Elizabeth Brewster , "Read ing Old Poe try Notebooks"
v v
To dispellhe invisibility of Woman, whose meaning and presence we
intuit in ourse lves like a motif of iden tity, is one task of writing which
necessi tates that we make sense slip and move in ways hitherto
unheard of in language's imaginary.
Nico le Brossar d. The Aerial Lette r
In Ana Historic , Double Negative. and Salvage , Mar latt makes "sense slip
and move in ways hitherto unheard of." In "Li lle r. wrec kage . salvage," the first
poem of Salvage. she de libera tely places the words, "Stay ing, strayi ng" (15) nex t
to each other. As a result, "Stay ing" takes on som e of the characte ristics of the
wo rd it resemb les. "straying ." Marlatt discusse s the import ance of th is element in
her writing in her ess ay entitled "Mus ing wi th Mothert ongue":
in poetry, which has evolved out of chant an d son g, in riming and
tone-leading , whether they occur in prose or poetry, sou nd wilt initiate
thought by a process of assoc iation. words can each other up, evoke
eac h othe r, provoke each other , nudge each other into utterance (45) .
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In "litter. wreckage. salvage, " Marlatt initially presents the women of Steveslon as
iso lated and invisible with in "their individual house s" (Sal vage 15), thus "calling up"
the women of Stevesto n. With the letter "r"which wande rs lransgressively between
the wo rds "Staying" and "straying," she indicates her in tent to transform women 's
confinement into their movement. Marlatt evokes Ihe activity of the men and Ihe
passivity of the women in Steveston's " Imperial Cannery, 191 3." Helen e Crxo us
notes that in philosophy women are associated with passivity (Newly Bom 64) .
Arilha van Herk points out thai according to Robert Kroets ch. the depi ction of
women as pass ive pervades literature, perhaps most obviously in tt te fiction of the
west where "men on horseback" are the h ighly vis ibl e agents of change and
achievement ('Women Writers" 123). CiXOllS confronts thi s situati on , asking:
"W here is she , where is woman in all the spaces he s urveys, in all the scenes he
stages within the litera ry enclosur e?" (NewlyBorn67). Her ow n response is: "(S ]he
is in the shadow. In the shadow he throws on her; the shadow she is" (67)
Through wo rdplay in Salvage. Marla tt exposes the not ion that a woman's
place is in the home is a cultural constru ct ion rather than a natural. unalterable
condi tion . Fir st of a ll, she cls pels the reader's perceptions of "home" as an
immovable s tructure . Marlatt describ es some of Steveston's houses as "broke n
open " (Salvage 15), their "doors lorn off their h inges" (15) , "transpar en t walls" (15).
As Margaret Atwood points out, for the nomads of the Af rican de sert wh o collapse
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the walls of their hou ses in order to transport them , 19}oing home . .• is mot ion"
r Nomads" 294). Indeed, the "clam" (Salvage 16) is one of a number of creatures
in the marine world and on land that carries its house as it moves, along with
salmon which employ ~oming· as a location device that is constantly moving (16).
In the concluding passage of the first section of "litter. wreckage. salvage: Marlatt
envis ions a mobile form of writing to provide an entrance for wom en as subjects in
poetry :
If the woman Is within, if that's her place as they have always said,
can she expect her walls not to be broken open suddenly: Flood,
Light ning. Nuclear Light - what attaches her to the world? dug-up
clam . oehoused. who can no longer bury he r head in the sand . .
(16) .
Ten yea rs after the first ed ition of Steveston , Marlatt identifieS the means of
~breaking open wall s : in w riting itself:
Writin g, in its root meaning , suggests a violent drawing to the
attention: a tearing , a scratching, an effort to bring to noticesomepart
of the continuous body of the wortd we otherwise swallow whole,
wit hout question r On Distance " 92).
vv
you fit into me
like a hook into an eye
a fis h hook
an ope n eye
Margar et Atwood, "You fit into me"
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For women to e nter the world , 10ente r the word , involves more than moving
off the threshold, "of leav in9 home" (Salvage 17). It requires an ael of imagination.
In the second section of the poem, "Utter. wreckage . salvage," a counsellor
attempts to construct a woman's entry into the outside world for her: "imagine
opening you r front door and stand ing on the slep . . .. walking down the path 10your
gale . .. , open ing the gate.. ." (17). Cixous points out: "But she can not appropriate
this 'outside' (it is rare that she even wants ill; it is his outside: outside on the
condition that it not be entirely outside . . ." (Newly Born 68). The woman in
Marlatt 's poem does not desire 10make her entrance into the world on grounds
whe re she is a trespasser . She responds to the counsellor with one of the key
statements in Salvage: "l want to imagine be ing in my ele ment , she said" (17). In
this section of "Litte r, w reckage . salvage, " Marla tt ackn owledges that recogniti on
of women 's invis ibility in literatu re does not guarantee their e ntry into il as a subject.
In "River run," anot her poem in the title section of Salvage, she insists that women 's
presence in literatu re req ui res more than pub lishing women's writing. In this poem,
Mar latt's words flow alongside those of Kim Chern in who sta tes : "what's at issue
here is whether women can enter the culture AS women" (25).
In "River run" and "Litter . wreckage. salvage ," Marlatt suggest s that in order
for women to enter cultu re in their own right, they must s idestep prescr iptive linear
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writing where they are lost and move into passagewa ys of their ow n imagining. For
a woman 10 exchange the environment of his house for his streets is still to be
invisible in terms of her being and her desires . Spoke n for and spoken of, she
remains the unsaid. st ill the "unspoken claim" (18) of men. Thus, in "Litter.
wreckage. salvage," M arlatt w rites:
. . ' want to walk down the street as if ' had the right 10 be there. as
if it were nol thei r construction site and stoop, slipping the net of their
casting eyes, s l ipping the net of their market price. The street
belongs to the men who live outside, whose small acts accrete
(concrete) unspoken clai m, a territory that canno t be I res-passed
except you hurry through , for loitering indicates a desire to be caugh t
. . . (18).
For the woman in section two of "Lill er. wreckage. salvage," the fear of
leaving home translates in sectio n four as "the fear of bei ng caught, caught out,
caught without " (20). In secti on three, Marlatt presents "prostitute, destitute,
ako hoftc," (18) as some of the consequence s for wo men who are caught.
Sometimes this arises from being "caught- unawares: "two young men spr awled in
the heat and the young woman with them, flaunting herbei ngthere free, she thinks,
for free" (19). The woma n who loiters on the street risks be ingreduced to an object,
as "litter," defined by patriarchal language that displaces her, ' she doesn't have the
words to alter his defin ition of her" (20) . Marlatt suggests that on "the street its
emblems of des ire" (32), there are two choices for women , being a hooker or being
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hooked, both of which fulfil the desires of men. She explores h ow language is the
mean s of the enac tment of th is cultura l occurrence :
the ba iting you do talking 10me in the stree t, my
back agains t the car a nd you pla ying the line, hiding be-
hind the tease i rise to , as to the clover of you r smile -
'Fish are the re 10 be cau ght yo u know ' (21) .
In th is poem , the street is a h ig hly visible site of excha nge.'
In the fifth sec tion of "Litter. wreckage . sa lvage," Marlatt identifies the school
yard as one of the first sites whe re g irls learn to sup press the ir sexual ity as they
teach each other how to solicit the male qaze '':
swimmi ng thro ugh sexual currents looking for eyes . . . e ye s the lure .
allure . nol looking (o u t) bul looking for the look for certai n eye s,
floating aroun d the places he swam by . . (21) .
The girl in thi s passage becomes a passive, impassive object of male act ion and
desire. Like the young woma n in Steveston's "Imperia l Cannery, 1913," she is both
witho ut agenc y and a strange r to her own sexuality , "(aJII action his, mine merely to
Marlatt explores th is situation in Ana His/oric'
boy-crazy you said, shaking your head as we drove, walked. rode obsessed past
street corners, sauntered past certain spots on the beach, our heads full 01
advertising images, convertingall action into the passive: to be seen (Anti His/oric
52).
In Ana His/ oric, Marlattsuggeststhai at anearly age, gi rls equate !heir value
with their ability to elicit and satisfy maledesire. They train each cihe r to become alluring'
'''don't look at them,' Donna advised, 'just let them look: as The Hunks paraded by, eyeing
the choice" (82). She illustrates how women learn to suppress their sexuality and regard
desire for other women as something monstrous which must be hidden in silence. Thus,
'1looked at her instead, the soft rise of her breasts under her suil .. ." (82) becomes what
she has "left unsaid" (83) .
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be see n"1 (21). Luce Irigaray contends that the so-called femininity for which a
woma n is va lued on this "market of sexua l exchange" is an ima ge cons truc ted fo r
her by male syste ms of represen tation (/ngarayReader 130). A wom an who loses
herself is, therefore, reduced to the status of an objec t and beco mes a co mmodity
(130-131). Culture has a term for this girl's passingover of self:
i 'lost ' myself as they say and i did. fall into invis ibility, silvered .
dead. i floated up and down the school yard with Ihe others, eyes
reflecting all they saw , bl ind to myself, more: hopin g to fee l that hook
when his would connect: 'he looked at mel' (Salvage 21) .
In sect ion two of this poem, Ihe woman fears this marke tplace that culture prepa res
for her. Irigaray poses a question cent ral to this analysis of Salvage:
How ca n such objects of use and transactio n claim the right to speak
and to pa rticipate in exchange in ge neral? Commodities, as we all
know , do no t take the mse lves to market on their ow n; and if they
could ta lk, , So wom en have to remain an 'infrastructure'
unrecognized as suc h by our society and our culture . The use,
consum ption, and circ ulatio n of their sexual ized bod ies underw rite the
organization and the reproduction of the socia l orde r, in w hich they
have never take n part as 'subje cts' (frigaray Reader 131),
in sec t ion five, the wo man refuses to be caug ht by th e bait of the man's
words, the "fishy vo cabularies we speak our v:or ds thr ough" (Salvage 22). He
protes ts her unwi llingness to satisfy his needs by feeding her a line: "'the fish never
says no,' you say, the lure spe aking" (22) to whic h she responds: "i con tend with
In Ana Historic, Mar tat also explores how girls, in 'wailing 10 be Made
{passive voice, . . , 10 be certified Teen angels, Dolls' (Ana Histon'c82), submit themselves
to being made over in the image of male desire,
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des ire elicited from me, the lure, the bait: l'm worth fishing for" (21). And, indeed,
she swims "right on by.... afte r someth ing lao. someth ing else" (22).
With these concluding words of the fifth section of "Utter. wreckage.
sa lvage," Marlatt steers the rea de r towards an act of imagina tion : "imagine her in
her element " (23). These opening words of the sixth and final section of this poem
call up the first two poems of Steves /on, the first of which is, "Imagi ne: a town,"
The words , "in her element" evoke an image of the unnamed young woman,
dreaming "in her element," (Steveston 16) in "Imperial Cannery, 1913." tn Salvage,
Ma rlatt merges these words from the two poems in Steves ton with a new purpose:
to "imagine her in her element: not 10 be laken in its restrictive sens e as home (is
her, closed in)" (Salvage 23) . As with Ana in Ana Historic, "to imagine her in her
element " requires an act of imaginatio n from both Marlatt and her reader.
Fu rthermore, it demands a new relationship between women and wo rds, a different
fo rm of writing for the future, as the next stanza-graph indicates: "in her element in
other words" (23). The woman who expresses her desire to be in her element , in
section two of "litter. wreckage . salvage," veers from the known path. ln fact, she
is "already past the gate she's past his point of view as centra l (hook/lure) to a real
she eludes" (23).
By calling up the nam eless woma n in Steves /on, her writing of the past,
Marlatt affords her reader the opport unity to witness how she is able "to break its
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hold over ue" (Rich '\'\'hen We Dead" 35). As the unnamed wom an of Sleveston
represents "any woman," (Salvage 23) Marlatt is able to release her from the
threshold through the action of the unidentified woma n of Salvage. Now "f ree , she
multip les herself in any wom an . . . she who with every slep . . desire s in the
infinilive to utter (outer) her w ay th rough : litter. wrecka ge . salvage of pure intent"
(23). She emerges as an active speaking subject who voices her con trol of her life:
"i contend with desire elicited from me" (21). Her words fores hadow Marlatt's
movement towards the subject of wome n's desire. We will become reacquainted
with this womanas sheembraces a new relationship with words in the company of
others. We find her again in "Acts of Passage" and "Booking Pas sage," the fourth
and fifth sections of Salvage .
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V A
(Ex)chang ing the V-U Point
Our whole life a trans lation
the pe rmissable fibs
and now a knot of lies
eating at itself to get undone
Words bitten thru words
mea nings bu rnt-of like paint
under the blow torch
All those dead letters
render ed into the oppressor's language
Adrienne Rich, "Our Whole Ufe"
In Ana Historicand DoubleNegative, collaboration and a suppo rtive netwo rk
of women artists and writers are important to Marlatt's writing . Marlatt
ack nowle dges that "Ac ts of Passage," her exchange with Nicole Brossard, and the
"Bo o hing Passage" sections of Salvage, wer e "generated out of a gr ow ing se nse
of co mmunity with wome n writ ers/rea ders, draw n by the curre nts of ou r desi re in
language fo r contact through time, over space and across cultures " (Forew ord.
Salvage N. pa g.). Thi s diffe rs from th e isolation from other women writers Ma rlatt
experiences at the "Dialogue" confe rence in 1981 (Marlatt, "Correspondences" 23) .
In the "Acts of Passage" sec tion of Salvage , Marlatt includes Brossard's poe m,
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"Mauve," and her translat ion of it. From th is sectio n of Salvage. I w ill examine
Marl all's pr ose poem, "Character" which Brossard trans lates a s "Jeu de lettres."
As Brenda Carr suggests,in "Character/Jeude tenres." Marlatt intensifies the
co ntradictio ns in the word mean ings of "cha racter" and "carve s oul a space for an
art ic ulation of the un speakable, th e other side of discourse, the irrational or, in
Kris tevan terms, 'the semio tic' " ("Daphne Marlall 's Salmon Texis" 91).9 In my
analysis of this prose poem, I will ex am ine how Marlatt plays with lhe m eanin gs of
oth er words in addition 10"characte r" in ord er to move inlo a n unrestricted w rit ing
space for writing women 's experiences.
In "C haracter ," as in "Liller. wreckage . salvage ," Marlatt in t roduces the
rea der once again to an unnamed woman o n the street who: ''w alks so as not to be
see n in I her exact skin I characte rized as feminine . ." (Salvage 103). The
wo man in these poem s does not so lid ! the male ga ze, yet o n the st reets s he is
freq uently regarded as an object o f desire . As Ca nadian writer Di onne Brand
attests from her encounters with the m ale g aze on the streets of Cuba, the wom an's
Inher "Acknowledgement s" at the beginningof Salvage,Marlat t note s that
"Mauve" and "CharacterlJeu de leUres" werefirs t published<IS two separate chapbooks by
NBJ (1985) andWriting (1986) presses, Montreal. They were also included in Nicole
Brossard's A toul regard, NBJ/BQ, Montreal (1989),
Carrwrites thai "The Mar laltlBrossard collaboration signals a newdire ction
in Canadian women'swriting· 'ficlion/lheory' M ("Dapl1ne MarlaU's Salmon Te xts" 91). For
a discussion of fictionltheoryas it pertains tothe war\(of Mar lattand Brossard, please refer
to Carr ("Daphne Marlatt'sSalmon Text s" 91.92 ).
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chara cter is not considered. Brand writes: "There's another difficulty , writer .
information officer. or farmer. I w inwalk the streets. paved Of unpaved . as a woman.
. .. Th ey see mysex" (47).
In "Ch aracter," Marlatt m akes a bre ak with writingthat fixes her as th e object
of so meone else's gaze. As in Doub le Negative, she crosses the "etreer' of the
sente n ce 10 abandon its "stop & go· st ructure that positio ns her as the obje ct of the
action : ". . . b lank she crosses I stop & go the mind's traffi c snow I a gulf i rides as
rain a t sea . . ." (Salv age 103). In wr iting wi th a lower case "i" inst ead of a
capita lizing, capital "I." Marlatt does not assum e a dom inant pos ition in di scour se
but approache s writing as a place of "shared ground ," open to a dia logue of
differe nt voices (Marlatt "Difference (ernjbr acin q" 192).
In the init ial poetic sequence of "Chara c ter: Mar lall shifts from the ~SIOp &
go~ s treet of w riting to the fluid rhythm s of the sea :
.. . a sea
not so much crossed as w hal
he r body impress neames s then tests
going
la unches it self
in its eleme nt not in
ch aracter (Sa lvage 103).
The poetry of this pas sage ca lls up Inez Huov inen who is name d in Sleveslon , a
woma n of presence in her eleme nt whose body mo ves in synchrony with the waves,
who speaks in her own voice. In " C harac te r: Marla tt separates the word s
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"launches itself' from "going" to suggest movement into a fluid form of writing
pa tterned on lhe rhythms of a woman's body "in its element nol in I characte r." The
word, "cha racter," is well-suited to her purpose as she employs it as a verb: to
insc ribe . She takes its root meaning from the Greek. 10"sta mp or impress" (Oxford
English Dictionary) , to introduce the idea of ma king her mark through w riting attun ed
10 her active body: "her body impress." In doing so, Marlatt works against how
wo men are "characterized as I feminine" (103) by others in order to find a wa y for
them to insc ribe thei r own charac ters .
Throughout this poem, Marlatt continues to play with word meanings,
deriving all three subsequent section headings of this poem sequence from the
multiple meanings of "character' (Carr "Daphne Marlatt's Salmon Texts" 92).
Entitled "«a mark»," section two of "Character" provides an example of a father-
to-son heritage, comparable to the one at the beginning of "Utter. wreckage.
salvage." Once again, Marlatt suggests that ownership of the word is a cultural
birthright, handed from father to son: "born in name, I the undersignedl established
character" (Salvage 104). As Carr notes, men's activity in signing marks a cultural
privilege that women have not had ("Daphne Marlatt's Salmon Texts" 96). Mar/all
links male authority in the business world with male author/ity of the word
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"business. credit on tap, sign !this personage .. ." (Salvage 104). The word.
"personage," conveys thai this is a "person of rank or importance.'!"
The heading of the third section of "Character," "« instrument for
branding» ," suggests a tool to mark possess ion, a trade mark. Farmers mark
ownership of their cattle by brandin g them with the burn mark of a hot iron. Another
markof ownership is a "stake" (105)which establishesthe boundaries of a property.
Marlatt suggests that legal language empowers men 's stake or claim in the world,
men who are "in character, «consistent withe->as if f character were company
limited" (105). In comparison, the woman of this poem, "shel. ] has no character
meaning I indissoluble boundar ies" (105). Marlatt protests that "so many terms for
dominance in English are tied up with male experienc ing, masculine hierarchies and
differe nces (excl usion), patriarchal holdings with their legalities" ("Musing" 47) .
Howeve r, wit h no "stake in the real" (Selvage 105) . women are free 10"rupture"
(105) from it, movi ng elsewhe re. Indeed, Daphne Marl att and Nicole Brossard claim
that the representations of women they freely create from the other face of the "real"
can indeed bre ak the enclosed circle of patriarchal discou rse :
In a previous poem in this collection entitled "Shrimping," Marlatt suggests
that patr imony, maintained through the authoritative word "of the Father," permea tes
institutions such as the church: "dirige Domine who hath dominion dominate in techne lord
of the nets" (Salvage 30). The Latin words in "Shrimping" call up the Roman Catholic
Church as one example of a religious institution that reduces women to the "diminutivo"(30)
by depriving them of the same right to speech as men. Not allowed to preach, women are
also depri ved of a say over the reproductive functions of their bodies, as this particular
inst itution forbids Ihe use of birth control.
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then, this other reality, from where we begin to exist. and in which
girls agai n find themselves full of intensi ty, in the process of subjec t,
like an essenti al force circulation among the spaces (Brossa rd 59).
Like Ma rlatt and War land in Double Negative , in "Character ," Marla tt and Brossard
believe thai releasing polyvalent word meanings can break Ihe patriarchal real's
"one-way sense of authority" (Brossard 110-111). In "Character," Marlatt as "slhe
I s plural in excess of he" (Salvage 105) head s for "u nknown and unlimited spaces"
(111).
V A
II w ill take the strength of her and all her sis ters to wr ite through this
dark , confusing place without tipping the balance to psychosis. .
Tha i's why the body, her body , wh ich by its very leap transg resses ,
as it moves beyond cognizance tow ards excess, towa rds the danger
zones spawned by dreams , feeling, memory, holds very tigh tly to the
ha nd of her siste rs. Sisters who like her see a tre mendous fut ure in
inscr ibing the dia lectics o f subject.
Gail Scott, "A Fem in ist at the Ca rniva l"
In the last section of "Charac ter," ent itled "«pointe d stake»," Marlatt invites
the read er to engage in a writing practice with her beyo nd the bounds of patr iarchal
discourse: "la ke a charac ter, write s" (Salvage 106). T he cha racte r, "s." is not
"bound" or "lim ited" by mal e syste ms of representat ion. It is not branded, "not the
Sebum hide , not I property marke d with be longin g" (106). In "« pointed stake»":
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S does not belong, goes beyond
herself in excess of
longing to leap
right out of her skin (106) .
One me aning of skin is to make a narrow escape by the skin of your leeth .
Through the sound association of "sk in:' Marlatt evokes the word. "shin," which
comes from the Old High German "seina,"mean ing 10 climb up or down a tree or a
wall by lJsing arms and legs. Marl att contends that women can escape the bonds
of the author/iaf I I eye by the skin of their teeth. through the shinning action of their
bodies: "climbing the walls even 110gel over lt" (55) . With the words "S-burn hides"
and "pointed stake ," she insists on the necessi ty of escape by evokin g images of
women burned alive at the slake.\1 In this poem , the unnamed woman escapes
obliteration by "biting through the traces" (106) or ropes. The woman in this poem
is indeed any woman, possibly "you":
biting through the traces left
across her body
you (106).
In breaking her bonds, she escapes being marked by someone else's story of her.
It is vital that she trace out, or write, her slory where, previously, there have only
been traces of her existence.
Inseventeenth-century NewEngland, a numberofwomenwhoare excluded
from the Interpretation of "God'sunknowable will," and challenge religious doctrine,are
burned atthestakeas witches(Rich Of Woman 135-137). In France,in 1431,Joanof Arc
is burnedas a heretic (secsvme-weet 284)
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Anothe r meaning of trace is to ascertain the pcsftion and dimensions of an
ancient wall by its remains. Here Marlatt suggests that the wall erected by
patriarchal discou rse that leaves women's exper iences in its shadow will crumble
in the wake of women 's fictionalysis. In this passage, "s!he" (105) pulls up slakes ,
booking passage to trace elsewhere. Indeed, she reappe ars in the nex t sect ion of
Salvage, entitled '"Sooklng Passage ."
Through the final word of "Character," "you," Marlatt beckons the reader 10
join her in writing women in unmapped spaces. Writing from such territory in Double
Negative, Marlatt and Watland collaborate 10 dismantl e the unitary , auth oritative
sc ript of poe tic discourse as neither of them claims single owners hip at the word.
In "Character," Marian heads elsewhere, aep arting from poetry as Mikhail Bakh tin
describes it
The ianguage in a poet ic work. realizes itself as something
about which there can be no doubt, something that cannot be
disputed , somethi ng au-encompa sslnq. . The language of the
poet ic genre is a unitary and singu lar ptol emaic world outside of
whic h nothing else exists and nothing else is needed (286).
In th e final seq uence of "Character," the various appearances of the letter "s"
indic ate tha t an initia tion into sign ing is occurring. Resembling a child's initial
experiences with writ ing, "scribbling" produces the letter "s":
scribbler. scribbl ing. i look it up and it means writing . why do we
think it so much less? because a child's scribble is unreadable? (she
hasn 't learned the codes, the quotes yet.) scribe is from the same
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root, skeri.to cut (the ties that bind us to something rec ognizable - the
'facts') (Ana Historic 81).
By having "s" sign itself: "signo r, sisle r, son, sire, soprano " (Sal vage 106), Marlatt
explo res collaboration and inclus ion in writing across barr iers of difference , includ ing
gender, sexual orientation, race, and language. In fact, in "Character/Jell de
Iettres." Marlatt's play with "s" generates Brossard's play with "I" as ",:'.-i I, " (110)
Brossard writes:
elle est sans caractere signifiant
insoluble llimit e
ill/a:
pfurieJles dans tex ces de ce qu'iI (109)
At the beginning of "«enjeu de pointe» " or "pointed slake," Marlatt's
"instrument for brand ing" (105) becomes Brossard's "de bru/anl brandon" (110) .
While the word, "bnil ant," means "burning-hot," it also means "biting ." Brossard
employs both of these meanings in a subversive manner similar to Marlatt's in
"Character ," She works with two meanings of "brandon" here, one of which is "fire-
brand." Moreover, she appl ies "brandon" as "mischief-maker" since she and Marlatt
make their own brand of m ischief, toppling dominant conceptio ns that poetry must
be a one-way transmiss ion of meani ng from the write r to the reader. They have a
motive: to rethink the world through words (Brossard 136). Brossard writes'
When I say literally give birth to ourselves in the world, I really
do mean that literally. Literal means 'that which is rep resented by
letters.' Taken literally . Taken to the letter , For we do take our
bodies , our skin, our sweat, pleasure , sensuality , sex ua l bliss to the
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leiter. From the letters forming these words emerge the beg innings
of our texts. We also take our energy and our cleverness to the leiter,
and we make of our desire a spiral which delivers us into the
movement toward sense. Sense which originates w ith us (134 -135) .
I have shown how Marlatt and Brossard's "Acts of Passage" have
tran sformed the unname d woman in "Ch aracter/Jeu de Lettres" into a charac te r
who signs her self. In thei r poetic exchange, words reveal their multiple meanings
and different forms as they move from noun to verb and ba ck aga in. In this poem,
Marlatt identifie s the unk nown woma n we have met throu ghout Salvage as "you"
(106). In my analysis of "Book ing Passag e" I trace another step in the evol ution
of this woman as Marlatt calls ''you'' to move out of the isolat ion of Ihe singular form
10become "us ." I examine how this partnership between Ma rlatt and her imagined
reader launches "us" int o recip roca l writing with the possibility for naming the
unknown .
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A A
"Real 2": Wo men's Re-visions of Themsel ves in the World
In the midd le of the nigh t
the house heaves. unm oored
launched on a vast sea .
Dorothy Livesay , "The Artefacts: Wes t Coast"
In the first poem of "B ooking Passag e," in the final section of Salvngo.
Marlatt writes: "it's us who move into awake , finding our calling " (113). The words.
"us" and "our," confirm her shared approach 10 writing. The reader of Mar lall 's
po etry becomes her co-crea tor, working with her to release an infinite numbe r of
mean ings from words by supp lying other contexts . This differs from the notion that
the poet is the sole producer of meaning (Bakhlin 297) . 1 ~ Indeed , Marlatt points out:
. . . we inhab it many border lands . . . The complex of these for each
one of us is not the same as for any other. This mak es the
differences in our language and in our sense of our selves crucial. It
makes attention to difference in the work of others essential , and
collaboration rat her than assimilation an essential writing practice.
Mikhail Bakhtin writes of how poetry traditionally operates:
The poet is a poet insofar as he accepts the idea of a unitary and singular
language and a unitary, monologically seated-ott utterance. These ideas
are immanent in the poetic genres with which he works. In a condition of
actual contradiction, these are what determine the means of orienlalion
open to the poet. The poet must assume a complete single-personed
hegemony over his own language, he must assume equal responsibility for
each one of lis aspects and subordinate Ihem to his own, and only his own,
intentions. Each word must express the poet's meaning directly and without
mediation; there must be no distance between the poet and his word (297).
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Only then can we learn not to dominate one an...ther with our claims
to reality ("Difference (em)bracing" 193).
In this section of Salvage, Marlatt describes passiona te rather than impass ive
women in the first poem, "To write" :
gazing at trees, rocks , boats , we feel the boats rock waves in our
arms , these arms of land go ou t of focus up the pass, ca gaze? things
go okay? like us, 'like ones,'who come and go in the watery sound a
sailboat makes. no wind, engine drone. and the wake rollsto us,eyes
closed to avo id our gaz ing (ga uze of a certain h ue - nothing distinct
beyondblue) we find how things are in each other's skin, un done up
close, we rock our ends in each other's surge, wake on wake of
desire 's passing, shudders , shifts... (113).
Because of the lack of a period. Marlatt's words "come and go" (113) here. She
writesto a moving rhythm patternedon thewaves oferot ic pleasure that the women
within the sailboat experience. Since there is "no wind" ( 113), the women rock the
boat with their mutual expressions of desire: "we rock our ends in each other's
surge, wake on wake of desire's passing, shudders, shifts , . ." (113) . Marlatt makes
waveswith words that flow back and forthindisregardof standard"stop &go" (103)
sentence structure. Immersing "us" (113) in the fluid rhyth m,shedoes notprivilege
the sense of sight: "this is not the dis tinction of looking (long and fixed the gaze)"
(113). In fact, the lovers close their eyes 'to avoid our gazing" (113). They rely on
tactile and auditory senses as they"find howthings are in eachother's skin, undone
up close" (113).
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In the final line of ''To write,"Marlatt unfixes "us" from the object position this
pronoun occu pies in standar d sentence structure: "it's us who move into awake ,
fi nding our calling" (113). She plays with the word, "awake," to ca ll up images of
passive wo men, such as Sleeping Beauty , waiting for her prince to come and
awaken her with a kiss (C ixou s Newly Born 65-66) . Adrienne Rich describes the
powerfu l socia l impact that this aw akening is causing:
Thi s awaken ing of dead or sleeping consc iousness has already
affected the fives of millions of wome n, even those who don't know it
yet. It is also affecting the Jives of men, even those who deny Its
claims upon them.. .. in the last few years the wome n's movement
has drawn inescapable and illumina ting connectio ns between our
sexual lives and o ur polit ical instit utions . The slee pwal kers a re
coming awake, and for the first t ime this awake ning has a co llective
reality; it is no longe r such a lonely thing to open one's eyes (''Vv'hen
We Dead" 35).
A i\.
dispe1. transitive verb. dissipate, disperse, scatter, (suspicions, fears,
darkness). (from Latin DIS (pellere drive)) (Oxford english Dictiona ry)
tran sport , Eleni said , is one of the nouns i like that move across
borders , it's subver sive, a mini-truck of pure delight. she was
watching Eleni's mo uth move its freight of words . gree n light? she
laugh ed . they both drove. .
Daphne Marlatt , "Territory & co.," in Salvage
In the second poem of "Boo king Passage ," entitled "(Dis)spell ing ," Marlatt
suggests that fear prevents a woman from entering the current of wriling "running
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just offshore, off Ihe edge of some clan pier which wasn't mine" (Salvage 114).
"(C]lan" signifies the patriarchal control of the written word Ihat denies her a
foothold. In order to claim agency in writing, she must move elsewhere, a
frighten ing proposition: "the sinking I fee l of foot ings underwater . ankle-deep on
what remains, I afraid J'IIdrown, swept out (there was a broo m) to sea" (114) . The
speaker in this poem is "singular and isolated" by Ihe distance between the I I you
structure of the traditiona l lyric (Bulling 170): "you call me and i am speechless. you
call me and I am still" (Salvage 114). However, like her iso lation , her "speechless"
state is about to change .
In "(Dis)spelli ng," two women take steps together to dispel the wall of silence
erected around women in canonized literature: "c lose by two women wade, prosaic
under sun umbr ella, hauli ng pigeo ns to sell" (114) . The word. "p rosaic" (114),
suggests "unromantic" o r "like prose , lacking po etic beau ty." By describing the
women as "prosaic." Mar latt works against a mu ltitude of poe tic depictio ns of
goddess- like, beautifu l women . A we ll-known one is Christophe r Marlowe's
description of Helen of Troy, whom he creates as ravishing in order to be ravished. 13
Adrie nne Rich describes how the "almos t always beautiful women" that male writers
depict are unrecognizable to women readers:
Christopher Marlowe's much quoted line from DoctorFaustusdescribesthe
beauty of Helen of Troy: 'Was this the face that launched a thousand ships • . . 1" (330).
Marlowe describesFaustus' overwhelmingdesire to have Helensatisfy him sexually:"Thai
I may have unto my paramour I That heavenlyHelen which I saw of late" (330).
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She goe s to poetry or fiction looking for her way of being in the world,
since she too has been putt ing wo rds and images tog ether; she is
looki ng eag erly for guide s, map s, possibilities ; and over and over in
the 'words' masculi ne pers uasive force' of literatu re she comes up
against something that negates everything she is about: she meets
the image of Woman in books written by men. She finds a terro r and
a dr e am. she finds a beaut iful pale face. she finds La Belle Dame
Sans Merci, she find s Juliet or Tess or Salome. but precisely wh at she
does not findis that absorb ed . drudg ing , puzzled, sometimes inspired
creature, herself, who sits at a desk trying 10 put words together
(When We Dead " 39)
In "(Dis)spelling," instead of walking on the streets , the two "wading" women are
''w aiting'' to enter the "current, our swift magn etic curr en t" (Salvage 114) o f fluid
wri t ing . T hey haul "homing" p igeons , birds that ca n be trained to car ry missives
hom e. As she did previous ly in her descriptio n of "sal mon hom ing in this season "
(16), Marfatt mobilises "home" with her reference 10 "homing" p igeon s. These are
b irds of passage in the hands of a pair of "prosaic" (114) wr iters.
Followin g in the foo tsteps of the women, the speaker launches herself into
the wav es of fluid writing where. in fact. she finds a foothold on "a new floor" : -j 100
d iscover i can walk .. . dee p / in th is place that feels like history , old joss ticks
burn ing, / old offerings" (114) . A murmur of discontent issue s forth from her as:
out of this murmu ring wreckage of names, old beach ,
i am fin ding a new floor. mi les off i walk in wa ter fee ling
the current, our swift magnetic current run, a ll around the
islands sink ing in me and you (114).
Aw akened to her ability to speak for herself and move into a current o f writing , she
d isc overs new ground for her sel f-expression. Marlatt invi tes her reader, "a ny
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woman " (23) to dispel the silence ar ound her through her own vo ice, to be "in her
element in other words" (23). To do this in writing, she proposes a prosaic
part nersh ip of "me and you" (114).
AA
I am an instrument in the shape
of a woma n trying to trans late pulsations
into images for the relief of the body
and the reconstruction of the mi nd.
Adrienne Rich, "Planetarium"
In the concludi ng poem of Salvage entitled , "Boo king passage," Ma rlatt
continuesto playwith wordmeanings. For instance, "booking"car. mean reserving
a space, as on a sea -going vesse l. "Book ing" also suggests the "act of reading or
writ ing a book; how to find the passageway into a book" (8u lling 167). Yet , more
than reading orwritin g, from my exa minatio n of Marlatt's writ ing techn iques in tr,!s
th esis, I would sug gest that her poetry compe ls the reader to take an acti ve,
interactive role in the creatio n of mea ning. Pauline Bullin g recog nizes elsew here
in her discussio n of "Bo oking Passage" that:
there are words at play; subjects in mot ion ; images fo rming,
disso lving, re-forming; frames shifting in kaleidoscopic motion. , [A]
polyvalent. mu lti-directional text demands that the reader j oin in the
process of making up meaning . This I like. As we ll, such texts loosen
the bound aries of meaning and thus allow for interventions - by both
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the writer and the reader - in the symbolic order ("'From Radical"
167).
The poetry of "Booking Passage" is a two-way interaction between co-crea tors of
meaning in the manner of the speech of conversation:
In the actual life of speech, every concrete act of
understanding is active: it assimilates the word to be unde rstoo d into
its own conceptual system filled with specific objects and emotional
expressio ns, and is indiss olubly merged with the response. with a
motivated agree ment or dis agreement (Bakh tin 282).
The co-creator of Marlatt's poetry engages in both reading ena writing
simultaneously . Barbara Godard points out that the process of m,'k ing meaning is
an impo rtant focus of feminist theory:
No longer is an author or speaker perceived to be a transcendent self
or bearer of meaning (an authority), nor the text conceived as a sel f-
contained object, the produ ct of an express ive self to be consumed
by an empathetic reader who reduplicates pre-constituted meanings.
Th e text is neither discrete nor self-contained, but is constructed in
the discourses that articulate it, in an interactive context of reader and
text and institution{s). Every text is a pre-text. The author, as reader,
is rewriting precursor texts: the reader, as author, rewrites the author's
text , investing it with mean ing in the conte xt of her own life and
experience ("Becoming My Hero" 112-113).
In "Book ing passage," Mar latt induces the reader to explore the multiple
meani ngs of "pas sage." In the "passage" or sho rt part of this book , she makes a
transition to a different form of writing . Her allusion for this is a passage or crossing
at sea. Throug h wordplay, she slips free of the restrictive noose of language and
finds a "passageway" into writing for "any woman" (Salvage 23): "a pat h, channel
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or ducl a corridor . a book and not a book. I not booked but off the record. this "
(116)
The as yel unnamed "this" occurs at the end of a previous line in this poem :
"there is the passage. there is the booking - and our fear of this" (116). The
recurrence of "this" pulls the reader back and forth through the passages of the
poem in a process of making meaning from Marlatt's multiple re'erences. In fact,
apa rt from the title, "this" occurs as the first word of the poem and iwlc e in Ihe first
stanza -graph '
this coming and going in the dark of ea rly morning , snow
scribbling ita thawline round the house. we are under-
cover, under a cover of while you unlock your doo r on this
slipperiness (115).
By "this coming and going" (115. 118, 119), Marlatt refers to the wave s of pleas ure
tha t the female couple experie nce in their love- making . At the same lime , with the
wo rd "scribbling," she resumes the init iation into writ ing of the unnamed woma n,
"you" (106), from "Acts of Passage." The wet "snow I scribbling its thaw line around
the ho use" su rrounds the wome n within whi le "you ," the lover under the cove rs or
"you," the reader oetween the covers of this book, open the door on the subje ct of
des ire between wom en.I. Marlatt ret urns to the word, "thawline," further along in
the poem, connecti ng it with fem ale orgasm: "ir resist ible melt of hot flesh . furl ine
For a perceptive discussion of the body as translator within the context of
Marten'sessay, "MusingwithMothertongue," please seeChapter Four of Pamela Banllng's
'Translation poetics: Composing the body Canadian," especiallypages 244-265.
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and thawlme align I your wet descent" (116). By making a pun between"align" and
"a line," she writes against the cover-up in books of women's desire. which includes
same sex love relationships: "this cover , this blank that halls a kiss 0jn the l open
road..." (115).
In "Booking passage," Marlatt plays with the words "slipperiness" (115),
"slips" (115), and "slipping away"(118). In the first passeqe. "slipperiness" suggests
the erotic, wet touch of the lovers' explorations of each other's bodies. Al the same
time, "slippe riness" refers to the difficulty of standing erect when one "slips" and
loses a foothold on the ground. "Slipping out" means departing and. through sound
assoc iation , it evokes another term of leavetaking, "shipping out." Indeed. the
wo rd. "slips," occurs next in the context of a writing prac tice that Marlatt is ready to
embrace as she bo th slips and ships out:
we haven't even begun to write . . . sliding the in-between
as the ferry slips its shoreline, barely noticeable at first. a
gathe ring beat of eng ines in reverse, the shudder of the
turn to make that long passage out (115, emphasis mine).
As a fe rry "slips" its shoreline. it detaches itself from the solid ground of land.
Similarly, in her craft. Marlatt "slips" into a current of fluid writing with her "booking"
(116) companion. Along with her reciprocal reader/co-writer, she "slips" being
objectified in a sentence: "you are into our current now of going, not inert . not even
gone as ; lick you loose" (116) . Here. we are moving info awake: "there is a light
beginning over the ridge of my closed eyes" (116).
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In their collaboralively written poems in "Reading and Writing Between the
unes '' ." Marlatt and warland provide an example of how they "slip into some thing
more comfortable" as they write together (135). Th is excerpt from the ir poem , "Le t
me slip," demo nstrates thei r wordplay as they connect the word, "slip," to "lips :"
I,lbi. to glide, to slip
Slip of the ton gue
'the lability of innocence'
labium 'any of the four folds of tissues of the female
external genital ia'
four corners of the earth
four gates of Eden
labia majora (the 'greater
tips')
la la la
and
labia minora
(the 'lesse r lips')
not two mouth s but three!
slipping one over on polarity
slippa ge in the text
you & me COlliibi. (to slip together)
in labiaiization!
slip(ing) pag e(es)
like notes in cl ass
o labialism 0 letter of the lips
o grafting of o ur slips
labile lovers
"Reading and Writing Between the Lines" was first published in 1988
in Tessera 5. It is published aga in in 1994 by Gue rnica Editions in Marlatt and
WarJand's poetic co llaboration, Two Women in a Birth .
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giving the one authoritative version the slip
graft, graphium, graphein, to write
slippery lines
thought is collabo ration (135-136).
In "Booking Passage," Marlatt focuses on opening up writ ing to women who
desire women . Betsy Warland notes thaI " (~or lesbians. who are twice defined by
our feminine gendered bodies, this struggle is doubly cruc ial" (Proper Deafiniliolls
123). Marlatt embarks on reciprocal writing partnerships that no longer silence
women engaged in loving women: "under the covers , morning , you lake my scent,
writing me I into your cells' history. deep in our sentencing , i smell youl home"
(Salvage 115). These are uncharted waters :
nothing in the book says where we might head. my tong ue
in you, your body cresting now around. around this tip's
lip-suck surge rush of your coming in other wo rds (116).
While Marlatt repeats: "we haven't even begun to write . .." (116) , she
conjectures that the way to express same sex loving lies directly in patterning words
on the orgasm ic "rush of your coming," "this rubbing betwee n the word and our I
skin" (116). Here. Luce Irigaray's "touch" is in evidence :
This 's ty le' does not privilege sight; instead. it takes each
figure back to its source, which is among other things tactile . It comes
back in touch with itself in that origin without ever co nstituting itself in
it, as some sort of un ity. Si71uflaneily is its 'p roper' aspect - a
proper (ty) tha t is never fixed in the possib le identity -to-self of some
form or other. It is always fluid, without neglecting the cha racteristics
of fluid s that are difficul t to idealize: those rubbings between two
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infinitely near neighbours that create a dynam ics . Its 'style' resists
and explodes every firmly established form, figure, idea or concept
(Irigaray lrigaray Reader 126).
AA
t wan ted to stop this,
th is life flattened against the wall,
mute and devoid of colour ,
built of pure light,
this life of vision only, split
and remote, a luc id impasse,
I confess: this is nol a mirro r,
it is a door
say the releasing word, whateve r
that may be, ope n the wall
Margaret Atwood, "Tricks With Mi rrors"
In the second sect ion of "Book ing passage," Marl att opens the wall on
invisible women , as she does in Ana Historic and with Betsy W arland in Double
Negative . The time of "awakening" and "coming out" (Salvage 118) arrives fo r
Sleeping Bea uty and for any woma n:
tell me, tell me where you arewhen the bush closes In, all
heat a luxuriance of earth so heavy i can't breathe the sti-
fling w all of prickly rose, skreek of mosquito poised , . . fo r
the wa ll to break
the wa ll that isolates, th at i so late to this:
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it does n't. it slides apart - footings, walls, galleries, th is
island architecture (117).
Marlatt insists tha t "it's us who move into awake," (113) when we co-create , and
thus, re-vise, images of women's realities. She writes Ihat "[d]ifference is where the
wo rds turn depen ding on who reads them and how we bring who we are to that
reading . Whe n we each br ing our differences into that read ing , Ihe multiple nature
of the real begins to be heard" ("Difference (em)bracing" 189). Each collabora ting
reader who books passaoe claims agency to voice their real ities . For all people
invisible between the lines of someone else's story of them , Marlatt estab lishes a
way "10 comba t this slipp ing away, of me , of you" (Salvage 118) :
one layer under the othe r, memory a ghost. a guide, his-
to lytic whe re the pain is stored , mu rmur, mer-mere , his-
toricity stored in th e tissue, text . . . a small boat, fraught
trying to cross the dis tance, trying to find that passage (se-
cret) . in libraries whe re whol e texts , whole persons have
been secreted away (117).
In her writing , Marlatt is "trying to find that passage (secret)" so that women
in all th eir dive rsity may enter into a writing prac tice whe re they mark the ir
presences. In the follow ing stanza -graph from the thir d section of "Book ing
passage ," Marlatt salvages fragme nts of Sappho's words, which she writes in italics.
As Brenda Carr points out , the destruc tion of Sappho's work "because of its explicit
celebration of lesbian eroticism" results in "only a small collection of fragments - the
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trace of a women writers' tradition" ("Daphne Marlatt's Salmon Texts" 14).\6
Sappho's words are integral to Marlatt who is moving into awake in the company of
other reader/co-w riters :
like her. precisely on the page, this mark: a thin flame
runs under /my skin. twenty-five hundred years ago , this
trembli ng then. actual as that wh ich wets our skin her
Car r cites G ubar's "Sapphisl ries," page 46, as her source on Sap pho and
a women writer's tradition .
In her essay;1t g ives me a great deal of pleasure to say yes: Wriling/Reading
l esbian in Daphne Marlatt 's Touch to MyTongue," JaniceWilliamsonpoints out:
Marlall 's poems n ot only 'co me out' but also 'go public' on the airwaves of
lesbian eros which hum with rhythms of an alternative se ries of love poems
from Sappho to Phyllis Webb's 'Naked Poe ms' to Nicole Brossard's
Amon/es (Lovhers) and Adrienne Rich's 'Twenty -One Love Poems: These
writings refuse the canonica l terms of 'tradition ,' for the notion of a fixed
lesbian essence or identity would de ny the social histo rical dimension of
sexuality itself. Lesbian historians and critics like Eliza beth Meese remind
us that lesbian writing is nol only constituted historically but also constitutive
of what it means to write as a lesbian. Thus while one can trace certain
social historical tre nds in the self-definition and writings of lesbianism, there
are many differences in approaches. For instance, between Jane Rule and
Nicole Brossard. formal and aesthetic differences c an parallel different
approaches to sex ua l identity and libid inal comm itment. Daphne Marlatt's
lesbian love poems do not st ir up images of bad-sister butchlfe mme bar
dykes which, during the 1950s , would have provided the le sbian reader with
a recognizable co de of signs . As in her nov el, Ana Historic , Marlatt's
poems write lesbianism in a current of contempo rary lesbian representations
where sexuali ty is embedde d in roman tic friendship and relationship (175) .
As I have indicated throughout this thesis, I believe that the texts of Ana Historic,
Double Negative, and Salvage, are open to response fr om a dive rse group of reader I cc-
writers. Marlatt and Wariand present a Buid form of wri ting Ihat opens up poetic discourse
to those silence d in writ ing, including female lovers of women. They do not place
conditio ns with regard to sexual orientation on their reciprocal readers.
In their ded ication of Double Negative10Jane Rule and Nicole Brossard, Marlatt
and War1and indicate their openness to different approaches for establ ishi ng the presence
of women, inclUding those who engage in same sex love .
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words come do wn 10 us , a rush, poured through the bloo d,
this coming a nd going among islands is (Salvage 119).
In Salvage, Marl att w o rks in a number of ways so that wome n who desi re
wome n, who are doubly deba rred from poetic di scourse , may p resent th emselves
throug h recip rocally writte n po etry that flows with ln the ir passionate embrace . The
abov e passage demonstrate s how she disrupts subje ct - verb , objec t sentence
structure in her most recent writing in "Booking Passag e." As Pauline Butling
points out, Marlatt "resis ts the integrative netwo rks of syn tax an d thus bri ngs each
word into focu s. gives each word ind ividual prese nce" (172) . A ll parts of speech.
such as nouns , verbs, and adjectives , are dispersed in the wake of writ ing that is
attuned 10women 's body rhythms. Th e way words op erate in Marlatt's poetry in
"Bo o king Pa ssage" a nd in "R eal 2," her collabora tion with Betsy Warland in Double
Negative, is very similar 10Lu ce lriga ray's conce ption of a fem inine syntax :
, . what a feminine syntax migh l be is not sim ple or easy to state,
because in that 'synta x' there w ould no longer be eithe r subject or
objec t, 'oneness' would no tonger be privileged. there would be no
longer proper meaning s, prop er name s, 'proper' attrib utes.
Instead , that 'syntax' w ou ld involve nearness, proximity , but in such
an extreme fo rm that it would preclude any dis tinction o f identities,
any estab lishment of ownership , thus any form of a pp ropriation
(/rigaray Reader 136).
In the th ird se ct ion of "Booking passage," Marlatt moves into territory "most
stric tly forbidden to wome n tod ay, the excresslon of women 's sexual pleasure"
(125) . In her writing, she rea ches back through lime to othe r female lovers of
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women whose stories have been destroyed, rejected , or left unwritten. outside
eymbo jc signification :
this tracking back and forth acro ss the white , this tearing
of papyrus crosswise. this tearir,g of love in our mouths to
leaveour mark in the midst of TUrnoUT,coming out.
.. . to write in lesbian (Salvage 118).
With "illicit hands cupped one in the other" (118), Mar latt's co llaborative
poetry reclaims wom en who e ngage in same sex love from being subme rged und er
"Character's" "mark," "born in name, I the unde rsigned Jestabli s hed character ..
this personage I a person port rayedl by himself ' (104) . With volce and agency,
ihese "marked" (118) women , "we[,] are elsewhere. I translate d here .... (118) .
Betsy Warland. with whom Marlatt collaborates in this ent erprise in Double
Negative , d aims that:
By her existence the lesbian challenges one of the basic concepts of
property : she belongs to no ma n. So. too, we-the-Iesbian-writers in
Double Negative defy a basic patriarchal principle of the written word .
individual owne rship (Proper De afinilions 134).
My examinat ion of Sa lvage suggests how Marlatt 's writing requ ires the
reader to take and make, and sometimes break, mean ing. T he prod uction of
meaning depends upon the wo rds Marlatt employs as we ll as the context the reader
brings to those words (Bakhtin 284). As a result, in Sa lvage . an ever -changing
collaborative text em erges. Through rhythmic writing attuned to the waves of
wome n's desire. whic h requires the abandonment of subject - ve rb - object word
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order, Marlatt breaks the one-way sense of the standard sen tence. Indeed . she
p lays wi th multip le mean ings of words 10 d isrupt fixed meaning . In comparison to
"Stevesto n:/ you r wome n are mvt ejble" (15) at the beginning of Salvage . a dist inct
f e male p resence pervades every sense of the word in Mar latt 's description of
w omen m aking lov e in the final section: ''you take my scent •.. i smell you home"
( 115).
Concl usion
nothing in the book says where we might head.
Daphne Marlatt, Salvage
Salvage marks a beginning of an innovative writing practice elsewhere
beyond the bounds of fixed definition:
It is impossible to definea feminine practiceof writing, and this
is an impossibility that will remain, for this practice can never be
theorized, enclosed,coded - which doesn't mean that it doe sn't exist.
But it will always surpass the discourse that regulates the
phallocentnc system; it does and will take place in areas other than
those subordinated to phitosopbico-meoretical domination. II will be
conceived of only by subjec ts who are breakers of automatisma, by
peripheral figures that no authority can ever subjugate (Cixous
"Laugh" 883).
Marlatt's writing suggests that it is possible for women, in the current of their
exchange, to slip culture's objectifying gaze through collaborative, flu id writing: "this
coming and going among islands is" (Salvage 119). With Betsy Warland, she
creates an opportunity for many voices, similar and different, to respond to the
question. "Who's There?":
you and you (not we) in me and all of us reading, which is what we do
when left holding the floor, watching you soar with the words' turning
and turning their sense and sensing their turns i'mdancing with you
in the dark learning to trust that sense of direction learning to read you
in to where i want to go although the commotion in wo rds the
connotations you bring are different we share the floor the ground
floor meaning dances on . . . whirling out to include .. . (Ma rlatt and
WaTland"Reading and Writing" 142).
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My exami nation of Daphne Marlall 's three most recent bo oks. A na Historic,
Double Negative , and Salvage focus es on Marlatt's movement into a new form of
writi ng. The questions, 'Who's There?" and "where are we?" from Ana Historic and
Dou ble Negative respectively, point Ihe direction for my analysis. Marlatt's
response to her 'Who's There" (Ana Historic 9) question begins as she shatters the
sile nce surrounding desire between wome n through her own life writing . As I have
disc ussed. however , the writing she e mbraces. like the loving she engages in , is a
partne red affair which opens this question up to all of her readers. In Double
Negative, Marlatt and Betsy WaTland toge ther , from the desert , pose the 'whe re are
we " (32) ques tion in terms of women's invisibil ity in writing , a subject th at connects
this book to Marlatt's Ana Hist oric. A female couple. they are surro unded by a
do ub le wall of silence, the desire they experience relegated to the realm of the
unspeakable. Seeking to undo their double negative position, they make their
entrance into writing through their lo vemaking , "kinetic at all poi nts in touch I with
comi ng ince ssantly" (18). Their recip rocal loving becomes the patte rn for their
interac tive "comi ng and going" (Salvage 115. 118. 119) formof writing, this "tracking
back and fort h across the white" (118 ). In my analysis of Double Negativ6. t have
demo nstrated that Marlatt and Warland move into an open rather than an enclosed
form of exp ression. wri ting no t as one , but together. "not the same so much as
rec ip rocal, moving back and forth betwee n our sameness and our differe nces "
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r R eading and Writjng~ 133). AsI h ave ind icated in Chapter One, at the end of Ana
Historic Marla tt envis ions the awakening of her reciproca l reader 1co-writ er: "i t isn't
dark but the luxtJry of being haswoken you. the reach of your desire. read ing us jnto
the page ahead" (N . pag.). In Double Nega Uve. Ma rlatt and Warlan d callan their
rea d ers to co-write their visions of th emselv es:
in our doubleness, no, ourpluralityas we read (for) and write (to) you,
all the you's in each other read ing and writing tee- a poly !ogue . such
be nds and tw ists - yo u see how t h is writing rivers o ut 10 v a rious
mou ths imm ediately (Marlatt and Wa rland "Reading and W riting"
133 )7
I ha ve shown that the imagination a nd interes t of the re ader determine the
mea ning gained from Salvage sin ce Marlatt's poetry leads towa rds many
passageways. Ind eed, Marla tt and Warla nd sugges t that "everythin g enter ed is
su bject to change, subject to transfo rmatio n in the reader's imagina ry, the rea der
be ing she . after all, who constructs me aning" ("Subject" 165) 11.
The interwrit ing that Ma rlatt m oves int o in Ana Historic and Sa lvage, an d in
Double Negatwewith Betsy Warland . allows her 10 present herself in her desire as
she expe riences it with her partne r. Th is ~rhyth mic sync hrony" (Marlatt and
W a rland "Reading and Writing"1 44 ) of writ ing breaks Ihe posi tions o f subject and
object in the sentence. leav ing words free to stir up meaning as they move in the
tn this thesis I quote from Marlatt and W arland's "Subject to Change,M
publ ished in Guemica Editio ns in 1994 on pages 149-169 . This is a s lig htly
mo d ified vers ion of their earlier essay entitled MSubjec t 10Change : A C oll abora tion,"
pub lished in Capitano Review 2.W { FaN199 1).
14 6
mind's eye · 5 0 thai the object tran sform s into the subject and back again " (Marla ll
and Wartand " Subject " 167). In Ana His totic. Do uble Negative. and Salvage. Ih e
"V\IhO's There" and "whe re are we " ques tio ns remain ope n, awai t ing the re spons e
of each new reader/co -wrrter who ima gines herself moving into awake , in he r
element in other words. . .
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